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1.
The sheriff was much older than the men that Cody had usually fooled around

with, but didn’t look much different. You could have called him a silver fox but doing
so to his face might have been a recipe for disaster. The sheriff was as deep in the
closet as he was Cody. The lawman had dark hair that went gray on his temples but
still he was muscular and tall, clean shaven to show off his strong features, and
most importantly amazing in bed.

The last time they were together was late one Thursday evening at the sheriff’s
apartment.  They were as deep in one another as they had ever been. Cody was
nearly insatiable, and for his age the sheriff was just about the most vigorous man
he’d ever been with. They were near what usually marked the half way point when
the sheriff’s phone buzzed with a text. Then another. Finally it buzzed with a flurry
of texts and rang.

“Jeez,” the older man pulled free of their embrace, “Give me a sec.”
Great, Cody thought, I’m not even off yet. He played with his manhood in the

darkness as the older man fiddled with his phone in the low light. He listened in on
the half of the conversation in the bedroom. 

“Shit!…  That’s  tonight?…  I  totally  forgot…  You  are?  How  Close?…  You’re
outside?!…”

“Hey!” he jabbed a finger roughly into Cody’s side, “You need to get dressed,
quick. When you’re done don’t make a goddamn sound. I’ve got company and they
don’t need to know you’re here. Got it?”

“Oh  well,”  Cody  sighed,  and  wiped  the  slickness  from  his  body  onto  the
sheriff’s sheets, “Sometimes I forget...”

“Yeah, and I wish I could forget,” the dark haired man replied jerking himself
to completion into the rubber he wore before tearing it off and tossing it into a waste
basket beside his dresser, “Goddamn it. I smell like faggot sex.”

Cody tucked himself into his shorts and shirt, his erection throbbed almost
painfully. He was jealous of the older man’s control, but not his life. Living in the
closet was no way to live, and, after all, he was an asshole too. His taste led him
weird places and this cop’s bedroom was no different. He reached for his keys as the
older  man  sprayed  himself  down  with  Oldspice.  The  sound  instantly  drew  his
attention.

“Don’t. You really don’t want to,” he said authoritatively.
Cody squinted at him, “Or what?”
“I’m a cop, I can do what I want. If I say that you broke in here who won’t take

my word for it?”
“I guess you’ve got me there sweets,” Cody said derisively.
The  older  man  snorted,  “You can  leave  after  the  guys  are  gone.  Fucking

community dinners.”
“Or I could wait for you here and you can finish what you started,” he  sat up

and gestured to the tent he was pitching, if his shorts were any tighter his erection
looked like it would burst through the fabric.



The officer that was taking shape in front of Cody shot him a glance that told
him that was the wrong suggestion to make. A vein on the older man’s temple pulsed
in silent anger.

“Fine.”
“Quiet,” the officer hissed at him, there was a knock at the apartment door.
Cody flopped back into the man’s bed as the sheriff left the room to greet his

guests. He breathed deeply, slowly, trying to get a handle on his arousal enough to
think. I sure hope this asshole isn’t too attached to me. He rolled slowly onto his side.
His cock was no longer hard enough to tent but if anybody saw him it would still be
obvious. He had always planned on how to escape from this guy’s room – that was
standard procedure for hooking up with married men and very paranoid closeted
guys.

Without a sound he slid back into his shoes with one hand, the other tightly
on his pocket to keep his keys from jingling. He never imagined he’d actually have to
leave a man’s place this way, especially not someone who was just paranoid and in
the closet. He stood and made his way to the bedroom window that faced the side of
the house and stopped part way. The look the older man stuck in his head. Instead
of going straight for the window he went back to the night stand.

Inside  was  the  cop’s  side  arm,  a  Beretta  Model  92.  Nice,  Cody  wasn’t
unfamiliar with using and handling firearms, he had been hooking up with this cop
for more than six months. Besides that, he hadn’t lived in the city that long either.
He knew he probably had a .38 of some kind on his ankle but good luck hitting the
broad side of a barn over 20 feet. He slipped the gun into the waste band of his
shorts and tightened the string so it wouldn’t fall out.

In one smooth motion he unlocked the window, slid it open, and pushed his
way through the screen.  If he’s going to make it sound like I broke in fuck him. He
pushed out onto the small awning and kicked the torn screen into the darkened
driveway below. He heard shouting behind him, but had jumped into the bushes
below before the sheriff and his cop buddies had a chance to burst through the door.

It  was  a  warm late  spring  evening  and he  wouldn’t  look  too  out  of  place
running up the street and around the corner to his car in nothing but shorts, a t-
shirt,  and  shoes  with  no  socks.  He  could  hear  behind  him  that  someone  was
shouting about a robber, but he was around the corner and into the driver’s seat of
his car. He pulled the gun out of his waste band and shoved it into his glove box.
Sorry about the piece, Officer Asshole, you can get that back later.

He sped as far as he dared without his lights on. He didn’t live terribly close
but he wasn’t going to risk that this cop didn’t just call him in. Cody Meandered
though the neighborhoods until he was in a different city and again until he dared
use major roads. It was tedious work getting back to his place on the other side of
town using nothing but surface roads. Almost an hour had passed and it was full
dark before he pulled around back of his own apartment building.

He was almost into the stairwell when his phone started chiming with texts.
They were entertaining. ‘You’re dead’ Was popular, so were ‘I’m going to kill you’ and
‘You can’t hide from me.’ It was well passed midnight when they stopped rolling in,
in their place were apologies. ‘Please come back over, we can finish what we started,
promise :)’ was the text that broke Cody. He pulled the back off and took the SIM out
and threw it from his 3rd story window into the darkened parking lot below.



His cubby-hole apartment was spartan,  his  clothes were in plastic dresser
bins and almost none of the furniture there was his, the rest he didn’t care about.
The cop’s look, the way he tried to get Cody back. It was all too much for him. There
was something wrong with that man and instinct said that he wouldn’t let it go, even
ignoring the pistol he had taken to ensure he made it out safely – not that it had
turned out he needed to. He bagged anything loose, boxed what things he knew he
could fit into his car and packed.

It sucked that he wouldn’t get his deposit on that dinky little place back but it
would  be  worth  it  if  it  kept  him from getting  caught  up  in  whatever  righteous
vengeance the sheriff could plan for him. And just a few hours ago my biggest worry
was getting off, he thought as he lugged the first of his dresser bins down to his car.
It was 2 am by the time he had finished packing. He posted a note on the outside of
his door before he closed it for the last time. Sorry for the mess, had to leave, won’t be
back. -Cody Ellis.

He stopped around the corner for gas and then picked a direction and just
drove. Near 3 am he was in the outskirts of the city. In the distance the light was an
orange halo around the industry and sleeping people. It was surreal seeing it in the
slowly forming mist in his rear view mirror. He pulled off to a rest stop.  Is this far
enough? He asked himself before another part of his psyche chimed in, If you have to
ask…

Then where? Where is far enough away? The answer dawned on him, now how
far but where. He swallowed knowing that he’d be giving up a part of himself in
finding that ‘where’. That where was nowhere. The rest stop had an old map behind
some plexiglas next to trucking recruitment fliers and ads for nearby fast food, lawn
care, and animal husbandry services. He traced lines on the map, committing the
roads he’d take to memory before taking a picture with his phone. His lost SIM card
taking with it his only access to the internet and navigation.

When he looked back at his car he realized it really was all he had left. He had
fucked then dumped most of his friends, and the ones that he didn’t? Well he only
really had plans on hooking up with them too. The cop was just the latest. He pulled
around into a more open area away from the main lights of the rest stop shelter
where he tried and failed miserably to get some sleep. Before pulling back out onto
the highway he could hear a howl in the distance. A coyote, he mused, always alone
and on the move.

When he stopped again at quarter-to-six it was for more gas and to eat. The
adrenaline of the night before was still coursing through his veins and made his
stomach tight. It was a chore choking down the rich and buttery breakfast sandwich
Gladys the attendant had made such a point about being fresh. She had made eyes
at him while he paid with the last of his cash, she must have been not even 18 yet.
Poor girl, why do people give such ugly names?

Traffic had been light that morning. It was Friday but by 7am he had expected
to see more than the odd semi-truck or county work vehicle. He passed a sign that
read ‘University Town 25’ and below that ‘Outer Torino 20’ as he fought back a burp
that threatened to bring with it more than just gas.

The angular country roads still made a twenty minute drive closer to an hour
of time to navigate. Eventually though he reached another sign ‘Welcome to Outer
Torino, Ohio’ and not long after came the motel. He pulled into the parking lot close



to 8 that morning and felt the fatigue for the first time. He had been going for 24
hours straight by then and before he actually burned out he wanted to get some
proper rest.

There was a man at the front desk that looked even more tired than he felt.
Cody greeted him as amicably as he could and swiped his debit card in exchange for
a room key. When he got up he thought, he could start again. Look for a job and an
apartment. Are there even going to be apartments here? He thought, pushing through
the door that was so thick with old paint that it stuck on the frame. He slammed the
door behind him and engaged the chain and deadbolt. The privacy curtains were old
and almost worn through but he found they did a good enough job when he tossed
himself into the musty motel bed. He fell into a mostly dreamless sleep where the
only thing to greet him was the fuzzy memory of the lonely howls during the night
before.

2.
Cody slept through the day and the next night, he awoke on the second day

with that sickly feeling you can only get from oversleeping. He rolled over finally
conscious and breathed in deep. He stank, he left the city without showering. His
legs were still  sticky with dried lubricant and like the cop had said he had the
musky scent that you can only get from intimacy with another man.

He worried for a moment about being caught outside smelling the way he did
but checking the motel’s ancient digital clock he found it to be just after six-thirty in
the morning. He also saw that the plastic housing had more than a few cigarette
burns. He didn’t bother sliding back into his shoes as he unlocked the door. Poking
his head out he found the parking lot deserted, his car though was still pretty far
away.

It  was cool today and he didn’t  waste time making his way to the car.  He
popped the trunk and rummaged around sliding the drawers out and pulling clothes
into  the  bundle  in  his  arms.  He  half  expected  to  turn  around  and  bump into
someone, to spill his clothes all over the ground, to maybe even get the boot for not
paying this morning. Instead there was nothing but the rising sun and the sound of
birds. This parking lot was pretty secluded he noticed, surrounded on two sides by
brush, the other two by the motel.

He had goosebumps by the time he had made it back into his motel room. The
shower took a long time to warm up and never really got more than lukewarm. It
was  good  enough to  get  him clean.  He  used  the  tiny  bar  of  soap  and pathetic
shampoo provided by the motel. He had had his own toothpaste and used that. The
lotion they provided turned out to either be a rebrand of the one he used or they had
been reusing the travel sized lotion bottles by refilling them with his brand.

He threw some hair gel on his close cropped blond undercut and stared into
his reflection aimlessly. What now? I can’t just stay here, this place will tear through
my savings. Fuck, I forgot to call into my job, my old job… Actually never mind them. I
need to find a new apartment. I need a new job and I need to get out of here as soon
as possible.

The girl  behind the desk today was named Susan, she was maybe 30 and
somewhat surprised to see someone walk into the office, “Hello... Good morning,”
she said with a look that said she was trying to place his face but failing.



“’Morning, Susan,” Cody said making a show of looking directly at the name
tag pinned to her blouse, “I’m in room 1130, and I wanted to check on how you
handled multiple nights? I kinda just blew in here the other day and didn’t really pay
attention the first time,” he looked as a tired expression spread across her soft face,
“I was dead on my feet,” he reasoned.

Susan sighed never the less, “Well, as long as you stay here and have payed
with a credit or debit card we will keep crediting your account until you check out.
Check out is 7am if you don’t want to get charged for another day.”

“Thanks,” he made to turn around and remembered his useless phone back in
his room, how he needed a job and a cheaper place to stay than a motel,  “You
wouldn’t know where I could get my phone turned back on would you?”

“Maybe,” she scrunched her dark eyebrows together, “It’s the place is a ways
away though. It’s out near University though and might not be what you’re looking
for. They’re a bit shady, kinda like one of those places you’d find in Columbus or
Akron.”

“Thanks,” Cody knew the kind of place she was talking about, they were the
kind of places that had the banners of the most popular prepaid phone companies,
probably dealt in stolen electronics, and were probably money laundering, “Know
how I can get there from here?”

She was kind enough to whip out her own phone and show him on her GPS. It
was an app he had never seen before. It was a drive from where he was though. Not
nearly as far as he had driven to get to the motel but far enough that it would take a
considerable chunk of gas to get there and back. Gas costs money, and that money
was something he would be quickly running out of if he wasn’t careful or quick to
find a new job.

Places like the mobile phone payment center didn’t usually open until much
later in the day but instead of heading back to his room to sulk he made his way to
his car from the motel office. He was determined to make a morning out of his job
search. He pulled back onto the road from the parking lot with his car still weighed
down.

The outskirts on this side of  the little village were sparsely populated and
mostly wooded. Where there were houses and businesses they were tucked behind
hedge rows or thickets of wild growth. He kept far below the speed limit as to not
miss  any  opportunity  or  Help  Wanted sign.  Here  a  mechanics  shop,  but  closed
down. There a machinery shop, Cody kept it in the back of his mind. He was no
stranger to getting his hands dirty. In a job that heavy though? No, he thought, not
unless I’m desperate.

He made a mental note of Central Tool & Die’s location before moving along.
The next place he came across was a bakery. ‘Open Sunday through Friday’ it said
on the hours.  Another one to come back on, he thought. He was hungry by 9 that
morning he was looking for a meal as well as a job. Closer to the middle of town the
amount of businesses increased.

Saturday was a popular  day to  take off it  seemed.  The empty streets  and
closed store fronts made it feel like Sunday than it did Saturday. On the far end of
Town there was an open diner. The parking spaces in front of the building were
almost completely empty except for a single truck that must have belonged to the



elderly couple that sate near the window.  Here is  as good a place as any, Cody
thought as he pulled in far from the truck.

“Hey, hun, pick a spot anywhere,” the waitress greeted him as the bell above
the door chimed.

“That’s  okay,  can  I  order  some take out?”  he  asked  remembering  that  he
hadn’t taken any money out of the bank, realizing what change he had wouldn’t
cover a tip.

“Yeah,” the waitress said flatly, “Come on up to the register and I can put your
order in.”

The inside of the diner was a homey place, like many better diners were back
in the  city.  Everything was pressed wood and pastel  colors,  it  smelled like  food
cooking. I twas clean too, which a lot of diners in the city can’t usually lay claim to.
The seats were red and the tables were faded from years of being wiped down with
harsh cleansers.  The place  was spacious enough to  not  need a  griddle  top bar,
everything was done in the kitchen. It was nice.

“Actually,” Cody started, “You wouldn’t happen to know if they’re hiring here
would you?”

The waitress eyed him, “This is a family place, no,” she hesitated while swiping
his debit card, “If you’re going to the college you’re not going to have too much luck.
Nobody wants to retrain constantly or deal with flaky college students that have
never had a job in their lives.”

“Well,” Cody chuckled, “Shit. I’m not, I just got into town is all,” he noticed she
didn’t have a name tag.

“Really? What brought you here?” she put his ticket onto the rack between the
dining room and the kitchen.

“Relationship troubles mostly. My ex is a cop.”
“Oh.”
He shrugged, “Yeah, anybody else I’d not take a death threat seriously from,”

he censored himself. The next town over might be a liberal college town but this
place anything could be the norm.

“That’s terrible. She must be a real piece of work to threaten you, you seem so
sweet,” the waitress added, “If you’re hard up just outside of this side of town you
might find something. The jobs are garbage meant for some of the college kids and
the kids of the yuppies that move back to be close to their alma mater. You got a
place to stay?” she asked with genuine concern.

“I’m at the motel on the far side for now,” he said flatly.
“I wish I could help,” she nodded in the direction of the old couple across the

dining room and hurried to them to see if they wanted any more coffee after handing
back the debit card.

The wait was short and the carton of food was heavy. Before pulling off he
looked at what he had gotten. A small omelet sat tucked beneath some wheat toast
along with a few slices of crispy bacon. In one cubbie of the styrofoam tray was a
heaping portion of soft hash brown potatoes. He piled the lot onto the toast and ate
it as an open faced sandwich, only managing to spill some of the potatoes onto his
lap as he did.

Combing  over  the  rest  of  that  side  of  town  only  turned  up  more  empty
storefronts and closed down shops. To look at them all he could have sworn the town



was suffering some kind of economic blight, that the place was dying. Before driving
into the area between Outer Torino and University he doubled back over a road to
check that a feed and seed shop hadn’t been closed down. A sign on the side of the
building was a schedule, it listed handful of clock-in times. At the top was a hastily
scrawled message: No overtime until July regular M – F hours only.

He hopped back into his care and drove out of town. This side was less covered
in trees than the other. He could see large houses nestled behind white picket fences
where people had bothered to pay to have them put up. Most opted for none though.
Yards blended into one another where their owners didn’t bother to mow their grass
in a different direction or pattern from their neighbors. Eventually they spaced out
from each other even more and then he crested a hill  and was surrounded by a
plaza.

On one side was the plaza that held the phone store the clerk had suggested
he try if he wanted to get his phone turned back on. What was more was that these
shops were open. There he recognized an pizza chain that usually catered to classy
people, here was a wedding cake boutique, and a barber shop, and a drug store, and
beauty store. The phone shop was still ten minutes from opening.

Pounding the pavement for work was painful but Cody needed to get it done if
he wanted a place to say. He meandered along the strip looking for low hanging fruit.
Places with Help Wanted signs or long lines. Maybe, he though, I’ll get lucky. He was
beyond the strip before long and his hope was fading. The shops started spreading
out and beyond that there were more houses. On the verge of turning back and
making it to the phone shop just after opening he came to a T junction with a two
story restaurant on the corner. A white board stood outside advertising Thursday
lunch specials, below that was what he’d been searching for. Help Wanted.

Around back there was a tall dark haired man fiddling on his phone. He was
dressed all in black with his sleeves rolled up around his elbows and at first Cody
didn’t pay him any attention.  But maybe… As he got out he really saw the man.
Strong cheeks bones with an admirable chin, green eyes and feathery black hair
with subtle blond highlights. He looked thin but his forearms told a different story.
Under his waiter’s outfit the mad must have hid some tight muscles. Best of all, he
was easily over six foot three, maybe even closer to six and a half feet, and young too.
He was perfect.

“Excuse  me,  did  you  want  something?”  the  man  interrupted  Cody  while
mentally undressing him.

“Uh yeah,”  Nice save idiot, “I was going to go inside and ask about the help
wanted sign.”

“I didn’t think people came the college until later in the summer,” the stranger
said with an inquisitive look.

“I’m actually new to Outer Torino,” Cody said defensively, remembering what
the waitress said.

“Really,” he stuffed the phone into his too tight front pocket, “Where do you
live?”

“I uh,” Cody fidgeted under the attractive man’s gaze, “I kinda broke out on my
own on a whim. You wouldn’t happen to know of any apartments for rent?”



“No,” the guy chortled, “Wait here, the guy who owns this place is in today and
he can be a bit...” he shrugged and looked over his shoulder to check if it was still
just the two of them, “He’s a little bit of an asshole.”

“What boss isn’t?” Cody asked in a tone that might have been too casual, the
guy who he was talking to cocked his head.

“Well,” he grimaced, “This is gonna be an experience.”
The guy turned and used a key he pulled from the pocket that didn’t have his

phone in it and slid into the restaurant's back door leaving Cody alone behind the
building. It was what seemed like forever waiting there. The blond made his way
back to his car when he heard muffled shouting from the other side of the door. He
crossed his arms and leaned onto one leg expectantly. The people inside argued for
nearly two minutes – long enough for Cody to tell that there were two of them. One
sounded like the guy he had just been talking to, except he hadn’t heard him yell on
the other side of a door yet to recognize him.

“You see, I told you he’d still be out here Mr. Frank,” the guy in black held the
door open for a shorter man.

“I see, I see, well,” the other man was much older, late 50’s it looked like and it
showed, his hair was dark and slicked back, from what Cody could tell it was pulled
into a tight ponytail at the back of his head, “Come here,” he Cody over.

“Yeah,” Mr. Frank put two meaty hands on his shoulders when he was in
range, “Rick here tells me that you were interested in the job posted out front?”

Behind him the Rick had begun smirking.
“Yeah,” he had to back up a bit from Mr. Frank’s breath, “I was looking for

work.”
“Well when can you start?”
“As soon as you need me to,” Cody blinked a few times, he was used to being

close with strangers, but this was something else.
Rick’s smirk grew to a shit-eating grin.
“Oh really? Have you worked in a restaurant before?” The short man tugged on

the chest of his shirt.
“Yeah,” the older man was way too close now, behind Mr. Frank, Rick was

having trouble stifling his laughter
“Can you start tonight?”
“I think so,” he paused, “Yeah, actually I can.”
“Good good, what you’re wearing is okay but you dress kinda like a fag,” he

turned to Rick whose face returned to an all business deadpan stare, “Make sure
this kid’s got an apron back in the line,” with that he turned and walked back into
the building mumbling to himself inaudibly.

“Welcome to the team,” Rick said laughing walking up and slapping him on
the shoulder, “Be back here by 4.”

“What the fuck,” Cody said staring at the back door.
“Yeah, Mr. Frank is something. Don’t worry about what he said about your

clothes  either.  Just  don’t  come in  here  wearing  dress  clothes  or  anything  fancy
unless the restaurant supplies them.”

“Yeah, got it.”
“Hey I gotta go back in actually. I’m the head waiter. Duties and all that.”



With that he was alone. Wait did he keep his hand on me for that long? No, that
was my imagination. There’s no way a townie from around here is into guys. Might be
nice… He stopped himself. That was a risk more dangerous than staying in the city.
Maybe he might not be gay but at least he could find a friend around here.

It had been long enough by then that the cell phone shop should have been
open. He made his way three or so minutes back down the road and pulled into the
plaza. It had started crowding up by then though finding a parking spot close to the
place wasn’t difficult. The interior was slightly dark but the OPEN sign was lit so he
pushed inside.

The inside of the shop smelled like incense and old cannabis smoke. The guy
behind the counter, which was predictably filled with old electronics as well as an
array of new branded and off brand phones, was personable enough. Cody skirted
the answer when the merchant asked what had happened that he had a phone with
no sim card in it. The man didn’t even shrug when he told him the half truth, but
warned him that he’d have problems with the phone if he had stolen it. Then came
the up-sell.

No thanks, sorry, I kind of like this one, but maybe when it dies? You do have a
great selection and I’ll definitely be back. It was all very rote, denying the man behind
the counter. Other people might feel bad about it, but getting denied with grace was
the merchant’s job, not Cody’s. He left the shop and as he stepped into his car his
phone chimed with the confirmation text. Welcome to your first month of service.

3.
Four and a half hours left to kill and breakfast sat in his stomach. Should he

have taken the job at the restaurant? Should he have kept looking? He wasn’t one to
look a gift horse in the mouth, and besides this one was a show-pony named Rick.
While he made for great eye candy he didn’t solve the apartment half of Cody’s job
and housing problem.

Still, he did have more than four hours before he actually had to be back at
the restaurant and,  maybe, he though,  I could get lucky again,  as he pulled back
onto the road. Perusing the side streets for anything that looked like an apartment
building or duplexes or doubles houses was a tedious chore. It seemed like forever
before when the homes and buildings started to thin out closer to Outer Torino. He
was in what counted as suburbs again.

There were no apartment buildings here that he could see and no houses he
could find sported a For Rent sign he so desperately searched for. By 1:30 in the
afternoon the Outer Torino’s town center came back into view as he meandered his
way through the side streets. That stuffy Sunday feeling that he hadn’t realized had
left him out by the shopping strip came crashing back over him. He could feel it
threatening to put him to sleep.

What is wrong with this place? Behind town hall he pulled over and stepped
out to stretch his legs. Across the street was another large building surrounded by a
wrought  iron  fence  where  a  construction  crew  had  set  up  and  were  hurriedly
unloading materials and tools. Cody paid them little attention as he walked around
the block with his fists stuffed into his pockets.

The blond man walked the perimeter of  town hall  at a brisk pace to keep
himself awake. The corner of the building muffled the sounds the workers made



across the street behind him. Town hall looked old, or was made to look old. He
hadn’t seen an established date anywhere. No matter, he made his way back around
the building at a brisk pace. As he rounded the corner one of the workers sprinted
across the street.

“Hey! Buddy,” he shouted, “I need to talk with you for a minute!”
“Yeah?” Cody stopped as the construction worker approached, “What’s up?”
“Yeah, buddy, I’m the foreman on that construction job across the street and

we have permission from the Mayor’s Office to use these parking areas.”
“Uh, okay?” Cody knew exactly where this was going.
“We could have had your car towed, but I wanted to be nice...”
“But I’m not,” Cody cut in sarcastically after looking around the parking area;

empty, except for his car, “And I don’t believe you because if you did you would have,
so you can go fuck yourself after getting the fuck out of my way.”

The worker jammed a finger roughly into his chest but Cody swatted it aside
and pushed passed the man. That was stupid, he thought. The construction worker
didn’t follow him to his car as he hopped in and pulled away but was shouting as he
pulled away. Some other workers had come to the fence to see what was up. I’m with
this track record I’ll have friends all over the state.

The mirrors, thankfully, stayed empty and the streets stayed quiet. More quiet
than he was comfortable with, and what was worse there was no evidence of any
places up for rent. Not that it was any easier to see the houses the closer he got to
the side of town with the motel on it.

“Shit,” he muttered under his breath as the motel came into view.
Searching for an apartment had been a pathetic failure. It was 2pm by the

time he finally pulled around back of the motel again. Back in his room he flopped
into  bed,  He wasn’t  tired,  but  there  were  still  a  few hours  to  kill  until  he  was
supposed to be at work. It was weird getting hired on the spot, even stranger being
in a new place. He frowned, alone in his motel room, and did the best he could to
keep his mind from wandering too far down dark paths.

Thoughts of Rick helped carry him to 3 that afternoon. His tight black pants
that accentuated his muscular ass. How his body had that V shape that suggested
washboard abs. Thinking about wrapping his legs around Rick’s waste, both of them
naked set his heart racing nearly as hard as it  had been driving away from the
construction crew earlier. He was up with that, washing his face and armpits, fresh
deodorant, cologne, and lotion.

To tell the truth he had worked in a kitchen before as a line cook but that
hadn’t been since high school – just about four years ago. He had long since moved
on  from  that  job  and  lost  a  lot  of  it. Maybe  busing  wouldn’t  be  as  hard, he
considered, line certainly wasn’t. He stuffed his feet back into his shoes and went
back into the quiet world.

The return trip wasn’t nearly as long as the first trip out had been. A direct
line from the motel to the restaurant only took him fifteen minutes. When he arrived
the parking lot wasn’t any more full than it had been earlier. Today’s supposed to be
busy enough to need me?

Neither Rick or Mr. Frank had given him any instructions about where to
come in so he walked up and tried the rear door. Locked. He knocked a few times,
hard, and waited. After a few moments a short young guy answered the door. He was



pudgy and wore an apron and glasses with thick plastic rims. His hair was such a
light brown that it bordered on gray.

“Hey, I’m Cody, Mr. Frank hired me earlier,” he introduced himself.
“Hey, I’m Steve, hold on a sec,” he turned and shouted over his shoulder, “HEY

RICKY, IT’S THE NEW GUY!”
Why was everybody here before me? Did I  miss something? He checked his

phone, it was still ten minutes until 4.
“Hey, don’t just stand there,” Rick emerged from behind Steve, “Get in here,

you gotta fill out some paperwork.
Steve nodded.
Rick led Cody passed aging kitchen equipment and through a maze of coolers

and food prep stations and dish cleaning machinery and people. 
“Watch your step… and your head,” Rick warned as they came to a cramped

stair case on the far end of the kitchens. It wound around sharply and had a ceiling
that wasn’t quite tall enough for a full grown adult in places to pass under without
ducking.  At  the  top  of  the  stairs  was  another  small  kitchenette  with  sauces
simmering on the large stoves.

How’d they even get these things up here, he mused noticing the stairs they
had just come up and the only other door were too narrow no matter which way you
oriented the stoves to fit them. Beyond the door was a small private dining area. The
modular dinner table was dressed down, adjacent it was a small office.

“Okay, I’m sure you’ve done this before,” Rick said pulling a packet from a
paper  organizer  hanging  on  the  wall,  “It’s  mostly  boilerplate.  Blah  blah  OSHA
regulations blah blah taxes. Look it over, fill it out, try not to misspell your name,”
he added shrugging, “I’ll get your apron and a few other things,” he motioned for
Cody to take a seat behind the desk and whipped out a pen from his pocket and
tossed it his way. It was warm from his body heat.

“And if I have questions?”
“If you have questions?” he smirked, “Well, I might be able to answer them but

don’t expect me to follow you to the bathroom and hold it for you,” he said with that
same shit eating grin from earlier.

Cody sighed and looked over the papers. Tax information, application, more
tax information. What was he supposed to put for a home address? Was his pay
going to get mailed to him or would they had out checks at the end of the shift on
payday? Whatever, I’ll just leave it blank and hope they take changes later. For the tax
information he put his old address. It dawned on him just how far he had driven to
make it to where he was now.

There was a knock at the door, “Don’t come in, somehow I managed to lose my
pants,” Cody warned as he scrawled his signature across the last document.

“Please, Cody. Blackstone Bar and Restaurant is a professional environment,”
Rick  said  laying  a  fresh  apron  across  the  desk,  “I  see  your  current  housing
predicament hasn’t...” he stopped when he came across the tax papers with Cody’s
old address.

“What?” he said staring up into the taller man’s green eyes.
“That’s a long way off.”
“Yeah,” Cody said in a half sigh looking back down at the pile of papers.
“Well… You’re not in trouble or anything? I mean I didn’t really ask earlier.”



“Not legally,” he said swallowing, “But going back would probably be an awful
idea.”

“Huh, crazy family or something?” Rick asked with a deep look of concern over
his face.

“Yeah, or something,” Cody waved his question away, “Anyway, I’m here now.
What do you need me to do?” he asked pulling the apron over his head.

“Can’t you go to the cops?”
Cody sighed again and answered under his breath, “...Or something.”
“Come on, we’re headed back downstairs,” the dark haired head waiter led the

way back down to the dish washing station, “Your job is the dish washing half of
busing and washing. Tonight isn’t going to be as bad as Mr. Frank expects, there’s
some kind of big event over in University Town,” he paused and slapped the big steel
frame, “But that doesn’t mean you won’t be putting work in,” they scooted out of the
way for a young woman to pass on her way to a freezer, “That means more time for
Mr.  Frank  to  make  us  all  uncomfortable,”  he  smirked  and  pushed  into  Cody’s
personal space, “Just don’t let it get to you.”

“Got it, so how do I work this thing?” Cody jerked a thumb in the direction of
the conveyor fed dish washer, forcing Rick to back off a bit.

He laughed, “That was slick, you’ll fit in around here.”
The machine was easy enough to run, fill with cleanser, rinse with hot water,

try not to burn yourself on the plates as they came out of the other side, stack them
in the plastic bins at the end. Then repeat. Rick watched as Cody fed the first set of
practice dishes into the washer. It took only a minute for them to come out of the
other end. Cody lifted a dish from the belt and dropped it back down, sucking air
through his clenched teeth.

“Shit, sorry dude,” the black clad head waiter turned on his heels and snagged
something from the steel prep table behind them, “Those bastards can be hot,” he
shoved a pair of thick rubber gloves in Cody’s direction, “Don’t let them fall!”

Cody grabbed a dish with the gloves as a buffer between his hand and the hot
plates. He frantically stacked them as fast as they came out until the dishes he had
used for practice were all neatly replaced in the dish bins.

“Not bad, could use some work at the end, but not bad,” Rick checked his
phone for the time, “Try not to let Mr. Frank see you use your phone. There’s no
actual rule against it but… Well you know what he’s like.”

“Yeah, thanks for the heads up on that” not that anybody has my number yet.
“Good, here he comes now,” Rick said with a smirk before turning on his heels

and walking away.
“Ah, Mr. uh, Cody!” Mr. Frank came up, slapping him on the bottom, “I’m glad

you could make it today.”
“I’m glad I can be here, Mr. Frank,” Cody said in a polite tone, “It’s not every

day you need a job and the first place you walk into takes you on the spot.”
“Yes. Well, I hope you’re ready because tonight is going to be hectic on the

floor,” he was under a foot from Cody’s face, “Don’t drop any dishes and you should
be fine. Awe hell,” he tugged at the thick rubber gloves, “You don’t need those!” he
laughed getting spit all over the younger man’s apron, “They just get in the way, get
rid of them,” the greasy haired man said yanking one of the gloves from Cody.



“Okay, I guess,” he said nonchalantly shoving Mr. Frank back with his elbow
as he did, “There. Nice and agile now.”

The first dishes came in as soon as Mr. Frank turned to walk away. Somebody
else had caught his attention and he was on a mission to invade their personal
space. Dump, rinse, wait, stack. It was slow business but the plates came  steadily
and he soon settled into a rhythm.

Hours passed, his feet started to get sore, the heat started getting through the
gloves and the garbage was getting full at the front end of the dish washer. Worst of
all,  he  hadn’t  seen  Rick  since  he  had  started.  He  knew  nobody  besides  Rick,
everybody else was too busy to stop and chat, not that Cody wasn’t trying. Maybe it’s
a  good  thing  that  I’m  not  opening  my  stupid  mouth  if  the  whole  thing  with  the
construction workers is any kind of sign. It occurred to him that he didn’t need to talk
to get himself into trouble.  He had, after all  not said anything to get the sheriff
pissed off at him back in the city. He resigned himself to his work.

“Hey, Cody,” a familiar voice called from behind him, “Come on, break time.”
He looked in time to see Rick unbuttoning his cuffs and sliding his sleeves up.

“You don’t have to tell me twice,” he said pulling the rubbery gloves squeakily
from his hands.

“Apparently I do,” he said shaking his head.
Cody looked at him inquisitively.
“Come on, let’s see what Deon’s got.”
“Deon?” Cody asked while wiping his sweaty hands on his damp apron.
“He’s the head chef,” he said as they rounded a corner, there they found half

the  staff waiting  around  a  set  of  stoves,  “Every  other  day  or  so  he  whips  up
something for the staff when we go on break.”

Deon was a short pudgy bald man with a perpetual pout and a beard.
“Alright  dickheads and cocksucker,  Lady Liza,”  he shouted,  “Nothing fancy

today, just some turkey wraps, take them or leave them,” he pulled a tray out of the
oven that was laid thick with green wraps that were toasted near the ends from the
heat.

“Not  bad  stuff,”  Rick  remarked  as  he  pushed  passed  the  people  that  had
grabbed their food and refused to move somewhere else.

Cody followed the waiter through the throng of people to the front where they
grabbed one wrap a piece. They were warm to the touch and thankfully not hot like
pulling them straight form the oven suggested. The other workers crowded around
them and before he could muscle out of the throng there was a tap on his shoulder.

“Hey, new guy! Whats you’re name?” it was the chef.
“I’m Cody!” he yelled over the other people.
“What?!”
“Cody,” he said again.
“Well  Cody  just  remember,  one  per  person!”  he  said  slapping  him on  the

shoulder.
“Hey,” it was Rick, “Why don’t you come outside with me, it gets too crowded in

here for me.”
He nodded,  and followed as the head waiter  pushed a path through their

coworkers. They made their way out of the crowd and around the corner and out
through the back door.



“Nobody really goes outside,” Rick said pulling the door open for Cody.
“Why’s that?” he asked.
“Not too many people can eat standing next to the dumpster!” he said, with

that same grin he like sporting so much.
“Are you sure it’s such a god idea to tell me that before you shut the door?”
“Why?”  he asked,  letting the door  slam behind him, “Am I  not  interesting

enough to eat with by merit alone?”
“What merit? All you’ve done is laugh at me since we met,” Cody said feigning

exasperation.
“Yeah, and you’re still around, oddly,” he said taking a savage bite out of his

wrap.  The  hot  sandwich  spurted  greasy  cheese  onto  the  rocky  ground  between
them, “So what was so alluring about Outer Torino that you just had to move here of
all places? If you don’t mind me asking.”

“Well it’s in the middle of nowhere for one,” Cody said snidely.
“Ouch, I live here you know,” Rick said chewing.
“Really,” Cody said, “I left in a hurry and had to ditch my SIM. By the time I

realized I actually need a destination I was already too far to go back. I had to stop
off and take snap of a rest stop map. Torino was the most secluded place I could
find,” he said staring off into the darkening skies.

“Hey man, sorry whatever happened to you happened,” he took another bite,
from his food, “Let’s talk about something else. How’d your apartment hunt go?”

“Oh,  that?  It  sucked,”  he  remembered the  construction workers,  “But  hey,
today is only the second day I’ve been in town, I can’t have it all. A job and a place to
stay,” he finally took the first bite of his own wrap.

“Yeah,” the taller man said before scrunching his thick black eyebrows, “Have
you tried looking in the Torino Gazette? I  know, news papers right? They aren’t
online, but they usually have classifieds for stuff like apartments and jobs. They put
the things all over the place.”

“I haven’t actually seen any,” Cody admitted.
“We get a copy here, or Mr. Frank actually does. If you last the day I’ll see if I

can score it before he throws it away,” he raised his eyebrows twice, “No guarantees
though.”

“I feel like that’ll  be a pattern with you, Waiter Rick,” he replied giving the
other man the evil eye.”

“Maybe,” he shivered, “It’s still pretty cool out here, let’s finish these up and get
back inside.”

“Yeah,” Cody checked his phone, “How long is break supposed to last?”
“Pffft, fifteen minutes, twenty at the most. You don’t smoke do you?”
“No.”
“Good, kids from the university come here and end up not hacking it because

they can’t get their cigs. Honestly, I can’t stand smoke.”
Cody cleared the last of his wrap, “So are we heading back in or are you trying

to get me fired?”
They both laughed.

4.



Tuesday morning came and so did Cody. Dreams came to him the night before,
all of them about Rick. Standing there at work after break left him with a lot of time
to think about what the waiter looked like with just his shirt, just with his junk
hanging out, completely naked. What does his package look like? Is he cut?

He didn’t dare risk finding out, if this was a big city maybe, but not here in
Outer Torino. He cleaned himself up after cranking away his morning wood and
checked the time. It was just after 10am. He had a lot of time to kill and was hungry
as well.

The general goods store was open and stocked well enough with candy bars.
Breakfast  of  champions,  Cody thought  while  stuffing his  face with chocolate  and
caramel  coated cookie.  On the  way  out  of  the  shop that’s  when he spotted the
bundle on the floor. The stack of copies of The Torino Gazette was nearly 8 inches
thick and wrapped in plastic bands.

He glanced over his shoulder to make sure he was out of the cashiers line of
sight before popping one of the bands and sliding one of the papers free. He unfurled
it after flopping back into the driver’s seat. The paper was filled mostly with fluff.
Here a professor from University was funding some renovations on a manor house in
Old Torino, there a Torino grandmother fought off an attacking doe with a dust mop,
the upcoming kindergarten class was estimated to be the biggest in the town’s recent
history. On the back page was where he found the classifieds.

There were a handful of jobs, but none that looked any more appealing than
working the  dishes  at  the  restaurant.  Between the  job listings  and the  for  rent
section were personals – probably all trolls written in by university students taking
their first cracks at poetry. Most of the rentals listed had rents near or over $1000.
Cody sighed disappointed, there were three that were in his budget but they looked
sketchy from the ads.

The first listed a duplex that had been converted into 4 individual apartments,
the basement had come up it seemed. He didn’t recognize the street name from over
the last two days, and banging it into his phone brought up what looked like an
empty plot of land further out than the motel was. The second on the other hand
was listed as a mobile home and though the rent would save him a lot of money
pulling up that address took him to a place that looked like it had some kind of
blight. The final place he could afford was listed as single home.

The number for the single home was disconnected. Neither of the two places
left were appealing, but beggars can’t be choosers. Next he called the number listed
with the duplex turned into a 4 story apartment.

“Yeeeeesss? Who – who is this?” the answer seemed slow and lilting.
“Yeah, I’m calling about the ad for the apartment?”
“Ohhhhh,” the man on the other end said in a drawn out way  that made him

seem disabled in some way, “I-I-I’m sorry. Sorry. It’s been rented already.”
“Uh, that’s okay,” Cody said desperately trying to not be rude to the man, “I

can find something else.”
“G-g-good luuuuck, sir. H-h-have a g-good daaaaay.”
Cody rubbed his  eyes in frustration,  all  that  was left  was the single  wide

mobile home. He dialed the number and waited
“Hello? This is Murial,” a woman with a musky older voice answered.
“Hi, Murial? My name is Cody, I’m calling about the ad in the Gazette.”



“Oh,” there was a sound like sucking air, “Okay, what did you want to know,
Cody?”

“If it was still available?”
She hesitated a moment, “I’m sorry it’s just I put that up so long ago. Yeah, it’s

still available.”
“Okay! Can I come and see it some time soon?”
“Well, if you wanted to see it today I’ll have bad news for you. You’re not in that

much of a hurry are you?” She asked in a matronly tone.
“Sooner is better than later,” he admitted.
“Well,” there was a sound of some papers shuffling, “Like I said I can’t show it

today but I do have some time tomorrow morning,” she said before shouting, “How’s
that?!”

“I didn’t say anything,” Cody said confused.
“Not you,” she said to Cody, “Harold it’s… Damn it,” she went back to Cody,

“How’s tomorrow at about 9 in the morning?”
“That’s fine. It sounds like you’re busy, so just one more question.”
“Sure,” she said, patiently.
“Is there anything I should know before I drive by the place?”
“Well,” she said hesitantly, “I guess you must have checked the place on  your

phone?” She trailed off a bit, “No, not really. If you do drive past the place today I can
guarantee one thing; it certainly won’t look like it did on your phone.”

“But there’s still a place there to rent right?” he was worried now.
“Oh goodness yes! That damn picture is the whole reason I can’t get that place

rented out.”
“Okay. Alright,” he said unconvinced.
“Take a look today if you’ve got time. I’ll be there tomorrow to show you around

the inside.”
“Thanks for the information, I guess I’ll be seeing you tomorrow then?”
“Yes, sir,” she said sounding tired.
“See you then. Good bye.”
“Good bye, young man.”
The route his phone gave him took Cody past the building behind town hall.

As he went by he could see some of the workers eyeing his car from their work site
as he did. Were there ads in the paper for cars? What could I get for this thing in a
trade? He wondered. The trailer was on the motel side of town and the road that
went out to the property was winding and indirect, though it only took as long to get
there as it did to get from town back out to the motel.

The place came into view around a bend covered with thick trees. The trailer
was tucked back behind a thin hedge row, and what he saw pleasantly surprised
him. The woman was right about the map view not doing the place any justice. It
had looked rickety and on the verge of collapse, the grounds around the place looked
brown and dead. Some time had obviously passed since the satellite and car had
taken their pictures. The place had a bit of a sterile look, but with some plants here
and there it could look cozy, and that made Cody excited.

Just one or two more days at that damn motel, he though as he pulled around
and made his way back to town. He opted to take the long way back into town
because there was just no telling what the construction crew had in mind for him if



they saw him again. He stopped on the intersection with Main Street and hesitated.
He was running out of gas again and decided to switch his turn signal. He headed
out towards the strip.

He spent most of the late morning and afternoon hanging around the parking
lot of a 7eleven, He spent most of the time playing on his phone and perusing the
distractions section of gazette. Doing nothing but wasting time, and trying to keep
Rick out of his head. It almost worked too but thoughts of him kept cropping up. The
word obsession sprang into mind, but no. Could he be?

Four-fifteen came and before he pulled out he went back in to grab himself
something to eat during break. Rick had said the chef cooked for them every other
day and he didn’t know the veracity of the claim, he wasn’t going to risk it – hours
on his feet and hungry didn’t sound like a good time to him.

He pulled in behind the restaurant ten minutes later, half  expecting to see
Rick standing out back. He was disappointed when he found the back empty but the
door propped. He pushed his way inside, back to the bustle of the kitchen as the
other workers did this or cooked that or cleaned these.

“The fuck did you do?!” Mr. Frank came around the blind corner directly into
Cody’s  face,  “You’ve  been  breaking  plates?  Eh?!  It’s  your  second  day,  I  won’t
hesitate!”

“Mr. Frank!” Rick came hustling around the corner with the woman the chef
called Lady Liza, her face red, “Mr. Frank, why’d you run off? Please?”

“What, you were telling me about this shit breaking dishes. Here he is.”
“Mr. Frank,” Liza spoke up, “Sir, please listen. I uh… he was trying to tell you

that it was me that broke that tray of plates.”
“Hey,” Cody lifted his hands and wiggled his fingers as he stepped back for

breathing room, “My hands are clean of whatever happened,” he glanced at the stack
of plastic bins that held the clean dishes. One of them was empty and leaning up
against the wall.

“Liza,” Mr. Frank said with a sigh, “We’re going to have to have a talk about
this later,” he turned and went back around the dish washer and out onto the floor.

“Are you okay, Cody?” Rick asked with a smirk.
“Am I okay?! I almost got my ass chewed out,” he wiped the spit off the front of

his shirt, he hadn’t even had time to put his apron on.
“Almost is good, I don’t even want to imagine what a rim job from that guy

would be like.”
Liza groaned and walked back to the front leaving the two men.
Cody fought  the urge to say something suggestive,  to flirt,  “Yeah,  a verbal

tongue lashing is the most I want out of him.”
Rick snorted, “Well, it’s not all doom and gloom. Well, for Liza there might be

some doom and a lot of gloom coming her way, but for you? I was able to clip the
classifieds from today’s Gazette,” he said pulling a folded piece of paper from his
back pocket.

“Thanks, but uh,”  Cody gave an exaggerated shrug, “I  had some time this
morning and found my own copy.”

“I put in all that work,” Rick shouted,  “And you go and tear it all down,”  he
balled the paper up and chucked it at shorter man.



Cody caught the lazily thrown ball, “It’s not my fault you’re not on top of the
game, Rick,” he said throwing it back.

It  bounced harmlessly off his chest,  “I’m going to remember that,” he said
wagging a finger in Cody’s direction.

“Don’t you have work to do?” Cody said smirking.
“Oh,” Rick feigned a surprised look, “Oh man you’re right! I totally forgot where

we were,” he spun and walked around the blind corner before coming back and going
around the other way.

Cody  shook  his  head.  The  time  between  then  and  break  was  much  less
interesting and, thankfully, devoid of Mr. Frank. Either someone else had drawn his
eccentric attention or anger. That was good though. Today was a much tougher day
than the one before. Trays of plates came in nearly nonstop. He scurried from one
end of the machine before dashing back to the other to make sure that nothing was
in danger of falling out and breaking on the floor.

He finally discovered a rhythm after nearly two hours of frantic pacing. By
separating the plates by 9 or so inches he could time them to come out the other
end in manageable groups. He had still broken a sweat but was cooling off by the
time Rick had sneaked up and turned the dish washer off. Confused Cody turned to
see what had happened to the machine and saw the black clad waiter holding down
the STOP button, his thick forearm exposed by his rolled up sleeve.

“Come on, new guy, break time,” he let go of the button that had locked into
place.

“But,” Cody’s face became expressionless, “I was having such a good time.”
“Are you messing with me?” Rick squinted and hunched over, “I swear if you’re

messing with me stop it, or else.”
“You should join the fun, Rick,” Cody responded in a flat, robotic, tone.
“Get the fuck out of here.”
Cody laughed.
Unfortunately,  Rick  had  been  right.  Today  the  head  chef  hadn’t  prepared

anything for the staff to eat. It was back to the car for even more junk food for him.
They had some brands of snack bar that Cody had never seen at the 7eleven and
curiosity had gotten the better of him.

The chocolate was chalky and bland on the first bar and in the second snack
bar the peanut butter had separated, peanut oil trickled down his face and spilled
down the front of his body. He wiped the viscous substance onto the apron, leaving
brown streaks across the front.

“Damn dude,” the door at the back of the restaurant slammed as Rick crossed
the gravel, “You been wiping your ass with that thing?”

“Yeah, it had your name written on the tag so I assumed it would be okay,”
Cody said nodding in the black clad waiter’s direction.

“Do you talk to everybody with seniority over you that way,” the waiter said
leaning against Cody’s car next to him. He was close enough to smell, his cologne
was leather and musk, with subtle hints of sandal wood.

“No,” he looked into Rick’s scrunched face, “Just the people that creepily follow
me out during break.”

“Oh, now I’m the creepy one,” he crossed his muscular forearms, “And here I
was thinking the same about you – you barely talk to anybody.”



“It’s only my second day here,” the shorter man looked the taller up and down,
“And besides, it’s not like you’re any better.”

“True, true. I mean after all, this is usually where I hang out.”
Cody looked at him inquisitively, “Why don’t you hang out with the rest of the

staff here anyway?”
There was the sound of air being sucked through his teeth, it may have been a

sigh, “Well, I’m 26 and most everybody else here is from the university, they’re a lot
younger than me. Anyway, I’m a townie, one of the few townies on staff.”

“Well,” Cody said shifting in place, “They can’t all be that bad.”
“I’m out here with you, aren’t I,” Rick said, running a hand through his hair

making the highlights glint.
“Ouch, now it’s my turn to be hurt,” the shorter man replied.
“I take no responsibility, they’re your feelings after all,” he pulled his phone out

from his pocket, “And it looks like you’re going to need to deal with that while you
wash dishes.”

As they walked back to the building Rick turned before pushing the door open,
“Try to get that cleaned up a bit before Mr. Frank sees you. We were having a bit of a
joke back there but I’m not sure he’ll find mysterious brown stains on your apron as
funny as I did.”

5.
The interior of the trailer was barren, the walls were painted a sterile white,

the  doors  on the bathroom and only  bedroom were pressed particle  board with
stained wood wallpaper. The refrigerator and stove and cabinets were the only real
thing in the place besides the carpet and cheap linoleum floor that demarcated the
kitchenette from the living area. With furniture it would be a cozy place.

“Full disclosure,” Murial started, “Several months ago we had this place heat
treated for spiders,” she was very tall, had very puffy white hair, and wore a purple
blouse that accentuated her blue eyes.

“Ugh, spiders are the worst,” Cody said, disgusted.
“They shouldn’t be a problem any more. Eight hours at 140º f. made sure of

that. Otherwise, what did you think?”
Cody looked around the small  spartan space,  “If  I  had the money  for  the

deposit and first month’s rent could I move in today?”
The old woman nearly choked, “Today?!” she said wide eyed before centering

herself, “I’d need to write up a contract, but,” she paused, “If you can prove that you
had the money and are dead set on it I don’t see why you couldn’t start moving in
today,” she said cautiously.

“Well,” he pulled an envelope from his back pocket and tipped the open end
towards her, “Will this do?”

She  adopted  a  judgmental  look,  “You  are  either  extremely  desperate  or
extremely stupid,” Murial took on a more reserved look, “But I can see you’re serious
and I’m certainly not dumb. I’ll try and have the contract written up by 4. Count the
cash, if you don’t mind.”

He was pulling bins and boxes of clothes from his trunk before Murial had
pulled away. The place was all but his at this point and he wasted no time making it
feel that way. He had all his dresser bins stacked in a corner of the bedroom and



frowned at it before getting the odds and ends from his back seat. It was still barren,
what was worse was that he had no bed or other furniture to speak of. All of the
heaviest stuff he had left back in his old apartment.

He stacked electronics on the floor in one corner of the living area and plugged
in what he could. In the time between when Murial left and 4 Cody went into town
and found the local laundromat. In the early afternoon it wasn’t nearly filled, the
people who were there looked to be older students from University and even at 22
years old Cody was still probably a few years older than most of them.

His  bank  account  was  nearly  emptied  by  rent  and  he  had  unfortunately
missed checkout that morning so had payed for another day that he wouldn’t be
sleeping on the motel bed. That was fine though, he had a job, he had his own place.
At  four  o’clock  for  the  second  time  in  three  days  he  was  filling  out  boilerplate
paperwork.  There  wasn’t  anything  shady  in  the  contract,  Murial  hadn’t  even
included a clause to raise rent – at least within the first six months. He went to work
that evening in freshly washed clothes in a car that was finally empty of all  his
possessions.

Cody was looking forward to break that Wednesday so he could brag about his
accomplishments to his friend. Was Rick his friend? Was he still trying to get into
the taller man’s pants? It didn’t really matter, he was happy. Mr. Frank also did him
the fortune of not coming in to the restaurant. The staff broke for break before he
realized that he hadn’t actually seen Rick at work that day.

He leaned against his car and ate from the foam carry out tray. The head chef
had  made  them  all  Pasta  Aglio  E  Alio  with  hand  made  mini  meatballs.  Cody
munched on his food anxiously checking his phone. Dumping the tray he made his
way back into the building but the door swung in before he had a chance to grab the
knob.

“Yeah, well you, too,” the black clad waiter said over his shoulder, “Oh, hey,
Cody.”

“Uh,” he stopped in front of the taller man, “Isn’t break over?”
“Whaaaaaa?!” he started sarcastically, “You don’t mean?!”
“Oh come on,” Cody blurted.
“Wait, you weren’t actually out here waiting for little ole me were you?” Rick

asked letting the door close on his shoulder as he folded his arms.
“What?!  Don’t  be  ridiculous,”  Cody  squinted  at  the  taller  man. Don’t  be

suggestive, he thought to himself, “You aren’t anywhere near muscular enough for
me to pine over.” Oh God what the hell did I just say.

“Looks like I have to hit the gym then,” Rick said with a smirk, “Anyway, before
you go back I wanted to know,” he jerked his head and Cody followed him through
the door, “If you wanted to come with me to the bar tonight. There’s a place around
here I  can show you. Only the locals really know and seeing as you’re trying to
become a local and all.”

“The other guys told you off didn’t they?”
“Yeah…  yeah  they  kinda  did,”  he  said  sighing,  “I  know  you  have  work

tomorrow but don’t start until late and I’m off and wanted to do... something...”
Why don’t you just skip the bar and just do me, Cody considered saying but

instead, “Alright, I’m down for drinking during the week. I’ll get smashed to celebrate
my new apartment so don’t feel special when I start putting the shots away.”



“Oh! So you did find a place! Where if you don’t mind telling me.”
The shorter man shrugged preemptively, “Just a shoe-box trailer just outside

of town.”
“Really? That old place?! It’s uh...” Rick stopped short, “Never mind, it’s great.”
“Wait, what were you going to say?” They stopped in front of the dish washer.
“It’s nothing, really,” he paused, “It’s not nothing but, well, I think the people

the lived there before were running a meth lab or something.”
“A meth lab… Shit, I already paid up and signed the contract.”
“Well,” smirked and raised his eyebrows, “I’ll see you later I guess.”
Jerk,  he  clicked  the  dish  washer  back  to  life  and  started  on  the  dishes

somebody had piled on the end of his station. Was what he said about my place even
true? He mused as the time passed slowly, I don’t know him to lie but I don’t actually
know him too well. Time dragged at the restaurant as the night went on and Mr.
Frank nearly confronted Cody about his apron which he had forgotten to clean up,
but was saved when one of the line chefs dropped a pan of puff pastries.

The last thing Cody remembered was getting into Rick’s old black coupe and
the unevenly spaced lights on the road between the restaurant and the bar. It was
somewhere on the opposite side of Outer Torino from where Cody’s trailer was. He
didn’t remember what the place looked like, or how much he had drank but he knew
he didn’t throw up. Rick was impressed. As he woke up he could smell leather and
musk and hints of sandalwood.

Before opening his eyes Cody realized that he must not be at his place because
he was laying on a bed or very comfortable couch. Why is that smell so familiar? He
thought shifting a bit. Someone nearby he could hear brushing or combing their
hair. His head spun from the hang over a bit as he did, his mouth felt like it was full
of cotton. He licked his lips and slowly opened his eyes. When he did he was face to
face with another man’s package.

Though to call it a man’s package would be loose. It the region was black, not
like  a  black  man who  could  generally  be  described  as  having  ‘brown  skin’  but
BLACK, jet  black. Their  package bounced a bit  as they brushed themselves,  the
region was awfully hairy. Not hairy, Cody thought, furry.

“Aw, what the hell dude!?” He yelled suddenly trying to cover how enticing the
angle was.

“Oh! Oh shit! You’re up!?” the voice was gravely but something about it was
familiar.

The owner of the package jumped back a bit making their large balls bounce
as they did. That’s when Cody saw that the ‘man’ that had been in front of him
wasn’t a man, or more accurately, human, at all. Standing nearly six and a half feet
tall was the unmistakably  inhuman form of a half man half wolf creature – a jet
black werewolf - that held a soft bristle brush in one hand and was completely naked
and oddly had blond highlights on his head.

“What...” Cody backed away, he was, in fact, laying in a bed.
“What do you mean what? Never seen a dick before?” the werewolf asked, cocking his
head.

“NO… Yeah,” Cody’s brain was having trouble coping with what he was seeing,
it  defaulted  to  waking  up  with  a  face-full  of  dick  and  the  werewolf’s  extremely
muscular physique, “What the hell are you doing sticking your dick in my face?!”



“What?! You can’t blame me for that! This is where I usually stand to brush
out the kinks in my fur. You’re the one laying in a weird place!” the werewolf was
holding both palms up with a confused look on his face.

I can’t believe that I’m arguing with a naked werewolf about waking up with him
sticking his package in my face. The wolf’s wide chest was thickly muscled, and was
mostly square all the way down. His shoulders on the other hand were very wide,
accentuating that was his upper back and thick biceps and forearms.  I do kinda
wish I could see more. Then there were the highlights.

“Rick?!”
“Yeah?!”
“That’s you!?”
“Yeah?”  Rick the werewolf  said raising an eyebrow, the wolfish face wasn’t

really built for the expression so it just ended up as a half snarl.
“How is that...” Cody trailed off.
“You don’t remember last night? Do you? This isn’t the first time you seen me

like this.”
“You showed me last night,” Cody’s head throbbed, “What the hell did we do

last night?! You’re naked, and a werewolf!”
“Well as for being a werewolf I kinda always was,” he thought for a moment

shifting his eyes in an overly animated way, “Am. And as far as being naked it’s not
like we boned or something like that! Sometimes when I drink I shift into my big dog
form compulsively and you were smashed so I invited you back to my place to keep
you from trying to walk back to your place and running the risk of ending up in a
ditch somewhere or worse.”

Something rang a bell in Cody’s alcohol distorted memory,  Want to see what
my dog looks like back at my place?  He did want to, now he didn’t want to  stop
looking was the problem.

“Why the hell are you naked?!”
“Chill out! Damn,” Rick stuck a fist on his furry hip and pointed at him with

the hand that still held the brush, “Like I said I’m brushing out my fur. And before
you ask a dumb question, it’s because when you’re covered from head to toe in fur it
tends  to  get  tangled  while  you  sleep.  It  tugs  and  stings  like  a  bitch if  you  go
transforming back willy-nilly,” he turned defiantly to the left showing how round his
muscular butt was to Cody, and just how long his tail was too, “Anyway, do me a
favor and keep this between us? Alright? Not everybody in town knows about us.”

‘Us’, Cody considered, there’s more than one? This guy is a werewolf, holy shit.
“I’m going to take a shower,” the wolf turned with a swish of his tail, he walked

strangely on two digitigrade feet, “You can get something to drink if you want. Hang
out and I’ll give you a lift back to your place.”

Cody couldn’t, of course. As Rick’s bestial form receded towards his bathroom
so too did the wolfish features. The shifting process was fascinating and strange. Fur
disappeared back into his skin, and that left him temporarily with a fleshy tail that
was more like a possum’s before it too disappeared at the top of his bare ass. He
closed the door behind him and started the shower leaving the shorter man alone
with his thoughts.

This is too much for me. How much can I trust that he won’t just, kill me? Should
I leave again? He doesn’t seem to be… violent. He’s a werewolf. A. Real. Werewolf.



How can that be real. HOW? Still, he’s kinda hot though. He hasn’t been violent at all
either. Maybe being a werewolf doesn’t work like I thought? What if. What if. What if!

“There’s pop in the fridge,” Rick yelled from the bath room.
He couldn’t deal with everything he’d just seen. Rick’s apartment wasn’t much

bigger than the trailer but finding all his stuff was still a chore. One of his shoes was
tucked under the couch nearby, the other was in the kitchen. His coat was under
the covers and his  keys and wallet  and phone were in the refrigerator for  some
reason. He made his way down the stairs and outside. The apartment was close to
the bar, which as it turned out to be named Billy’s Tavern. It was 12 o’clock and
there was a long way between where he was and where he had parked his car.

6.
It was cold again but sunny. Cody stuffed his fists into pockets and made his

way around the block and back towards main street. He passed a white pickup truck
that was parked on the tree lawn in front of the apartment. There was no side walk
but the roads were empty as they had been during the day.

It took only five minutes to get within view of mains street and as he did a
white pickup truck passed him while he was still a few blocks from main. Rick can’t
be that bad. If he wanted to do anything to me he had all the time in the world while
we were drunk or while I was asleep. Still though, he’s a monster! Those kinds of
stories don’t get written without the writers having a good reason…

Thinking about it made his head hurt and walking made him queasy. It was
all so surreal, just yesterday his biggest problems was staying on the down-low and
getting new furniture for his apartment. Today he lived in a world where monsters
were real, and kind of hot – if he was completely honest with himself. 

“HEY!” someone yelled as they cut the engine behind Cody, “Ain’t you that
fucker that put hands on… on the foreman?!”

Cody turned as a scrawny short dark haired guy who couldn’t have been more
than seventeen hopped down from the cab of a white pickup truck, “You mean that
dickhead that jabbed me with a retardo sausage finger?”

He stumbled a bit in a pair of over sized boots, “The fuck did you say to me,”
he puffed himself up.

This guy must have been more used to having someone much larger than him
backing him up; Cody checked around and saw that he was, in fact,  alone and
nobody was around. He took a step forward and grabbed the kid by his over sized
Carhartt jacket and shoved him onto the ground. The kid landed with an ‘oof’ as the
wind was knocked out of him.

“You didn’t  think  this  through,”  the  guy’s  left  boot  had slipped off in  the
process and Cody snatched it up, “Did you?” he considered beating him with his
own shoe but instead turned and tossed it over the nearest hedge row.

“You fuckin,” he said sitting up, “You’re gonna...”
“What? Regret this? It looks to me like you already do. You’re gonna stay the

fuck away from me if you know what’s good.”
He turned and kept walking. It was uncomfortable work walking all the way

through town and back out to the suburbs where the restaurant was. Once out of
town Cody hadn’t  seen any more white  trucks so he was sure the construction
workers would be leaving him alone, for now.



It took him over an hour to make it to the shopping strip. There he stopped
and ate brunch at one of the fast food places in the strip though he didn’t eat much.
He  was  still  woozy  from  the  hangover  and  his  head  was  pounding  from  the
adrenaline rush of the confrontation. It didn’t occur to him until he sat in front of
the sandwich shop, what was the construction crew doing on that side of town?
Why was that guy so interested in fighting me for his boss?

It was still pretty cold and there was still some distance between him and his
car. Walking again he had to pause to try and keep his lunch down, he sighed and
restarted his march.

Cody’s mind wandered back to Rick.  What happens if he’s not a man-eating
monster? What happens if I go to his place and just want to chill? Or if we end up out
at the bar again? Does he stretch out, kick off his shoes and change? Do I want to see
that every time we hang out? What if he’s only kind of in control? What if we get
drunk again and I try jumping down his pants?

He considered it then, hopping up onto the couch or kneeling in front of it and
undoing Rick’s zipper, breathing his musk and cologne deep, getting Rick’s manhood
free and then watching him change.  What is that even like? Is it like what he did
before but in reverse? He imagined the fur sprouting under his hands as he would
run them up the werewolf’s thighs and abs. How would a man’s muscles even feel
covered with that much soft hair?

He  had  to  stop  himself  then,  he  was  breathing  hard  and  his  head  was
spinning. More importantly though was that his pants were tight and walking had
become uncomfortable. And really, what if he’s less than in control? What if he bites
me and I become like him? Is that even how it works? Would I maybe just die from it if
he did?

Cody considered that for a moment too. Getting the werewolf worked up only
to treat  his package a little too roughly or tweaking it  some way. He played the
scenario out, where the beast yelped at that and jumped straight into kill mode.
Getting fangs and claws bigger than an inch to his face and gut wasn’t a pleasant
thought. He shook the images out of his head too. If that’s what it’s like for him. IF.

If was everything. If this, if that. The restaurant came into view in the distance
and the fatigue of having walked so far for so long hit him twice as hard with the
hangover than it probably would have if he wasn’t. What if werewolves aren’t the only
kind of monster that’s real? What if there’s worse things? If there’s things out there that
we don’t even have stories about because they’re so rare and powerful that normal
people haven’t ever survived the encounter? Wouldn’t it be better to have someone that
I can call a friend that might even menace one of those other things? Maybe.

There was nothing sure as he came up to the building and walked around
back. His car was still there, just as he had left it last night. There were no hints of
anything paranormal had gone on, there was nothing out of the ordinary about it.
No spooks, no wraiths, no werewolves or witches. Would I even be able to tell though?
He was about to get in when he heard the restaurant door open behind him. Cody
froze.

“Hey, uh,” the woman paused, “Cody?”
Cody turned, it was ‘Lady Liza’ standing there with a sticky note in her hand.
“Oh,” Cody choked out, “What’s up? Mr. Frank giving you grief?”



“What?” She sputtered, “No, Rick called and told me to give you his number
when you got here.”

He took the paper with the number scrawled on it  and stuffed it  into his
pocket, “Thanks,” he said and returned to his car.

Cody needed a shower, he needed water, and most importantly he needed to
think.  What does any of  this mean? His mind dragged him to dark places, deep
places,  places where more intelligent  men had gone and came back with nearly
indecipherable gobbledygook or completely insane. He pulled up to his apartment
and went inside for the first shower he’d ever taken there.

His phone was nearly dead, he had forgotten to plug it in when he walked in
the door. He put it on the charger and went and sat on the steps up to the front
door.  He didn’t  actually  think sitting there,  he took a  much needed break from
thinking.

He breathed deeply, taking the place he had moved into in, and exhaled out
the stress he couldn’t shake in the shower. Yes, he thought, this is a good place to
stay. He went back and picked up his phone and took the paper with Rick’s number
from his coat pocket. He dialed the number and waited only a couple of rings before
it was answered.

“Cody?” Rick answered.
“Yeah, it’s me,” he said in a calm voice.
“Hey, could you do me a favor and look at your shoes?” the werewolf asked in a

casual tone on the other end.
Is this some kind of trick? What could he mean? Is there something wrong with

them? The thoughts buzzed through his head again. They were nearly overwhelming.
Then he looked over at where he left his shoes and laughed.

“You ran out of here so fast dude! You took one of my shoes like it was your
own,” Rick chuckled, “I’m glad you called, I’d have hated to have to go out and buy a
new pair so soon.”

“Yeah that would suck, I guess,” Cody said in a reserved tone.
“Hey,  I  hope  I  didn’t  make  you  uncomfortable  earlier,  or  scare  you  or

something.”
“Well, you kind of did,” Cody snorted, “You got one ugly dong dude, nobody

should be that close to it.”
There was a choking noise over the phone, “You know if you keep that up I

might start feeling bad about it,” Rick sighed, “Then again, I’m not the one that ran
out of an apartment with a mismatched pair of shoes.”

“I’m never going to live that down am I,” Cody laid back onto the carpet in his
apartment.

“Nope,” Rick paused, “Never, I might be a weird shape shifting wolf-man but
you’ll always be that dude who walked across town wearing two different shoes. I
mean, did you even notice?”

“I dunno, Rick, I might have looked like a bum, but at least I don’t hump
furniture when I get hot and bothered and have a compulsion to piss on phone poles
and fire hydrants.”

“Maaaaan,  that’s  just  a  myth,”  the  man  on  the  other  end  said,  feigning
exasperation, “I haven’t done that since I was a kid,” he paused then quickly added,
“And I wasn’t even a werewolf then either!”



“Allegedly. How’s it work any way?”
“How does what work?” Rick asked genuinely.
“I mean, it. You know...” Cody trailed off.
“Whoa, there buddy,” Rick interjected, “There’s like, at least, fifteen clan and a

dozen tribal rules I’d be breaking, plus the masquerade.”
“The fucking Masquerade?! Isn’t that some shit from a video game.”
“Of course it fuckin’ is,” Rick laughed, “Anyway though, that’s a tall order. The

short story is, no I don’t go around pissing on things to mark territory, but it is kind
of important. No, I can’t bite you and make you like me, it’s actually extremely hard
to make a werewolf, you’re usually born into it, and I was. Finally no, there are no
vampires,” he paused, “Well at least not like the movies. Ever see that episode of the
X-Files where that leech man came out of the bilge tank of the Russian boat? That’s
as close as we get in real life. Does that cover it?”

“Actually,” Cody started, “No. I wanted to know if there’s any danger of you
biting my face off like… Dr. Jekyll except with an appetite for a dudes tender bits.”

“You really know how to make a guy feel special, you know that?”
“I  thought you were a werewolf!”  Cody shouted,  this  time he was the one

feigning exasperation.
“Fine. Fuck,” Rick said resigning himself to the answer, “No, not unless you

wanted to go out of your way to fight me, even then it takes a lot for rage.”
“Oh… So that is a thing?” Cody said disappointed.
“Yeah… Hollywood gets some of the details right, but that’s probably due more

to luck, or somebody getting really really lucky… or one of us got a job at a studio.”
He considered that for a moment. I’ve probably watched a movie at some point

either written, directed by, starring, edited, or consulted on by a werewolf.
“Cody? Are you still there?”
“Yeah,” he paused, “Today’s been… It’s been a learning experience.”
“Well,  here  in  Outer  Torino  the  only  thing  you’ll  have  to  worry  about  is

werewolves, if that’s what’s bothering you... Well there was that witch that used to
live at your place,” Rick paused remembering the lie he told before, “Yeah, sorry
about the whole meth lab thing.”

“Dude! That’s not better! That’s not better at all,” Cody noticed that they were
laughing together again.

7.
Cody needed to feed himself, and that meant finally stocking his refrigerator.

The grocery was well stocked, and by the time he left Cody’s account was completely
emptied. He’d be getting paid soon though and wouldn’t be going hungry for a while,
both good things. He stuffed bags and bags of groceries into his car’s trunk when a
man cleared his throat behind him.

“Excuse, sir,” Cody turned and looked at the man, he was in his mid 40’s and
balding, he wore a jacket stained with all manner of paints and adhesives and he
had obviously  just  gotten  out  of  a  white  truck,  “I’m  Jeb.  I’m  the  owner  of  the
construction company.”

Cody shook his head and continued putting things away.



“Sir, I’m not here for… whatever it is you think I’m here for,” he paused and
shifted uncomfortably like what he was saying was making him uncomfortable, “I
wanted to apologize on behalf of everybody.”

Cody stood up tall, “You’re creepy as shit you know? Was it my car that gave
me away? How long have you been stalking me?”

“Now look, there is no reason for any of that language,” Jeb’s face hardened as
if he were talking to one of his employees or children.

“Keep your boys in line then,” I’m going to have to get rid of my car. I can’t keep
dealing with these construction workers following me around town, “I mean, what the
hell, that jack-wagon tried to throw me out of where I parked earlier this week then
that little shit tried to jump out and jump me and you expect me to not be pissed
when you show up out of the blue? Who the hell do you think you are?”

“Look, son. I’m just here in good faith, take it or leave it. I’m going to tell ‘my
boys’ as you put it to back off of you, but I can just as easily not. I don’t need to do
any of this.”

I don’t believe you. You’re a snake, and probably a liar just like that dickhead
and the parking space, “As long as you make sure nobody ever tries jumping out of
one of your shitty trucks again and tries to fight me I’ll take it.”

“That’s all I wanted to establish here, son,” the older man brushed his chin,
“Now though, I’d like for you to apologize for assaulting Jerry...”

“Fine, I’m sorry Jerry,” Cody said to nobody, Jeb had come alone, “Now if you’ll
excuse me, I have to get going.”

Cody slammed his trunk and hopped behind the driver’s seat in his car. He
pulled out and watched Jeb in his rear view mirror. He wasn’t getting into the truck
and pulling out behind him like he had expected him to. He was near the center of
town and pulled up to the traffic circle there when he noticed another white pickup
truck cross the intersection behind him. Was that how he followed me to the store?

He took the roundabout all the way around and turned down the opposite way
from where his place was. They wouldn’t seriously be following me to try and find out
where I lived, would they? He made his way down a long road closer to where Rick
lived, taking a right back out of town that would take him closer to the motel he had
lived out of earlier in the week. In his mirror again he noticed a white pickup truck
pass the intersection. No, that can’t be. Can it? It has to just be a coincidence.

Crossing  the  third  and fourth  intersections  proved  it.  The  whole  crew are
following me, and they’re dead set on finding out where I live. Near the motel he came
to another intersection and pulled a u turn and waited just out of sight from the
intersection. Several seconds passed and he was almost sure that there wouldn’t be
another pickup truck and just as he was about go straight back down the country
road it came through the intersection, pumping the breaks before speeding straight
down the road.

Cody mashed his car’s accelerator and rounded the corner in the opposite way.
Behind him he could see that the truck had pulled into a driveway and the man
behind the wheel had gotten out and had begun messing with the truck’s tailgate.
He  wasn’t  going  to  risk  getting  into  whatever  these  construction  workers  had
planned for him so he floored it.

His old sedan whined as it got up to speed, 60, 70, 80 miles per hour. He
slammed on the brakes to round a corner back towards town before speeding off



again. He made it to the next intersection before he saw another pickup in his mirror
and decided to turn back towards his place. It was another 80mph sprint down a
country road he wasn’t familiar with.

This far out the roads were more winding and hilly than they were straight.
Finally having breathing room he pulled off to the side of the road and popped his
address into the GPS. He wasn’t too far from the trailer but he was a few roads away
from it. He stomped the accelerator and made his way further out from town. It took
half an hour before he reached the place, and by then it was nearly two in the after
noon.

He drove over the grass and parked his car around the back. Why were they
so interested in following me? Why not just jump me? Why am I so important? Too
many questions.  Of  course  he  could  ask Rick for  help  but  would that  really  be
smart? Faced with everything that there might be in the world would calling in and
hoping the werewolf would provide some protection from these guys really be that
favor’s best use? Would he even provide it?

No, he thought, we’re barely even friends at this point. Besides, these guys will
be gone from here when their work is done. All I have to do is keep from crossing paths
until they’re gone. Will they, go though, he asked himself,  without kicking my ass or
whatever it is they wanted by following me? Maybe they just want me scared. Maybe
I’m just over-thinking this.

Cody  shakily  unloaded  the  groceries  from  his  car  and  bringing  them  in
through the trailer’s back door. His heart was pounding while he sat on his back
steps and considered his car. He was going to have to get rid of the thing he decided.
He checked his phone for the nearest used car dealership. It was over an hour away
on the far side of University.

Seeing that he went to lay back and knocked into his door. His head smarted,
rubbing the growing knot on the back he realized something, or at least the sound of
knocking into the door reminded him of something. People usually traded for things
on the internet. That he would have to check for later.

He closed and locked his doors and intended to keep them that way until he
left later for work. Time passed slowly as he paced, desperately trying to burn off the
adrenaline rush from the earlier chase. He eventually defaulted to sitting on his
counter  and  watching  the  road  through  the  bushes  across  from  partially  open
blinds.

Look at what they’ve done, he thought, this is exactly what they were trying to
do to me! What would even be different if they had found my place? They wouldn’t
dare burn it down or something would they? Of course they wouldn’t they were trying
to scare me, and it worked, but they still don’t know where I live.

The thoughts didn’t leave him but he was eventually able to slide from the
counter top and onto the soft bare carpet. He couldn’t force himself to stop listening
either.  Eventually he plugged his phone in and set it  to play music.  His chosen
playlist was one he usually used with company to drown out the noise two men
make when going at it. This time he had to force himself to turn it low and use only
the phone speaker. He would have used headphones if he owned them, probably.

Cody took the long way to work that afternoon, circling all the way around the
outskirts of the town and arriving at the restaurant from the University side. When
he stepped out of his car Rick was already out back drinking a soda.



“Dedication,” he said, “Mr. Frank’ll probably take advantage if you’re not too
careful about showing up early.”

“Is that why you’re hear before me all the time?” Cody asked, his voice still
cracking nervously even though he was hours removed from the ordeal earlier that
afternoon.

“As a matter of fact,” Rick started with a shrug, “Yeah,” Rick checked over his
shoulder as Cody came up to him, “But howling at his house late at night helped get
me more hours too.”

“No fuckin’ way,” Cody said scrunching his eyebrows in his direction.
The werewolf  smirked, Cody realized how much Rick’s smile was a wolfish

grin, “Yeah, the fringe benefits are pretty great.”
“I can’t imagine the fleas are that great,” Cody said sarcastically.
“Hey,” the black haired man started, “If I had those you would too. Don’t forget

you slept at my apartment in my bed.”
“If you say so, fur ball.”
“Now that’s just racist,” Rick said with an exaggerated look of displeasure.
“Bring it up with the law,” the blond man answered, then made an impression

of a judge wagging his finger, “I’m sorry sir, someone can’t be racist against your...
fetish.”

“Ohho, I’m a  fetish now? Isn’t that, like,  double racism,” Rick balled up the
paper cover of his drink’s straw and tossed it at Cody’s face hitting him square in the
forehead.

“Hey, it’s not a fetish if I’m not trying to jump in bed with you,” Cody said
shaking his head.

“Well,” it occurred to Cody that he’d walked into what was coming next too
late, “You’ve already been in my bed, and I don’t know how much you remember, but
you were kinda handsy.”

“Hey,” Cody struggled to come up with something that didn’t skirt the line too
hard, “It’s not my fault you’re like a giant soft puppy dog,” and failed miserably.

Rick snorted and motioned over the shorter man’s shoulder. He turned to see
Liza standing behind him with a look of confused disgust. Cody threw up his hands
and walked back to his car.

They had a full house that evening and the work came nonstop, Cody almost
couldn’t keep up with it all even with the pattern he had worked out earlier in the
week. He needed something more, something better. He had nearly let a few plates
drop off the end of the belt when he heard Mr. Frank calling him from over by the
chef’s station.

“Cody!”
He slapped the stop button on the dish washer, “Yes, Mr. Frank?”
“Payday! Get your check and take ten, don’t make me have to get you though,”

Mr. Frank warned.
“Yeah,” he pulled the envelope with his check in it from Mr. Frank’s hand,

nearby  was  a  pair  of  trays  of  lasagna  which  the  other  employees  had  helped
themselves to, “Thank you, Mr. Frank,” he said helping himself to some of the gooey
pasta dish.

He made his way out back but stopped when Liza tugged his sleeve.
“Hey? Cody, right,” she asked.



“Yeah? You’re Lzia, right? I don’t think we’ve talked before, have we?”
“Yeah, nope,” she said looking a bit uncomfortable, “You’ve been hanging out

with Rick a bunch?”
Cody’s heart sank, oh God, he thought, she suspects me, couldn’t I have gotten

established here first? He swallowed, “Uh, yeah. Why do you ask?” He knew playing
the fool would only take him so far.

“Uh…  Well…  It’s…  My  family  stays  away  from  his,  you  see,”  she  said
awkwardly so other people couldn’t hear them, “I guess they have a good reason,”
she said unsure of herself.

He  was  relieved,  she  doesn’t, he  thought,  “That’s  cool.  Like  some  kind  of
Hatfield and McCoy thing?” he asked with only slight internal derision. He knew
exactly what she meant, but his mind was made up on that matter.

She rolled her eyes and assumed an exasperated look, “No? Look, don’t say I
didn’t warn you. Okay?”

Outside  Rick was already half  way done with his  cut  of  lasagna and was
squatting beside the door munching away at it. He paid no attention to Cody as he
came around and squat beside him,

“Rick,” Cody started.
“Yeah?”
“Two things came up today,” Cody said a bit apprehensively.
“Shoot, man, I’m a sucker for weird stuff,” Rick said raising his eyebrows in

genuine interest.
“First, Lady Liza just had a little talk with me,” Cody said dismissively.
“Pft,” the black clad waiter said, “And is that surprising considering what you

already know?”
Cody shrugged to himself, “Nope,” he paused considering if he should tell Rick

about  what  had  happened  earlier,  “Second,  what  do  you  know  about  that
construction crew that’s been doing work behind town hall?”

The  black  haired  man  looked  at  Cody  with  scrunched  up  eyebrows,  “Not
much,” he took a large chunk of pasta and chewed for a moment, “I know they’re not
from Outer Torino. Why?”

“Well,” Cody though about the last week and his encounters with them, how
they tried following him home, almost getting jumped, “I think I might have pissed
them off a bit, enough to want to jump me or something.”

Rick nearly choked, nearly spitting his last bite of food all  over the gravel,
“That good at making friends, huh?”

“Yeah...”
“Well, like I said, they aren’t from around here and whatever they’re doing here

can’t last forever.”
“Well,” the blond man paused, “The fastest way to get here is right by their

work site and I want them to know where I work as much as I want them to know
where I live!”

“Yeah, that kinda sucks, what did you do anyway?”
“I parked behind town hall on Monday,” Cody said
“And that’s it?”



“No… when I left your place one of the younger guys on their crew confronted
me, alone. He was, like, a kid probably just out of high school but I shoved the shit
out of him and threw one of his boots into a yard – he fell out of one after I did.

Rick chuckled, “Well, shit.”
“Yeah, now I’m thinking I should probably sell my car, just in case they go

looking for it, like today.”
“No,  they  didn’t,”  Rick  said  in  disbelief  with  his  trademark  toothy  wolfish

smirk.
“Yeah, I’ve never driven so hard and fast in my life,” he lied, thinking about the

night he ran from the city.
“Damn,”  Rick  said  raising  his  eyebrows,  “Well,  I  know there’s  a  used  car

dealership that I got my car from on the far side of University. They might be able to
make you a trade.”

“Maybe,  but  I  kind  of  just  wanted  to  forget  about  the  weird  stuff that’s
happened today? Okay?”

“And I’m not weird?!”
“As long as you’re not wagging your dog around willynilly,” Cody said taking a

bite of his cooling food, “I should be able to deal.”
“Fine,”  he said holding up his  hands which in the light  Cody noticed had

grown pointed nails.
“As long as we still  have time, I  wanted to ask you something if  you don’t

mind?”
“You already told me so, SO, much more than I ever wanted to know, so uh, go

ahead.”
“You’re out here in Outer Torino and you said you came from, what Cleveland

or Cincinnati or Columbus or something, but you’re finding a way to fit in around
here a lot easier than most people do,” Rick paused and looked out into the distance,
“Most people that move out here immediately move back to one of the cities or over
to University.”

“Yeah, I guess I have to come out of the closet on that one, I didn’t grow up in
the city, at least not totally. I’m originally from outside of Medina.”

“Huh,”  Rick  said,  “I  didn’t  expect  that,”  he  looked  into  the  blond’s  face
seriously,  “Explains  the  shifty,  ‘I’m  probably  packing  heat  and  or  thousands  of
dollars in heroin’ look.”

Cody punched Rick in the arm as he laughed at that. He laughed all the way
back to work.

8.
The drive out to Empirical Rides on the far side of University was a hike. When

he pulled up to the place it had been obvious that they had originally planned on
catering to the middle-class university town crew but fate had other plans. Since the
place was built the suburbs had grown up between Outer Torino but not this side of
University. Still the place looked like it was hanging on.

Empirical Rides’ lot was filled with mostly older cars, though they had a fair
few luxury land yachts on the front of the business’ lawn. The offices were in the
middle of the sea of cars, it was a stereotypical buy here pay here type place. A short
wide dark skinned man stepped out of the shack to greet him.



“Good morning sir!”
Saturday wasn’t as cool as it had been earlier in the week, but Cody still found

himself stuffing his hands into his pockets, “Morning,” he replied slamming the door
on his old sedan, “I was hoping you could help me find a car today.”

The salesman rubbed the close cropped beard on his chin, “Well that’s what
we’re here for. What kind are you interested in?”

“Well,” Cody fidgeted in place for a moment, “I wanted to know just how much
you could give me for a trade, first.”

“Oh, well,” the brightness in the man’s face dimmed ever so slightly, getting a
trade wasn’t what he had planned for today.

Unfortunately for him though Cody’s car was in a lot better shape than most of
the cars already on the lot, and he could tell by the tone in the salesman’s voice as
they went through the motions of checking the computer that it was getting more
and more expensive for them – unless they could upsell him. Cody knew that his
credit was probably nonexistent at twenty-two and having never had a credit car or
ever having taken any loans.

The salesman showed him around the lot, doing his best to upsell Cody into a
car he knew he could only just barely afford if he dumped his entire paycheck into
the down payment. The taller blond man was wiser than that. They argued a bit, the
salesman’s extremely thick muscular arms flailed about impotently as Cody insisted
on  leaving  the  lot  with  a  slightly  more  compact  sedan,  an  ‘04  Corolla.  Cody’s
nonexistent credit didn’t even come into play as he signed the paperwork, the down
payment was only about half of his pathetic paycheck for that week.

While he cleared out his car of the miscellaneous things he had stuffed into
the  storage  areas  he  came  across  the  pistol  he  had  stuffed  into  his  glove
compartment.  Honestly  he  had  forgotten  about  the  thing  though  luckily  the
salesman was busy drawing up the paperwork as he did. He tucked it into his waste
band and then back into his new car’s glove compartment as he drove away. He felt a
twinge of sadness leaving his big red American land yacht at the dealership but was
also  relieved  that  he  wouldn’t  be  as  recognizable  if  he  crossed  paths  with  the
psychotic construction crew again. The Corolla was also a standard which he hoped
would give him the edge if he had to start driving like a madman again.

His next stop was inside University. The town had that generic college town
look to it with clashing historic architecture, cheap polished marble monuments,
and new cheaply built buildings that were made to look old. Cody needed furniture,
sleeping on the floor  on a pile  of  clothes old pillows and an old comforter  were
starting to make him stiff throughout the day.

Everything seemed to be so much cheaper at the University Wal-Mart than at
any Wal-Mart had ever seen. A queen sized bed, stand, coffee table, and steel framed
couch were all within his budget, he could even repurpose the huge mattress box as
a TV stand.

After checking out and lugging it all back to his new-to-him car and popping
the trunk he stopped. If none of these things come with their own tools I’m screwed.
He examined each box ad he stuffed them into the Toyota’s  smaller  trunk.  Well
doesn’t look like the bed stand comes with tools. The couch does come with a wrench…

He pulled out his phone and thought about it.  Would it be weird asking Rick
for help? Does he even have tools? He considered his trunk. These pieces of cheap



furniture would never all fit in the trunk at the same time. He stuffed the flat bed
frame box into the back seat. It never occurred to him that they could fold down. He
plopped into the driver’s seat and whipped out his phone to text.

It’s Cody, got some new furniture and need tools. Think you can give me
a hand?

It was still before noon so he didn’t expect as fast of a response as he got.
Yeah, I have tools. Are you home now?
Cody responded quickly.  No, still at University Wal-Mart. Need to stop on

the way back. I’ll let you know when I’m on my way.
Rick’s next response came while Cody was on the road.  I have work at 230

don’t wait too long if you really need help.
So that was that. Cody stopped just like he said on the way back and grabbed

lunch on the shopping strip. Another sandwich shop, a different sandwich, but still
it filled him up. He munched while sitting on the hood of his new car and a thought
occurred to him. Why haven’t I been put on weekends?

The week had already been long enough, he decided, and when he finished he
shot the text to meet up at his place off to Rick. Traffic was light on the way back
into  town,  but  didn’t  die  out.  Wow,  this  place  actually  looks  alive,  Cody  mused
driving  slowly  behind  someone  as  before  they  decided  to  pull  into  the  diner’s
sparking strip.

He was able to make better time after that, rounding a corner and speeding off
towards his place. When he arrived Rick’s coupe was already parked in his driveway
and he was seated on the hood of his car. As Cody got out he noticed that the taller
man  was  playing  on  his  phone.

“What’re you playing? ‘Full Moon Clicker Heroes’ or something,” Cody asked
before carefully closing his car door.

“You know, I don’t have to help you put your furniture together, right,” he said
with a slightly less amused smirk this time.

“Maybe,” Cody said, “But then you’d be stuck at your place doing something
else entirely, and we can’t have that now can we?”

“I guess not,” Rick said hopping off the hood of his car, “where’s the stuff so we
can get this party started?”

“Over here,” Cody said ushering the bed stand from the back seat, “And here,”
he popped the trunk and struggled with wrestling the couch out. It had wedged
against the mattress.

“Here,” Rick said swatting and batting at Cody, “I’ll get these guys out, you go
get the door open.”

That was a sound idea, “You got it boss-man.”
The blond drug the stand across the driveway gravel and leaned it against the

trailer, He propped the screen door open and pushed into the sparsely decorated
house. It was quiet and dimly lit like he had left it. Behind him he could hear Rick
grunting and the unmistakable sound of cardboard ripping.

“Got it!” he shouted from behind Cody’s open trunk.
“Be careful with that mattress box, I’m going to use it as a TV stand until I

can afford a real one!”
“Oops!” Rick shouted.



Cody’s shoulders drooped when he saw the box hefted over Rick’s shoulders.
He could  see  the  vacuum sealed foam mattress  from the  gaping  hole  the  black
haired man had left when he tore the box free of the pinch it was in. Luckily the
mattress’ bag didn’t seem to be any worse for wear.

“Just… make sure you bring all the pieces in with you, alright? Maybe we can
salvage it,” Cody said disappointed, there was almost no way that cardboard disaster
would be able to hold his stuff now.

“Alright,” Rick said with the look of a sad puppy, “My car’s open, when you
drop that inside would you grab the tool box from the back seat while I grab that
couch thing?”

“Sure,” he replied, tossing the stand down beside the door.
Rick went inside and looked around for a moment, eventually he dropped the

mattress box beside the bedroom door. “Man, this place changed a bit since that
witch was here.”

“What,”  Cody opened Rick’s passenger door and pulled a hefty plastic tool
chest from the back seat, “How would you know that? That whole ‘witch’ thing was
serious?”

“Kind of,” Rick said lugging the couch past Cody, “Yeah, this woman was out
here doing what she thought was pagan stuff. As it turned out,” he hefted the bulky
box up the stairs and into the house, “She had bought a book off eBay that had real
occult rites in it. Nasty stuff too. Naturally, being our territory and my sister and I
being the youngest we were the ones that had to take care of her little mistake.

“You’re messing with me again,” Cody said astounded.
“Yeah, I am actually,” Rick shrugged, “It was all my sister, I had to come in

after and mop up, with an actual mop. Now, my sister? She’s like, hardcore. Imagine
the Xenomorph but with all the intelligence of a human.”

“The what?”
Rick cocked his head inquisitively at Cody, “The… you know, the monster from

ALIEN, with Sigourney Weaver?”
“You mean the little ankle biter thing that popped out of a dude’s chest?”
“Yeah,” Rick sighed in frustration, “because a deadly dangerous werewolf is so

much like a little ankle biter.”
“Oh. Ohhh…” a look of understanding came over Cody’s face, “Why didn’t you

just say that? Your sister sounds badass, dude.”
“Yeah, don’t remind me. My parents are all over that kind of thing.”
“Hey, don’t feel bad, you know, you’re still one, too.”
“Yeah, I guess. Let’s just get this stuff in and put together.”
Cody got the feeling that he had hurt his friend’s feelings in some way, but he

didn’t know how exactly to make it better, or why what he had said was so bad. He
hefted the clanking and clattering tool chest into the house and set it down careful
to not get whatever might be on the bottom on the carpet. He flipped the chest open
and pulled a flat head screwdriver from the top rack so he could puncture the tape
on the boxes that were littered around the trailer.

“Alright,” Cody started trying to change the air between them, “Let’s start with
the couch,” he said looking up in time to see Rick poke at the mattress stand box
with a pointed nail.

“What,” he said innocently.



“As long as you don’t go at my mattress with those bad boys, nothing, really.”
Cody shook his head and went back to opening the couch box, careful not to

puncture the plastic  wrapping or the cushions themselves.  The box was opened
quicker than he thought, the packing tape with the reinforcement strings giving only
moderate resistance to the tip of the screwdriver. He slid all the parts out slowly and
took stock. The instructions were taped to the inside of the box.

Like  he  had  suspected  though  there  were  no  tools  in  the  bag  with  the
hardware. There were easy to install wingnuts, of course, but there were hex nuts
and large screw bolts with what looked like over-sized Phillips head indentations –
something he had never seen before.

“Hey,” Cody called to the werewolf that was slowly cutting through the rest of
the cardboard that held the mattress in, “Uh, stop being weird and check this out.”

“I’m not being weird,” Rick said petulantly around his now obvious canines,
“What’s up?”

“Do you think your screwdriver will fit that,” Cody asked holding up the screw
bolt.

“No, I  know  it won’t. I  do have a bit that’ll fit that though. Haven’t you ever
seen a Phillips #3?”

“No, actually.”
“Well, now you have,” Rick said before rummaging around in his tool chest. He

pulled a screwdriver with a bit holder on the end and a pack of well organized exotic
bits. He pulled a chunky looking 4-way bit from the pack and snapped it into the
magnetic screwdriver.

“That should...” there was a pafffff from across the room, “Shit, the mattress!”
The vacuum bag had punctured and the mattress was slowly reinvigorating

and sprawling across the floor. It had unfolded and was already inflating by the time
Rick picked it up. Cody sprang into action, instantly getting the idea, and swung the
bedroom door open. The taller man wasn’t fast enough to get the mattress through
the door before it was too inflated. He struggled and pushed. Cody stepped behind,
not knowing what to do, and started shoving the wide foam rectangle through the
door. It suddenly gave way with a thump that sent both men tumbling forward into
the room. 

They landed in a crinkling heap on the mattress that was barely contained in
the ruptured vacuum bag. Cody’s hand slipped and became trapped around the
taller man’s chest. Their shirts had rolled up in the kerfuffle and he could feel his
bare stomach pressed against Rick’s, furry, muscular lower back. They tried to shift
at the same time but that only resulted in Cody’s right hand on Rick’s butt in a way
that threatened to slide down the back of his crotch.

Rick threw himself up, tossing smaller man off in the process, “At least it was
a soft landing.”

“Oof,” Cody said coming to final rest in the fold that formed in the mattress as
it leaned partially against the wall, “Speak for yourself.”

“I am,” the other man said rolling onto his back, crossing a leg onto his knee
in the process in a relaxed pose.

“I’m glad,” Cody struggled onto his hands, “Don’t get too comfortable, we still
need to finish putting that other stuff together.”

“Fiiiiine, mom,” Rick said sarcastically.



“Do I look like your mother?” Cody said siding off the mattress and standing
up outside the bedroom.

“Nah, you’re not as hairy,” Rick said, his wolfish smirk coming back.
“That’s nasty,” Cody said shaking his head and appraising the hardware he

had taken out of the bed stand box, “Anyway looks like you were a bit behind. Maybe
you can come over by me and help with the couch?”

“Sure, but like,” Rick paused a second for drama, “Don’t you think it’s a bit
weird that we’ve only known each other for like, a week, and we’ve already ended up
in beds with each other twice.”

Not again,  “Maybe it’s your subconscious trying to tell you something,”  nice
save, he commended himself before plopping onto the floor to assemble the couch.

Rick’s mood seemed to have improved, and, working together made assembling
the couch much smoother. Of course it wasn’t perfect, the backing and cushions
were all  off ever  so slightly due to manufacturing defects.  When it  was together
nothing was noticeable though so they decided to leave it as it was and move on to
the bed frame.

It was one of those no boxed spring deals that big box stores offered as budget
options. Cody had never slept on one before but it looked sturdy enough to hold his
weight and had enough material to keep the mattress from pushing through the
gaps.  When  they  were  done  the  living  room and  kitchenette  were  a  mess  with
cardboard and plastic wrap and extra hardware. The couch had come with extra
wingnuts – Cody hoped they were extra at least- and the bed stand had spacers
meant for a king and California King sized beds.

“Quick and easy,” Rick said.
“Yeah,” Cody said, “And to think I was considering not texting you to come over

and give me a hand.”
“You see, I really am that great,” Rick said smirking again.
“Allegedly,” Cody said with an exaggerated roll of his eyes.
“Anyway,” Rick went on, “Do you have anything to drink?”
“Yeah,”  the blond man gestured at  the refrigerator,  “I  have some bottles of

water.”
“Do you have any cups,” he asked rummaging through the refrigerator.
“You know, I knew I was forgetting something today,” Cody said. He hadn’t

forgotten them in reality, at least that Saturday. He was nearly out of money and had
to save some for gas.

“I know you aren’t on for today,” Rick said, snapping Cody out of his thoughts,
“But the place is closed on Sundays unless there’s a special event. I haven’t heard of
any for tomorrow so I was thinking we could hit up the bar again maybe? If not I’ve
heard from Mr. Frank that we’ll be closed on Monday too for work out on the dining
room floor.”

“This time without blacking out and waking up in your bed again?”
“No guarantees,” Rick said taking a swig of water.
“Besides, I didn’t black out, you did.”
Cody thought about that for a minute. Oh God. What did I do that night?
Rick laughed seeing the look on his face, “Relax, you didn’t puke on yourself or

hit on the ugly chick at the bar or anything.”



Cody nearly corrected his interests out of reflex,  I like men thanks,  but was
able to squash it down, “Yeah, at least.”

“Whelp,” the taller man said crushing the last of the water, “I better get going. I
know there’s  still  a  bit  before my shift  starts  but  I  need to get  cleaned up and
changed and all that.” With his tools in tow Rick pulled out around Cody’s car and
was gone for the afternoon.

Cody sat back and adjusted himself, realizing in complete embarrassment that
he was pitching a tent the entire time since they had fallen into the open mattress
together. He cursed himself. How could he have been so bind? It was too late for that
now though. Rick was already gone. Had he noticed and ignored it? Or he did notice
and that’s why he invited me back out… Either way he had gotten up terribly early
and the fatigue had caught up to him again, he intended on breaking in his new bed
with a nap.

9.
Cody watched himself standing naked at the edge of a clearing in a forest at

night.  Beyond the treeline he  could see figures dancing around a bonfire.  Their
shapes were amorphous and vague. The spectacle drew him in closer though every
instinct he had was to turn and run. Peeking out from behind the nearest tree that
was wide  enough to  hide  him he watched.  This  close  he  could  hear  the  things
thumping blob like appendages into the solid packed earth.

They either didn’t notice or didn’t care when he stepped out from behind the
tree. He could feel the heat from the fire on the front of his body and feel the gaze of
the black things that danced in front of him as it pierced him before moving on
around the circle they pounded into the dirt.

None of the creatures remotely shared a human form, they all either had too
many limbs or nowhere near enough. The ones that didn’t have enough seemed to
bounce and flail their way around the blaze. One stopped before him and writhed in
time to a silent beat. Cody reached out and touched it. The thing’s surface was dry
and rough like sandpaper.

It screamed in a voice with a timbre so alien that he couldn’t even tell that it
had  screamed  at  all  at  first.  Before  long  the  other  creatures  had  stopped  their
sacramental  procession  and  made  to  form  up  around  Cody.  He  knew  he  was
dreaming at that point but nothing he did could bring him back into the world of the
waking.

He did the next best thing and ran. The late spring foliage scratched at his
tender  flesh.  He could feel  himself  bleeding but there was nothing he could do,
naked as he was. The blackness encompassed him completely once out of view of the
fire, he slowed and groped through the darkness hoping to not make contact with
those things again, hoping to not to take some fateful step off into some bottomless
chasm.

His dream self’s eyes adjusted eventually and his hearing acclimated. Those
things behind him had given chase and they were closing in. He vaulted a nearby
fallen tree and broke out into another sprint as the trees thinned out. He could see a
dim light to his right and he turned to it just as one of the things caught up to him
and slapped down onto the forest floor where he would have been had he kept going
straight.



He thought about how that could have killed him, how horrible and terrified
this all was, dream or not. He then thought about what Rick had said about his
sister, he thought about Rick. Not as he had been earlier that day but after their first
night of drinking together. The man-beast with vicious claws and teeth that clashed
so terribly with his calm demeanor. What he would do to have those claws and teeth
now. Man-eating curse or not.

The light was a cottage tucked deep in the woods. Safety, maybe, but how well
a wooden door and glass windows would stand up against these hideous demons
that gave chase he didn’t know. He had hope.

Something heavy and hard slapped across his back and sent him tumbling
forward.  He  scrambled  back  to  his  feet  but  was  whipped  with  another  of  the
creature’s  appendages  flipping  him  onto  his  back.  The  thing  in  front  of  him
developed a rounded surface that Cody could have sworn was an eye despite not
having  a  pupil  or  eyeris.  He  laid  there,  waiting  to  be  consumed or  crushed  or
whatever. Instead he heard a howl in the distance, like the coyote or a wolf, and the
creature hesitated.

Cody  woke  up  when  his  phone  started  ringing.  The  marquee  read  SCAM
LIKELY and he denied the call.  It  was just after  seven that evening and he was
totally soaked with sweat. He jumped out of bed faster than he had ever before and
made his way to the kitchen where he threw cold water over his face and head.

Rick had a delayed response to Cody’s text asking when he might be done at
the restaurant. When his reply finally came it simply said ‘1230? maybe.’ They must
have gotten busy tonight, Cody considered.

Sucks to suck, was his response.
He had a lot of time to kill before whenever it was that the last guests would be

leaving the restaurant so he unpacked his laptop and sprawled out onto his new
couch. It smelled vaguely like plastic and other chemicals but he figured that laying
there for a little while wouldn’t adversely affect him too bad. After all, the couch was
a place people spent quite a bit of time, normally, right?

It was nearly two before he heard from Rick. If you’re still awake and looking
to drink come down to the restaurant. The restaurant, he’s not trying to get me
drinking at that expensive ass bar is he, Cody considered for a minute. He waffled for
a minute before responding. Sure, better be worth it. I’m on my way now.

The night wasn’t nearly warn and humid, but it was there. A classic Ohio so-
humid-it’s-like-swimming-in-air summer was brewing for Outer Torino. Cody was a
creature of the cold though, and hated every day he spent casually sweating just
from being outside. He hopped into his car and made for the restaurant.

He couldn’t park behind the building when he arrived, they had set a tent up
and had brought out a grill and a long cooler. Throughout the gravel parking area
they had set up bar tables and a handful of chairs. Lame pop music blared from
stand mounted speakers.  Everybody  had various kinds of  drinks,  you can’t  win
everything.

He parked across the street along the side of the road and made it half way
back across when Mr. Frank himself flagged him over. 

“Cody! Come over, come on!”



He only marginally increased his speed. Despite being out in the boonies there
were fewer than expected drag racers around here so he figured he was in very little
danger even at the bend in the road the restaurant sat on.

“What’s up with this, Mr. Frank,” Cody asked slightly confused.
“We’ve got a lot of products about to go off date!”
Rick suddenly cut in, “Yeah! Mr. Frank here does this once a year and I totally

forgot that it  was today!” he shouted unnecessarily before taking a drink from a
bottle of an imported European beer.

“Yes, son,” Mr. Frank cut back in, “We get a lot of things here that go out of
date.  Sometimes it’s  beer  that  a  party  orders  but  they never  drink because the
guests don’t actually like it, sometimes it’s mixers that they over stock us with from
the distributor.  Anyway,  they hate charging those drinks back and I  cannot  sell
them,” Mr. Frank was cut off.

“Yeah, so he gives them to us!”
The beers were skunked,  the cordials  and mixed drinks tasted flat  or  like

vinegar or both. At least  one fruity drink Cody noticed had the distinct  taste of
something  that  had  gone  off.  Th  answer  to  that,  of  course,  was  drinking  more
alcohol. It took more than a few drinks to hit Cody, and he was more or less in
control of himself and make it look good.

He mingled with the rest of the restaurant staff for a bit, all of whom drank
more than he did. Whether that was from advanced alcoholism or ‘free beer day’
ignorance he couldn’t tell. They were all interesting people, but who wasn’t when
they  were  drunk.  After  coming  back  around  through  everyone  the  blond  man
realized in some dull way that he couldn’t remember anybody’s name.

The short man had watched Rick from the edge of his vision seamlessly go
between several groups, remembering names and using it with people as he did. In a
strange way Cody’s night had been all about him, turning and shifting just to keep
him in sight. He was still in his waiter’s uniform with his too tight pants, and rolled
up shirt sleeves exposing his muscular forearms.

The people had thinned out after three that morning. They had been drinking
since before Cody had gotten there. He was able to gleam that from the people in the
crowd. Mr. Frank had cut the music then and one of the chefs had helped him tear
down the speakers and pack them back in. He and the waiter had wandered to the
edge of the light.

“So I… I was like running through the woods,” Cody was saying to nobody in
particular.

Rick had wandered into the shadows around the side of the building, going
deep enough to be almost completely obscured by darkness. In a few moments the
thick rank smell of musk filled the air. It made the blond man queasy, it made him
uncomfortable, most importantly hit made him aroused. He stared deep into the
patch of darkness where he knew the werewolf stood and realized that the he wasn’t
alone.

He could hear a quiet conversation just out of earshot. It mostly sounded like
mumbling, someone chuckled, there was a slapping sound. When Rick came back
into the dim light of the dying party he wasn’t alone. Under his arm was a shorter
younger guy that looked a lot like him.

“Cody,” he started in hushed tones, “This is my little brother, Bobby.”



Bobby nodded, looking all kinds of uncomfortable now surrounded by drunk
adults. He was bare foot, and only wore a pair of tight athletic shorts and a dirty
white sleeveless under shirt.

“H, hey Bobby,” Cody said as he flopped in his direction.
“He just told me some great news!” Rick came back excitedly before hushing

down again, “He’s just gone through his first change! It only too him… Forever.”
Bobby  looked  between  the  two  men  with  a  concerned  look  on  his  face,

“Richard, who is this? He knows? You told a stranger!? He could be anybody!”
“What?” Rick said as he adjusted to hearing his whole first name spoken out

loud, “He’s a friend! Kid, you’re way too uptight.”
“Maybe,  but  at  least  I  don’t  go  around  sharing  our  family  secrets  with

strangers like you do,” Bobby said, red spreading over his face.
“He kinda didn’t give me a choice, but hey, didn’t you come here to spread the

good news,” Cody said drunkly, “Here,” he pushed his latest untouched drink in the
teen’s direction, “You earned I guess.”

Bobby eyed the alcoholic beverage before reaching out with a scrawny arm to
grab it. He tipped the drink up and drank until the bottle was empty and coughed
when he took it away from his lips. He looked up at his older brother then away back
into the darkness.

“Thanks,” he said meekly and looked back at Rick, “I don’t know. What will
our parents do if they knew? How about Jennifer?”

“Aw what. Why do you have to bring up Jen for?”
“Because, Richard, our parents spend so much time talking about you and

how you’ve been living. It’s not right they’ve said, and you know, you might not be
Jen and don’t have to be, but you could respect yourself a little better than,” he
paused, looking out of the corner of his eye at Cody and the rest of the people still at
the party, “This.”

“Ah just go home if you’re going to be like that, Bobby, it’s bad enough I get
talked down to by Jen and mom and pop, and I certainly don’t need it from a whelp
like you.”

“Fine, Richard, fine but wait until they find out.”
“Find out?! What is there to find out,” Rick hissed, “That I have friends?!”
“Yeah Richard, that’s it, that’s the only thing,” Bobby said turning and walking

slowly back into the darkness.
“And keep quiet about it,” Rick said as his brother leaned onto all fours.
Cody watched as the teen’s  feet  distended into digitigrade and a whip like

fleshy tail  sprout above his athletic shorts. He disappeared into the darkness as
black fur erupted from him like a cloak. He could barely make out the dirty white
shirt before the younger werewolf sprinted silently into the brush on all fours.

“Pssshit,” Rick said plopping down into the rickety bar stool across from Cody.
He cracked open a second bottle even though his other drink wasn’t even half

empty yet. He finished the first drink much like his brother did and belched. Then
went back to the second and finished it too.

“Damn it,” he threw the bottle into the nearby bushes, “I’m never going to hear
the end of this one. Can you still drive Cody? I can’t”

“Define ‘drive’ and uh,” Cody paused and concentrated.



“Yeah, good enough,” Rick cut in unable to focus his eyes, “Little Bobby, I’m
happy for him, but he killed my buzz.”

“You want to leave now?” Cody glanced at the one still open cooler that was
still a third full with black beer bottles and something that looked neon green.

“Yeah...” Rick rubbed his face, “Let’s go now. You don’t mind if I crash at your
place tonight do you?” he slurred his words a bit around teeth and alcohol.

“Uhhhh,” the blond sighed, “Yeah, yeah, you kinda stank up the place anyway
with that piss you dropped.”

Rick chuckled to himself and put an arm around the shorter man as he was
helped off the bar stool. Cody helped Rick into the passenger seat and buckled him
in. The waiter was starting to sprout soft black fur on his arms and neck, and the
border between his hair and face was starting to blur. Still, Cody thought, he was
handsome.

“Hey,” Cody said after getting in and touching Rick prompting him to open his
eyes, “Open the window if you think you’re gonna puke, I did just buy this car.”

He clicked his headlights on and sped off to his trailer. Every so often from the
corner of his eye he could see the form of the wolf taking shape in his passenger
seat. He could actually see his nose blacken and segment, the harelip develop. He
eventually heard Rick’s shoes fall loose as they no longer fit his feet.

It was then that Rick’s breathing became shorter and braking and turning
would elicit small growls. As he came into the Torino proper it looked more like he
had buckled a large black dog in a silly costume in his passenger seat. He looked
absolutely ridiculous – that is until one of his clawed hands flopped onto the center
console and he remembered that werewolves, at least the one in his passenger seat,
was built to wreck things and people.

The roads were clear though all through town. He passed the construction site
and looked nervously at his surroundings. The area was empty except for a pair of
white pickup trucks that were parked in close to the old building. He made his way
onto the winding road where at the end his trailer was located. He slowed as he
came up to it and pulled into the car park in front of the place.

It was still pitch black outside but the light from the car’s interior was just
enough  for  Cody  to  navigate  to  the  door  to  unlock  it.  He  went  back  for  the
unconscious werewolf and was met with a guttural growl when he reached in to
unbuckle it. Rick shifted, but did not open his eyes.

“Whose a good boy? Who is? That’s riiiiiight,  you are,” Cody said under his
breath hoping not to wake the monster. He knew that Rick was in control of himself
when he was sober, but passed out and drunk? There was no telling what he’d do,
and Cody wasn’t interested in finding out what he was capable of doing to someone
the werewolf thought was a threat.

He gently coaxed the monster out of the seat and propped its limp form up
with his shoulder. He was extremely heavy, but not so heavy that he couldn’t be
lifted. Cody dragged the werewolf’s along, letting his huge foot paw things thump up
the stairs and across the carpet. The black werewolf slumped onto the couch on his
back.

The blond man marveled at  the dark interior  of  Rick’s  muzzle and how it
contrasted with the pearly white fangs inside. The beast gave a choking snore then
rolled over with a canine whine.  Okay, the werewolf is tucked in,  Cody thought in



relief. He shut the car doors and when he had gotten back inside he found that Rick
had somehow tucked his legs beneath himself like a house pet.

I hope those claws don’t ruin my new couch, Cody thought as he peeled his
clothes off for bed. He left the door unlocked and open when he went into his room.
As drunk as he was he wasn’t in any state to clean himself up again or shower, and
the room was spinning around him when he finally laid down. Maybe it was a bad
idea leaving your door open with a legendary man-eating beast sleeping outside his
room. Cody heard a canine like whimper and snore, he had made the right decision
he thought as he drifted in to, thankfully, dreamless sleep.

10.
Cody awoke to a pounding headache, a whine, a growl and Rick shouting,

“Fuck!” from his living room.
He had the spins when he got out of bed and leaned on the door frame to

steady himself, “What in the hell is all the noise for?!”
Rick stood over the the sink,  thankfully  not  naked and human, “Oh,  hey,

sorry,” he said with an amiable wave and smile, “Just… changed back.”
“You know, that doesn’t actually answer my question,” the shorter blond said

closing his eyes to get a hold of his stomach.
“Well… you know how your mom would comb your hair when you were a kid

and it would get caught and pull and hurt when it finally tugged through?”
“Yeah? What does that have to do with anything?” Cody asked confused.
“Well, if it wasn’t clear the first time I shifted when I fall asleep wearing the big

dog costume my fur gets tangled. Shifting back from that means all the fur that is
tangled up has to pull apart. Imagine for a minute your mom combing through your
hair, except all over your body all at the exact same time.”

“OH… Oh...” the blond said finally understanding.
“Yeah… It sucks more than a little bit,” Rick straightened up, “Hey, you want

to get breakfast? It’s the least I can do for you letting me crash at your place!”
“That sounds great, but don’t you want to head to your place first and get

changed? Aren’t those the same clothes you wore to the party last night?”
“You know Cody, sometimes you can be just so tedious,” he sighed, “Yeah it’s

probably a good idea.”
“I take it you’re not going to go skittering off into the bush on all fours like

your brother, right?” Cody asked yawning.
“Yeah, if you don’t mind giving me a ride back to my place.”
The  day  was  threatening  to  be  warm  and  the  two  men  had  left  the  car

windows open as not to actually overheat. Would Rick stick his head out the window
and pant if he did get too hot, Cody considered, probably not but I can’t really be sure
with the way things are going. They passed back around the construction site and
the trucks were still there, though there were no signs of life.

The rest of the ride was uneventful, though the traffic in town was up more
than usual. They had to dodge cars as they made their way through the intersection
on the other  side of  town.  Cody stopped the car  around the corner from Rick’s
apartment.

“Why are we stopping here?” the black haired man asked.



“Oh uh,” Cody honestly couldn’t tell him for a moment, “It’s,” a habit, “Out of
habit. I’ve kinda gotten used to not pulling right up to a place.”

“Well, as long as you’re making me walk,” Rick shrugged, “May as well come on
up with me.”

“You’re not planning on whipping it out again, are you?” Cody asked secretly
hoping the answer would unironically be yes.

“That was a one time deal,” Rick answered, “Though hang around enough with
me and there’s no guarantee that you won’t be seeing it again.”

Cody  watched  as  Rick  got  out  and  followed  him  up  to  to  his  apartment
building. It wasn’t the first time he was there, but when he was there first it was
much less sunny and so much more of a pain in the ass. He was glad that this time
he at least had a ride. Before ducking into the building though he noticed a white
pickup truck parked, empty, across the street.

He shook the anxiety  he felt  because of  it  off.  Maybe that  isn’t  one of  the
construction worker’s trucks. If it is what then? It’s not like there was anybody around
to see us come into the building, what would they be watching the place? He pushed
passed the door as Rick held it for him. Inside it was back up to the second floor.

“Cody, stay here,” Rick said when the came up to his apartment door.
It was ajar. From where he stood Cody couldn’t see any sign of forced entry nor

could he see anything as the taller man poked his head into his apartment.. He
could hear Rick gasp before being yanked through the door. He landed inside with a
thump. Cody followed and poked his head through.

Another werewolf straddled Rick on the floor, “Hey… hrnk… Jen,” he sputtered
beneath her.

She had maintained her long black hair in her wolf form, it was tied back in a
ponytail and had whipped over one shoulder. She wore a loose fitting button flannel
button down with a t-shirt under neath and similar athletic pants to the shorts their
brother Bobby wore the night before. Her tail was as long as Rick’s had been but her
body  fur  was  much  more  matted,  in  places  while  in  others  it  jutted  off in  all
directions.

She whipped around and snarled at the blond at the sound of him shutting
the door.

“That’s  no  way  to  treat  my  guest,”  Rick  said  using  the  distraction  to  his
advantage and swapping positions, “Nowrrrr,” he said in a growl as he started shape
shifting, his feet distended quickly, fur sprouted lightning fast, his nails sharpened
before  totally  becoming  claws,  Cody  watched  in  amazement  as  Rick’s  ears  first
pointed then moved up to the top of the sides of his head and his face stretch into a
muzzle, “What business do you have breakinnnnng into my apartment!?”

The male werewolf’s control wasn’t complete and his sister had wrestled her
arms free and had begun batting at his chest and shirt. She caught him on the arm,
gashing it  wide open with a razor sharp claw and sent him onto his side. They
reversed positions again.

“You pathetic moron,” she hissed with the weight of the words, “You brought a
stranger into your life. You told him of our secret. Bobby… He told me of your little…
argh… indiscretion.”

The wound on Rick’s arm had pulled itself closed, though now there was a
slight gap in his fur. He broke his sister’s grip on the previously wounded arm and



managed to jab her in the throat. She yelped and coughed. With another opening the
big black male shoved the equally big and black female back up and into the wall.
Cody had just enough time to dodge out of the way. The werewolf with the blond
highlights sprang up and tackled the female for good measure.

They’re play fighting, Cody realized, this is all just siblings fooling around. Never
the less he backed away and watched them half expecting them to trade bites and
nibbles. Jed did half snap at her brother before he took complete control.

“And what of it? Can’t stand that I’ve made a friend? Can’t handle that I’m just
better with people,” the male spat back with equal vitriol as Jen had earlier.

She managed to dig both hands worth of claws into Rick’s wrists, savagely
slashing them open, sending blood spatters across the floor near the door. He yelped
in pain and let her go. She hesitated for a moment, looking at what she had done
before springing free and eyeing up Cody.

“Hunters,” she hissed and leaped at the blond man.
Rick desperately reached out to grab Jen mid-leap and grabbed a hand full of

tail. There was a pop and the female stifled a pained howl. The female werewolf grit
her fangs and turned on the male. His wounds were already beginning to heal and
he would have stopped leaking blood but the other took a double swipe that caught
the male across the chest.

He moaned and collapsed, claws clicking on the hard floor beneath him. He
held his chest and stomach as the blood that drenched the floor came to a stop
much more slowly than the other wounds. Jen paused as she realized what she was
doing, but didn’t actually want to stop.

“They hurt Bobby and he could be,” she was abruptly cut off when a piece of
cloth found its way into her mouth. Cody had taken his shirt off and tied it quickly
behind  her  head,  making  a  makeshift  gag.  She  coughed  and  sputtered  and
struggled.

“Stop, you’re killing him,” Cody shouted stepping between them.
Rick laughed and coughed up blood onto the floor before falling onto his side,

“I don’t think,” he wheezed and whimpered, “You were right, sis.” he breathed hard,
gasping now and then before his breathing slowed.

Cody bent down to check Rick, her claws had shredded more than the male’s
shirt. In places Cody could see bones and muscles. At the ends of the cuts the skin
slowly sewed itself shut. He tore the wolf’s tattered black shirt off and rolled him
onto  his  back.  He  didn’t  know  much about  first  aid,  much  less  first  aid  for  a
werewolf,  but figured that slowing the bleeding until  the gashes closed would be
best. He pressed the cloth over the cuts as hard as he could without impeding the
healing process. He felt breathing on the back of his neck soon after.

“Are you going to help me slow the bleeding until he heals or are you just going
to stand back there like a creep,” he said without turning, “Well?!”

“You are doing it wrong if you want to make sure he heals,” her voice came in
shallow rasps, and her hands guided his own. Together they pressed the wounds
closer together, “You see, this speeds the healing process.”

“Great, now why don’t you go ahead and fuck off,” Cody said authoritatively
when the wounds were little more than wet red marks across the front of his body.

“Who are you to talk to me like that,” she demanded.



“Not his sister,” he replied looking at the blood on his hands before smearing it
across her face and shoulders, “That’s for damn sure.”

She  growled  and  turned  away  from  Cody  kneeling  over  the  incapacitated
werewolf. “You.”

“Yeah me,” he got up and went to Rick’s refrigerator and grabbed a gallon of
fruit juice, “Well, I’m waiting.”

“I…” Jen started slowly, “After today  leave him. You pose a bigger danger to
him… to us than you know. Even if you aren’t a hunter. I will treat you as such if you
don’t.”

There was a hideous popping sound that made the female werewolf grunt in
pain.  She was shifting back to her  human form and Cody watched her  intently
before kneeling next to Rick again. She was about as tall as he was and every bit as
muscular as her brother. There was blood on her tanned face in the general shape of
hand prints that trailed down the front of her body.

“Rethink all that shit you just said,” Cody called after her as she made her way
to the bathroom, “This was all you. You might be able to wash that blood off, but it
won’t change that you still did this to him.”

She grunted and slammed the bathroom door behind her while Cody did his
best to get Rick to drink from the fruit juice. He was able to force some down the
werewolf’s throat before the big black dog coughed and sputtered back to life. He
wheezed and rolled onto his side.

“Cooooody,” he said in the most canine way possible, “Is she still… here?”
“Yeah,” the blond man answered.
“Tell her she gets to mop up this time,” he said cackling.
“I heard that,” she shouted from the bathroom over the running water.
“Good,”  he  shouted  back,  “You  still  want  to  get  that  breakfast,”  he  asked

pointing his muzzle at Cody, “I’ll bring me back up to one-hundred percent. Plus,” he
started to whisper, “I really don’t want to eat alone after that crazy bitch’s tantrum.”

“Hey,” Cody said helping Rick back up, “Sure, but I need a minute.”
He made his way over to the sink and heaved. The stench of all the blood had

gotten to him, the musky smell the two werewolves left behind them in the wake of
their  fight  was  overwhelming.  Maybe  he  doesn’t  smell  it?  Maybe  he  does?  The
thoughts forced him to heave again. Nothing came out but bile and a paltry amount
of last night’s alcohol.

“Hey,” Rick said wobbling to his feet and making his way over to pat Cody on
the back, “You can go to your car and wait outside. You can even leave and I won’t
judge...”

“Hey,” Cody said, mucus oozing from his mouth and nose, “You’ve been a good
friend dude, even if you are a werewolf, and I certainly won’t leave you alone with
her,” he said jerking his thumb in the bathroom’s direction.

He wiped his face on a dishcloth and rinsed his shoes, his shirt was a total
loss, though luckily he was able to avoid getting any blood on his pants. Rick lent
him a t-shirt and he made his way back to the car. His sister said something about
hunters? Werewolf hunters? That they hurt his brother Bobby? Oh God, she’s going to
blame us for that!  Or, has she already? Why does this werewolf trust me at all  if
there’s hunters around?



For the second time in a week his head was buzzing with too many questions
and nowhere near enough answers. Once inside his car he cautiously set his seat
back far enough to just see over the dashboard and positioned the mirrors so he
could see as much around the car from his spot as he could. Twenty minutes passed
and so  did  the  white  pickup truck he  noticed  before  going  into  the  apartment.
Shortly after that he spied Rick walking up the side of the road.

Rick Slumped uncomfortably into the passenger seat, his gray athletic pants
and muted shirt making compounding the ill look his pale face gave.

“Are you going to be alright,” Cody asked with genuine concern in his voice,
“You took a while, did you actually talk to your sister after I left?”

He tilted his head in Cody’s direction as he pulled off, “Yeah, I’ll be fine,” he
cleared his throat, “We talked...” he trailed off.

“About your Bobby?”
“Yeah,” he paused and shifted weakly in his seat, “He’s not doing good.”
“What happened to him? I  know your sister said something about hunters

but...” he trailed off not knowing what he was getting at.
“He wasn’t  attacked by anybody,  but he did fall  into a kind of  trap,”  Rick

sighed, “He almost lost a foot in an iron bear trap on the way back home after he left
us at the party.”

“An iron bear trap? I thought your guy’s deal was silver?” Cody said coming to
an intersection more slowly than he would have had he not been listening intently to
Rick.

“That’s a Hollywood myth,  dude,”  Rick wheezed again, “Anyway it’s  spooky
paranormal stuff that iron thing. Iron in our blood, but being attacked or penetrated
by  something  made  of  iron… Our  bodies  react  differently  in  that  case.  I  don’t
understand how it works I just know that it does.”

“But how does she know that the trap was put down by a werewolf hunter? I
mean, they had to have used iron bear traps back in the day, right? We are pretty far
out in the boonies, how could she be sure that it wasn’t just some poacher using a
family heirloom?”

“She and my parents found more… A lot more.”
“Shit...” the shorter blond said as he spanked the car out to main street, “Why

tell me all this? Why trust me at all?”
“I… Well, your story… It’s not something I can imagine anybody making up.

Especially not a guy.”
“That’s a relief, but try telling that to your sister,” Cody said with a sigh.
“I did. I’m sure she’ll see reason… I hope.”
“Yeah. I saw what you meant about her thought,” Cody said pulling into a

parking spot in front of the diner, “The whole ambush predator thing.”
“Yeah, I’m going to feel kind of bad when she finds out who the hunters are,”

Rick looked longingly through the diner’s window.
“You are going to be alright to eat, right? I mean...” Cody was cut off.
“I’ll  be better sooner when I  eat,”  Rick scratched his chest,  “The scars are

starting to fade already, but I’m still light headed from all the blood loss and this
body,” he did his best to smirk and point at himself, “Needs fuel to put it all back
together. Are you going to be fine eating? You did kinda throw up… And it wasn’t a
little bit either.”



Cody shook his head and got out of the car. Rick shuffled behind him and
nearly  stumbled  his  way  through  the  door.  They  took  a  seat  where  they  could
because though the parking spaces were not very full the inside of the diner was
positively packed. Children and their parents, elderly couples and old men’s clubs
were sprinkled here and there between.

They found a place near the middle of the room and before long a short barrel
chested man gave them a pair of menus. Rick slid his back towards the middle of the
table  while  Cody  flipped  his  open.  Nothing  looked  particularly  appetizing  after
earlier, and Rick was right. His stomach was still unsettled from earlier.

“The  beef  barley  soup  is  best  for  a  hangover,”  Rick  tried  and  failed  to
straighten up and failed, “It’s what I’d be having, but you know,” the waiter returned
with waters for the pair of them.

“Do you gentlemen know what you’ll be having,” the waiter whose name was
Roman asked.

“Yes,” Cody started, “I’ll be having the beef barley soup.”
“That comes with a sandwich,” the waiter said as he scribbled on his receipt

pad,  “We’re  out  of  corned  beef  so  your  options  are  only  turkey,  ham,  or  grilled
cheese.”

Turkey, Rick mouthed from across the table.
“Turkey on rye,” Cody said taking the hint.
“And for you? Sir?”
“I’ll have the country fried steak and eggs platter and a full order of biscuits

and gravy.”
The waiter scrambled away to get their drinks and refill the coffee at the table

next to them.
“I was thinking,” Cody said just over the din of noise around them, “If you’re

eating to heal up can’t your brother just do that?”
“Oh,” the question took Rick aback, “Well,” he looked around to make sure

nobody was actively listening in, “It’s because wounds people like take from stuff like
that is  just  like… well  it’s  like you getting the  same kind of  wound.  There’s  no
burning or anything like that, but it takes about as long to recover from as you
would with a broken leg with deep gashes that need stitches.”

“Does that mean if something happened to one of you where you get a piece of
iron in your eye you’d be blind permanently?”

“No,” the taller man took a drink of his water, “As long as it’s not been scooped
out it’ll regenerate back, but it won’t be pretty. It’s not usual that anybody gets hurt
like that around here though.”

“So you guys don’t get werewolf hunters too often? I thought you guys were
playing it fast and loose, fighting in your apartment with all those people around
and your brother this morning with all those people around.”

“Well, yeah,” the black haired man leaned across the table, “We have our own
tradition though, something my family brought with us from Europe. I think back in
the day there might have even been a contract with the town.  Keep weird shit like
that witch or traveling circuses with vampires in tanks of water in their freak shows
out of town and help with the cops when they request it; they in turn let us do our
thing all howling at the moon and being ‘flea bags’ like you put it.”



Cody snorted at that, “That’s more than the answer I was looking for.” he then
asked, “What’s up between you and your family anyway?”

“Ugh,” Rick said, “You first.”
“Well,” he thought back, “There isn’t much to tell. I needed to get away from

the small town I grew up in. My parents shut down that ‘support Cody in life’ part of
themselves when I did. So now here I am, when I needed a place to go I just picked
one. Doesn’t remind me of home too much though, the town is really quiet during
the day, it’s almost spooky.”

“Yeah,  that’s  because  of  the  university,”  Rick  finished  off his  water  before
continuing, “It was pretty small a few years ago, before that the whole place was
depressed like.  And before that  there was the steel  machining and press shops.
When the school grew they needed workers for the menial labor, luckily for them this
whole town needed jobs.”

“I guess that is lucky for the town,” Cody said sitting back.
“If  you say so,” the taller man responded, “I  think if  any crooks found out

about this place there would be a rash of burglaries during the day that even the
Sticky Bandits couldn’t bungle.”

Cody looked at Rick confused at the reference, “The who?”
“Dude, you’re going to have to start watching more movies.  I  can’t  refer to

things like Home Alone 2 and Alien and Rocky and have you constantly not get
them.”

11.
Work was busy enough to keep them apart on Monday. Though Cody had

fallen into a rhythm it wasn’t quite fast enough again to keep up with the busiest
hours. He had to rerun several handfuls of cutlery after they had gone careening to
the floor due to his negligence. If his coworkers weren’t also starting to crack under
the pressure Mr. Frank would have been doing more than just shooting him daggers
with his eyes.

The days of the week the chefs cooked alternated, and Cody found out all too
late. Without anything to eat he made his way outside into the warm evening air.
Summer was coming, it was only a matter of time now. He settled in on the trunk of
his car and began casually browsing the internet. He had half expected Rick to not
join him when the back door slammed across the parking lot from him.

Rick walked up to him casually, “Hey,” he said standing close in front of him,
“I’m sorry about yesterday.”

“Why?” Cody asked confused.
“Because,”  Rick sighed leaning in,  “I  invited  you back out  to  the bar  and

instead we ended up here and that’s really kinda lame now that I think about it.
Then you got a bigger glimpse into my messed up world than I wanted you to get.
That couldn’t have been a fun experience, am I right?”

“I guess, or maybe the shock hasn’t set in yet,” the blond man shrugged.
“Probably  not,  so  I  was  thinking  why not  keep  it  off a  little  longer,”  Rick

suggested with a sly smile.
“I’m listening,” Cody said sliding off the car’s trunk and right into the waiter’s

personal space, “What did you have in mind.” Why did I just do this? Aren’t I trying to
not flirt with him?



“Well, I was thinking we minimize the chance of something weird happening if
we just walk to the bar, get one or two drinks, then walk back to my place,” he
leaned in extremely close, “And finish getting fucked up there. What do you say?”

Cody’s  heart  was  pounding  this  close  to  the  muscular  man,  he  suddenly
remembered being further than this and still  making out with other men before,
Rick even let his knee brush against his thigh,  Is he flirting back, Cody thought
before replying, “I uh… Sure. That sounds like fun.”

“Good,”  Rick said letting his  hot  breath wash over the shorter man,  “Wait
around after work,” he put a hand past him and leaned on Cody’s car, “I’ll be helping
close today but I still want us to show up at the bar together.”

Just then Mr. Frank poked his head out from the back door and shouted,
“Hey, Rick, get your ass back in here we just got a surprise party!”

“Well, guess I have to go,” he turned and Cody watched as Rick’s shapely ass
flexed as he walked in his too tight black slacks, “I’ll be seeing you later then!”

Of course he was flirting back. I’m such an idiot! He lives away from his family,
werewolf  or  not,  and  that  means something.  It  always  does,  right?  I  didn’t  just
imagine that. How could I have been so blind? He constantly wears too tight clothes,
he’s always just hanging out with me. Right? Right… Cody’s thoughts trailed off. The
plans for tonight felt too much like a date, and he had agreed to go with Rick. Is he
trying to make a move? I mean, he has to be, right?

There was only one way to find out and that was to wait until later that night.
Work was hectic enough but his excitement and incessant clock watching still made
time drag. It felt like two full shifts had passed by the time it was 10 pm. Though the
crowd had died down considerably by then there was still enough people coming and
going that he wasn’t not getting a steady stream of dirty dishes.

By the time the head chef gave him the nod Cody had half convinced himself
that the conversation deep in each other’s personal space hadn’t happened. After
just a week the dish washer’s shutdown sequence was burned into his memory and
that made it quick and easy. It wasn’t until he was outside that he had realized that
he had the jitters. Did Rick get in my head that bad? Am I just imagining this?

He didn’t have to wait too long. Over the next twenty minutes the restaurant’s
senior staff slowly trickled out into the parking lot. Some of the women chat over
cigarettes before leaving. A line chef played on his phone, and soon Rick let himself
out into the cool night.

He tapped on Cody’s driver side to get the nervous man to roll it down, “Looks
like you’re still interested in going, or are you out here to deliver some bad news in
person?”

“Yeah, I’m just here to tell you that you’re ugly and kinda smell like a wet dog,”
the blond said with an exaggerated look of judgment on his face.

“Oof,”  the  black  haired  man replied,  “Though it’s  funny,  I  didn’t  hear  you
complain too much that first night you spent at my place, or the other day when you
were holding my guts in.”

Cody  snorted,  “You  got  me,”  and  before  he  could  stop  himself,  “I  have  a
shameful predilection for hairy muscular dog-men.”

Rick choked, “Oh do you now? You’re gonna have to flatter me more than that
to get in my pants, princess.”

He resigned himself to the flirting, “I do have all night.”



“Not with that attitude,” the black clad man said slapping the top of his car,
“Let’s get out of here before Mr. Frank finds us still here and asks for help with
something.”

They dropped their cars at Rick’s apartment, though Cody kept with his habit
of leaving his vehicle around the corner from any place he planned on staying. Do I
plan on staying? What if I’m totally misreading this? What if he’s everything I’m afraid
of? What if…

Rick bounded up to him jovially with a pair of beers, “There’s no rule against
pregaming is there?”

“I  didn’t  put  up  any  rules,”  Cody  said  snatching  the  cheap  can  from his
friend’s hand.

“Good, I didn’t think so,” Rick said as they cracked their beers open in unison
and began to chug.

“What are we,” Cody said coughing from the cheap brew, “College students?
Let’s get going!”

The walk to the bar was a short one, but being with Rick gave it a strange glow
to Cody. Maybe it was the beer and having not eaten anything earlier. Maybe it was
his  nerves  finally  having  the  edge  knocked  off.  The  place  wasn’t  the  way  he
remembered it when they finally arrived. I don’t actually remember what it looked like
on the inside, the thought struck him as he navigated the crowd.

The crowd was mixed. In some pockets there were younger guys mingling with
younger women around pool tables. In other pockets middle aged people were having
hushed conversations about whatever things were giving them troubles lately. Along
the darkest and furthest end of the bar there was a handful of elderly men that Cody
imagined to be widowers that maybe talked about their late wives or making bets as
to which one of them would pass next.

The warm glow around everything got stronger the more he drank, and the
more he drank the more he let his guard down around Rick. Here and there he
would  make  suggestive  remarks  at  his  friend,  at  which  he  just  laughed.  They
brushed hands, and held them there a little longer than they needed. Cody didn’t
even think it was strange that even though young women from the area of the bar
were eyeing him, the black haired man only paid attention to Cody.

It was after their fourth or fifth round, Cody couldn’t tell, that the taller man
tugged on his shirt.

“Hey man let’s get out of here,” Rick suggested.
Cody dully registered that the other man hadn’t just grabbed his shirt, but he

had grabbed him on his side. The sensation made his heart skip a beat, “Alright,
yeah.”

They both did their best not to stumble out of the bar and back to Rick’s
apartment. The glow of earlier seemed to have faded the further they got from the
bar. The stars and moon had disappeared behind clouds and the light along the
road were so sparsely placed there may as well have been none at all. Rick held onto
Cody though the shorter man knew that he really didn’t need it and pushed the
taller man off.

“Fine… but if you or I busts our ass don’t say I didn’t try,” Rick said taking the
lead.



They got to within view of the apartment, it shown dimly like a beacon in the
night, and where, Cody though, I’ll see if I can make the move, if Rick doesn’t first! In
the distance on the opposite side of the street he could see a pair of headlights come
to life. The car they belonged to made a dull engine noise, though whether it was
dull itself or dulled by the drinks he had had Cody didn’t know. He did make his way
a little further from the blacktop though.

The car was quite a ways away, but Rick paid it little attention. They walked
quietly, trying not to stumble on the final leg of the return trip. Cody noticed they
were bathed in the light from the headlights too late. The driver revved up high and
swerved in the two men’s direction. Cody was far enough over that the truck missed
him, but Rick wasn’t as lucky.

He let out a yelp of pain as he pinged off the passenger side bumper and was
thrown into the the roadside ditch, the passenger in the truck stuck his head out of
the truck and spied Cody on the side of the road and the man in the ditch in a heap.

“Fffffagots!” he exclaimed before the driver peeled out.
Cody watched in disbelief as the tailgate of the white pickup truck sped off

down the road and around a distant corner. Rick’s moans in pain snapped him out
of his shock.

“Oh my fuck, Rick! Rick can you… Are you...” Cody rolled the man onto his
back, he was smiling.

“Ooooohhhah,” Rick hissed through clenched teeth, “Couldn’t even break my
ribs. Ugha.”

“Ah shit, we have to get you inside, Call the cops,,.” Cody was interrupted.
“And, mph, tell them what? I was hit by a truck and,” Rick rolled over and

puked into the ditch,  he wiped his face in his shirt before turning back to the other
man, “They called us faggots? I’ll be right again before anybody gets here, and then I
won’t have anything to show them for coming out and talking to us. They’ll probably
just think we made it all up.”

“Shit,” he was right, Cody knew, “Still we have to get you back inside in case
they come back.”

“You bet,” Rick groaned again, “Give me a hand up. I think, ugh… Something
feels off though. I might need you to take a look.”

Cody lifted him from the ground and noticed that Rick’s fingernails had gone
to claws again. With an incredibly distracting popping sound he had the hit and run
victim upright. The taller man was wobbly on his feet and walked with a limp until
they made it to the door at the side of the building. His stride evened out as they
made their way up the stairs to the apartment.

“You… You’re gonna have to reach into my pocket and get my keys,” Rick said
in labored breathes.

The other drunk did as he said and dug around in the taller man’s pockets for
his keys. In his right pocket he found only Rick’s wallet and… He took his hand out
and slid it between them in Rick’s left pocket. On his neck he could feel that the
other man’s arm had developed a thin layer of soft fur. He hurried, trying not to
brush Rick’s…

Cody found the keys and pulled them free as fast as he could. Am I still doing
the coy thing? He was just run down but… He still needs my help. As quickly as he
could he jammed the apartment key into the lock and twisted it around. After some



play it clicked open and he pushed into the dim apartment and led Rick across the
room to the couch where the blond set him down.

The taller man had the blurred hairline look that Cody recognized from the
other night. He helped Rick out of his shirt while he kicked his scuffed shoes off. His
feet, meanwhile had started the distention from recognizably human to the strange,
thick, digitigrade and pads of a werewolf. He lifted Rick’s undershirt and watched in
amazement as bruising vanished beneath his abdominal skin before being covered
in shiny black fur. Damn I forgot how hot he looked under those clothes.

“Cody...”  Rick said as his  face distended into a muzzle  before growing fur,
“Right here,” he gestured at his groin, “You’re gonna have to help me get my pants
off. Quick!”

Drunkenly the blond man went to one knee and undid the button and zipper.
He could smell the werewolf’s familiar scent, the sandalwood and leather and musk.
The smell permeated the apartment but there was no stronger source than the beast
itself. The monster arched its buttocks to make it easier for the blond man to pull its
pants down to around its ankles. Before he had realized what was happening he was
once again face to  face with the big black werewolf’s  package which was barely
contained by its pair of tight blue and white underwear.

Cody chortled, “So where exactly is this thing that needs checking out? Would
it be here,” he groped the bulge in the werewolf’s undies hard.

“Urf,” the werewolf leaned its head back before laying a big clawed right hand
across the side of Cody’s face gently, “Yeah, you’re pretty close… You might need to
get a better look though.”

Cody’s  heart  pounded,  something deep in  him screamed in  triumph,  “You
know, I was afraid I’d scare you off if I tried something like this.”

“Scared off,” the black werewolf remarked, “I’m surprised you didn’t jump on
me the first time you were here.”

“Really?”  Cody  dropped  to  both  knees  as  he  tugged  the  leg  of  the  tight
underwear letting the werewolf’s full manhood free, “Why is that.”

“You don’t exactly present as straight, dude,” the wolf looked him deep in the
eyes.

“Was it that obvious really?” Cody laughed at himself internally, “And you?
What are you,” he asked as he reached with a trembling hand for the exotic bestial
member despite the liquor he had drank, still afraid of being told to get out.

“I am what I am,” he paused, “Take your time, there’s nobody else here but us
having a little fun, right?”

The werewolf’s cock had, it seemed, given up living in a pouch of skin around
the base. The entire shaft up to the head was supple and glisteningly moist and had
a faint hint of musk. Cody grasped the base with his left hand and began tugging,
bringing the sheath skin up around the shaft’s midpoint and gently massaging the
head with his index finger and thumb.

Soon the beast was at full mast and panting slightly as the tip of his cock grew
ever more slicked by his own precum. The smell it gave off was thick and musky in a
way that no man he had been with before had ever smelled. It wasn’t unpleasant,
quite the opposite; Cody wanted to bathe in the masculine smell, he wanted to reek
of it when he left and he wanted to wake up tomorrow and smell it. It had a stronger



draw though, a draw that he had only felt through sight alone before today. Today
though Cody wanted to taste. 

He tugged the sheath back to expose the whole length. Cody hadn’t computed
just how long the monster’s member actually was. It was easily eleven inches, rosy
pink, and had a thick dorsal vein. Breathing in the monster’s scent, touching him in
such an intimate way made his underwear feel tight. With his free hand the blond
clumsily undid his zipper and tugged down the front of his boxer shorts to let his
own throbbing erection poke over the band.

The  apartment’s  air  was  cold  on  the  tip  of  Cody’s  member.  He  had  been
leaking more than he had realized and as he marveled at the werewolf’s cock he had
just entered a feedback loop of arousal. He squeezed the base of the werewolf’s cock
tight and, with a deep breath, licked from base to tip in one lap of his tongue. The
strong scent belied the delicate taste of the strand of clear precum that connected
the man’s tongue with the beast’s penis.

It wasn’t unpleasant, though it was bitter much like the variety of semen he’d
tasted on various occasions before, but this was only mildly salty and thin rather
than the kind of thick that could make you gag. He could feel the beast’s strong
heartbeat through its cock, a fast and rhythmic thrumming. He tipped the cock
forward and could barely wrap his lips around the thick head.

Is this thing getting bigger, he questioned and felt the meat twitch at the warm
and wet. He played over and around the head with his tongue – it was the only thing
he could do the wolf’s cock was so large. The skin’s texture further down the shaft
was much like the head, something about being protected for the entire length by an
animalistic sheath created an environment where the whole shaft could be soft and
moist. It tasted like any other bit of skin on a man’s body, but this man wasn’t
exactly human and there was something ELSE to it too.

Cody kissed down and up the shaft, stopping to mouth it in the middle. His
blowjob then made Rick grunt and whimper like a puppy and his member throbbed
so hard and so suddenly that it came away from the kiss that the blond man had
given the head smacking him back on the lips.

Cody giggled, “Someone’s worked up!”
Rick growled, “You have no idea,” he grabbed Cody’s left hand roughly and

nearly poked his wrist with razor sharp claws, “Hold on. I have an idea,” he said
with a sly grin and stood up.

The werewolf kicked off his pants and tossed his shirt aside carefully as not to
rip it on his claws though getting hit had already done most of that job. Rick guided
Cody up and onto the couch and had him lay back with his head hanging off one
end. The beast took up position over the man’s head and positioned his cock right at
his upturned lips.

“You’re a kinky asshole, you know? I wouldn’t usually let someone go at me
like this on the first date but…. Let’s try not to kill me alright? The whole werewolf
thing isn’t the only monstrous part of you.”

“I  feel  so  special,  but,”  the  werewolf  stroked  Cody’s  exposed  throat,  “No
promises.”

Cody stuck his tongue out and wiggled it. Rick took the sign and pointed his
raging erection at the younger man’s open mouth. The meat was still nearly too wide
for him to handle. Stretching his jaw open as far as he could only just barely allowed



for the enormous dog bone to enter far enough to push against the back of his
throat. He wasn’t a stranger to choking down thick members but out of habit he still
held his left thumb in his fist to keep from gagging.

As Rick pushed into his throat it didn’t help, he felt his guts tense up and
coughed and sputtered around the werewolf’s cock. The big wolf put a big hand on
his chest to calm him down before trying again. This time Cody was able to relax
into taking the cock down his throat. He held his breath as the thick member slid
further and further and then kept going slowly deeper. Before the werewolf could
bury himself to the hilt the man tapped out on his butt. He pulled out and let the
younger man get a few gasps of air.

He went right back on the attack after that though. Cody half hoped he would
and half feared it as well. The werewolf pushed himself back as deep as he could go
stretching the blond man’s throat uncomfortably as he did and pounded away fast.
He grunted as well he could around the meat jammed down his throat and struggled
for air. On the verge of passing out Rick relented.  Did he like watching my throat
expand to accommodate him?

“Hey, I’ve got another idea,” Rick said in his deep wolf voice, “You’ll probably
like it even more.”

He put his knees awkwardly onto the edge of the couch and leaned over Cody’s
body hitting him in the head with his erection. He repositioned it and stroked the
magnificent length. He couldn’t see past all Rick’s fur but he could feel that down by
his waste the werewolf was carefully trying to shimmy his pants off. Cody helped the
best he could, but it  was only good enough to get to his knees in the awkward
position he was laying on the couch in.

The werewolf grabbed his cock and stroked it  much the same way he was
being stroked. The man made the first move, taking the werewolf’s member back
into his mouth, this time working the shaft with his saliva. By his crotch he felt the
first laps from Rick’s long canine tongue. It was silky soft on his cock, though the
thought of  the werewolf’s  claws was ever-present. His worries melted away when
Rick wrapped his muzzle around his cock.

The werewolf’s mouth was hotter than any blowjob he had ever gotten before,
literally. Rick’s body temperature was much higher than any human, werewolves run
hot. He got into it after that. Having his face treated like a sex toy had built him up
so much and now the oral massage was driving him over the edge. He was surprised
then when the wolf-man came up and arched his  back, holding Cody’s  hips for
stability, and started pumping his cock down into his mouth.

The beast’s seed was hot and thin and there was a lot of it. Not that Cody
minded, Rick’s cum was some of the most palatable jizz he had tasted in a long time.
The only time he had tasted some better was a high school hookup years ago that
had eaten 4 large cans of pineapple tidbits over 2 days before Cody blew him. This
was more of that delicate taste the monster’s precum had. The wolf-man flooded his
mouth so much that he struggled to not spill a single drop.

Cody massaged the throbbing member and milked it of everything it had to
give.  The  werewolf  whose  thighs  he  laid  between  panted  and  grunted  with  the
strokes but soon got used to the sensation and went back to the blond man’s so far
neglected member.



He was still close to coming himself and the sensation of the werewolf’s warm
maw wrapped around his cock was welcome as opposed to the apartment’s cool air.
The wolf was into giving the blowjob as much as he was receiving one and with
Cody’s first spurt the beast chugged at the cock as hard as he dared. The man took
the opening Rick’s concentration left to grab the wolf by the shoulders and pulled
him down into his crotch. The beast gave a whine but complied with a little more
persuasion.

Before long Cody was as spent as the big black wolf-man that had just finished
in him. Rick rolled over and slotted in beside the blond man on the cushion side of
the couch. There was barely enough space for the pair of them but they made it
work. After a few minutes in the afterglow they looked at each other and shared a
knowing look. I’m ready to go again when you are.

12.
Cody had had relationships with coworkers before and knew that it could get

weird, but things had already been weird with Rick beforehand so the next day at
work he took things slow. He knew keeping too distant would send a bad message
but being too familiar, he knew, could get one or both of them fired. He was nervous
about how the wolf-man would act towards him while at work and tentatively got out
of his car the next day not sure what to anticipate but bracing for the worst.

Still that was a few hours away so he took his time at the general goods store
picking out a bottle of Chloraseptic in a spray bottle. He was barely out of the shop
before he broke the seal on the container and shot a pair of soothing spritzes down
the back of his throat. The warmth of the day helped too, it was a good feeling after
spending the night with Rick.

On his way home he passed the construction site. The workers had erected a
new sign that read ‘Ohio Historical Restoration Project: Outer Torino’s first manor
house. Funded by Dr. Tomas Plainfield, Phd.’ Their trucks were gathered near the
entrance of the large building, he noticed, though none of the men were outside.

He again found himself wondering if the white truck he had seen near Rick’s
apartment had belonged to one of the men on the construction crew, and whether or
not the truck that had run him down the night before had been the same one. What
color even was that truck? He didn’t remember, it was too dark and he was too drunk
to remember anyway. Why would one of the construction crew be interested in running
him down? This makes no sense, he finally decided.

The warmer weather had caused the grass around his modest trailer to grow
up. Cody wasn’t adverse to yard work, he just hadn’t lived where he’d have to do any
in years. Still, it was pleasant to look at even if it was overwhelmed with weeds. He
went inside to get a drink of water and then back out to marvel at the property he
had rented, front and back.

The grass behind the trailer was even taller and the weeds that abutted the
treeline had shown the first signs of spider webbing. Suddenly remembering what
the landlord had said about the spiders he panicked and checked around the back
of his house where the weeds were tallest. Thankfully there weren’t any webs, yet.
He wondered when the spiderlings would hatch and make their way on the winds.
Inspecting the edge of the grass revealed a gap leading into the nearby woods.



This was not something he had noticed before, but it wasn’t like he had looked
back there too hard before. He finished his water and showered before coming back
out to take a look. At first it seemed like a game trail, but the trail seemed to stop as
it came into his yard. Who ever heard of a small animal coming to a spot only to poke
its head out.

The  blond  man pushed  through  the  gap  in  the  grass  and  trees  and  was
instantly  covered  in  spider  webs.  He  sputtered  and  stumbled  through  the
underbrush before stubbing his foot on something heavy and made of metal that
clanked and clattered when jostled. He swore and examined what he ran his foot
into. On the forest floor he found a rusted bear trap.

They’ve been to my house, he thought. Who are they? Why do they think they
can just come in here and put these things all around. He had to stop himself then.
Yes, he was finally having fun with Rick, but that’s all it was. Fun. The problems the
werewolves faced were their problems, not his. Right? He left the trap alone and
made his way back into the trailer.

As soon as he did the thought of texting Rick about the location of the trap he
found slipped his mind. Instead what replaced it was the thought of inviting the
werewolf to his trailer where they could hopefully be a little less quiet and, maybe, a
little more intimate than simply trading oral. Not that he had minded that at all.

He spent the rest of the afternoon browsing news articles and reddit for hints
of the world that had been so far hidden from him. The people that would have
seemed like crackpots or bordering on psychosis took on a hue of truth. Could you
summon  a  succubus?  The  claims  of  dark  encounters  that  left  the  summoner
partially scared seemed extremely plausible. Encounters with the Mothman and the
disappearances in forests and plain and desert alike that seemed to plague not just
North  America  but  the  world  took  an  even  more  sinister  tone.  Even  the  most
outlandish tales such as like those out of Skinwaler Ranch even seemed plausible.

Okay, maybe not Skinwalker Ranch some stories were too outlandish to be
real. Right? If Rick isn’t too handsy I might ask him about that. The sense that the
world was too chock full of things he either didn’t understand or even know if he
wanted to understand started creeping up on him again. He changed gears and
started to watch videos that were as unrelated to the paranormal as possible. 

The drive out to work was as uneventful as ever it was. Though he pulled into
the worker’s parking lot more cautiously than he had since he had started. Cody
was almost disappointed to find that Rick wasn’t out back waiting to play grab ass
with him but also relieved. He went into work a few minutes later and worked clear
through to lunch before he finally saw the black clad head waiter.

He had squirreled the dinner the chef made them away and was taking huge
bites out of it. He was getting cream cheese all over the gravel beneath him.

“If you’re not careful you’re going to start bringing rats and mice, how do you
think Mr. Fran would feel about that,” Cody said in a hoarse voice.

“Cody?”  Rick  looked  over  his  shoulder,  “Damn  that  took  a  toll  didn’t  it?
Positively livid, to answer your question.”

“Yeah, kind of,” Cody Said rubbing his throat.
“You’ll  get  used  to  it,”  Rick  said  with  a  shrug,  “Anyway  I’ve  gotten  a  full

dressing down from my parents on top of the the full night we’ve been having.”
“It’s been that busy out front?”



“Yeah,” Rick said with a sigh, “And this party is taking forever to leave.”
“That explains why it’s been so slow in the back,” Cody remarked. Thank God

he’s not being weird or trying to avoid me either.
“Yeah, they’re probably not going to tip anywhere  near enough to cover how

long they’ve been here.”
“I thought the head waiter didn’t have to rely on tips,” the blond man finally

felt comfortable enough to start eating.
“Well...” the taller man assumed a bashful look, “I don’t really need them, but I

won’t say no to extra money if somebody wants to give me some.”
“Neither would I,” Cody mused, “What did your parents have to say about…

Whatever it is they had to say.”
Rick stared hard into his food before answering, “Just stuff about my brother.

He was hurt a lot worse than my sister let on the other day.”
“Damn...” Cody paused, suddenly he remembered the bear trap somebody had

placed in his back yard, “Hey, Rick?”
“Yeah? What’s up?”
“I think I found one of those bear traps in my back yard,” he squeaked out.
“Really? Are you sure,” the black haired man looked at Cody with renewed

scrutiny, “Are you sure it wasn’t there from before you moved in?”
He had to think. Did I look out back before I took the old woman’s contract? Had

that gap in the brush been there already? Wracking his brain yielded no answers.
“I… I don’t know…” Cody finally replied feeling like a suspect in a crime that

he desperately hoped Rick wouldn’t be playing the bad cop during the interrogation
for, “I mean, I didn’t really look too hard into my back yard. What’s there for me, you
know?”

“I know, I just don’t think my parents, brother, or sister will.”
“You  could come over after work,”  what am I saying, “And say you found it

while we were hanging out.”
“Hmph,” Rick thought, “We’d need a very good reason for hanging out, you

know.”
“I’m pretty sure we could come up with one if we needed to,” the memory of

browsing the internet came back to him so he added, “Maybe I saw the skinwalker
and needed the help of the strongest and most qualified guy I knew.”

Rick chortled, instantly getting the reference, “Yeah, and I spotted the man
with  the  bloodhound  face  getting  into  a  UFO piloted  by  the  creature  that  had
crawled out of a rabbit den.”

They laughed.
“So I take it that story isn’t true,” Cody said looking up red faced, “Like at all.”
Rick stopped smiling and stared directly at the blond man, “Mostly.”

Cody  had  spent  the  majority  of  the  week  after  that  with  his  nose  to  the
grindstone.  As  much  as  he  could  be  bothered  to  the  blond  spent  time  getting
intimate with the werewolf in both he forms. He hadn’t  actually tasted what the
beast was like in human form until that Friday.

He  wasn’t  unimpressive,  though  it  was  apparent  that  beast  mode  added
considerable length and girth to his package. Still, he was longer and thicker than
Cody was but not by much. It was during a time when he wasn’t thinking about



their  bedroom shenanigans and how they had sadly  stayed strictly  oral  that  he
ventured out to find more furnishings for his extremely modest home.

It was near checkout that he got a forwarded text from Rick. It read  FW: I
checked out that trap at your little boy toy’s house, won’t  be telling them
about this indiscretion but break it off, he didn’t set it, still can’t find scents of
those who did, took care of it.

Cody responded: thanks for clearing my name chief
As he checked out he spied the last copy of the Gazette on the stand and had

to stop and pick it up. A headline above the fold had caught his attention. It read:
Plague of Poacher’s Traps Trip Up Local Teen. The byline read: Fourteen-Year-Old
nearly looses foot to irresponsibly place animal trap, neighbors notice worrying trend
in placement of these poacher’s tools.

Cody manhandled his goods along with the paper out to his car and struggled
to  stuff the  myriad  of  covers  and  comforters  and  cookery  into  the  trunk.  The
overflow nearly filled his back seat barely leaving enough room over the top to see
through the rear-view mirror. He texted Rick again asking if he’d seen the Gazette
today.

There was a long time between when he sent it and when he had gotten a
response back. By the time he did Cody was nearly at his next stop, a little thrift
shop off the side of the strip to pick up a few tables and lamps if he could. When his
phone chimed again it startled him out of his choice between two very tacky lamp
stands.

Rick’s reply read,  this saves us work getting rid of the things, too bad
random people  taking them out will  destroy the evidence we could use in
finding the guys who put them out.

That sucks for them,  Cody thought.  What if Jennifer doesn’t get them before
they get her, or Bobby, or even Rick? The thought slithered into his mind like some
kind of unclean thing. He didn’t want to think about that but couldn’t bring himself
to think of  why it was that the thought made him so uncomfortable. Sure he had
had fun with Rick but he hadn’t even known the man for a month. Still, it unsettled
him.

His bank account again worse for wear he made his way home. He had once
again  not  come  up  on  the  Saturday  roster  despite  how  busy  he  imagined  the
restaurant to be. I’ll have to ask Mr. Frank about it, he decided. The drive home was
as monotonous as usual until he came within view of his house.

Down the road from his place he spied one of  the obviously labeled white
construction  pickup trucks.  It  seemed to  be  empty  though he  didn’t  leave  it  to
chance. He pulled his car into his driveway then around the back of the place. He
sat, nervously considering the reasons that they would be out front. Should I call the
cops? What about the gun, he looked at the glove compartment.  No, I’ll need to do
some cleaning if I ever want to use that seriously.

Instead of doing anything else he got out and went into his house and texted
Rick about them. It was another long wait and he ended up killing time by taking
the lamps and bedding into his house to decorate. Nearly an hour passed before the
place looked like a house that said ‘this is a place that’s lived in.’

Cody stood triumphantly over his decorating job. It was a site to behold, all a
mishmash  of  styles  and  price  points  and  ages.  He  basked  in  the  glow  of  the



tackyness of it all. It was amazingly bad in a way that he probably couldn’t describe
well enough in a text to Rick so he took a picture instead. Before he could send it
though there was a knock on his front door.

“Bobby?”
“Hello, Cody,” Rick’s younger brother said standing with one crutch, “May I

come in?”
“Yeah,  sure,”  the  teen  navigated  past  the  older  blond  man  gingerly

maneuvering  his  air  cast  around the  edge  of  the  nearby  couch,  “Can I  get  you
something to drink?”

“Oh! No, I’ll be fine thanks.”
“Then sit,” Cody motioned to the couch, “It’s the least I can do for my friend’s

brother.”
“Oh, no I didn’t want to stay here too long,” he started, “Actually I wanted to

talk to you about you and my brother.”
“Oh no,” Cody said rolling his eyes.
“Yes, it’s important.”
“Oh jeez, your sister didn’t put you up to something did she?”
“Jennifer,” Bobby said tipping his head inquisitively, “No… No.”
“Okay, then. What is it?”
“I wanted to tell you, Cody, that this isn’t your fault. I was a little overexcited

about…” he trailed off.
“I’d be excited too if I could transform at will into a monstrously strong apex

predator that could heal from getting run over by a car.”
“What?!”
“NOTHING,” Cody said instantly regretting that he had.
“Anyway,” Bobby went on, “I don’t know what it’s like to be my brother, I can

only know what it’s like to be me, and I don’t know what about him you know, what
he’s done, or what he’s gotten into. He’s a predator like the rest of them… Us,” he
corrected, “But mother and father have talked about things since Jennifer informed
them about you and him. I don’t know how close you two are but the things they’ve
talked about with Jennifer…” he shook his head, “They’re not good.”

Cody squinted at the kid, how dumb does he think I am, “Look, we’re friends,
nothing you or her or your parents can say will change that. He chose me because…
I don’t know why he did but neither do you and that scares you doesn’t it?”

Bobby’s lower lip quivered like he wanted to say something but instead he was
silent.

“I get it, you think I’m a threat. You think I might be one of these hunters, you
think if I’m not I’m at the very least someone who might lead them to him or your
and the rest of your… What? Family? Pack? Cult? Is that why you treat him the way
you do? Because he didn’t submit to whatever bullshit you and your sister are all
about?”

“It’s not like that!” the teen shouted, it was then that Cody noticed that the
fangs had come in, “I  love  my brother! You? You’re just some strange man...” he
shook his head.

“Look,” Cody put up his hands, “I’m sorry about that. What’s up with your
family and him anyway? Any time I bring you guys up he gets all… mopey.”



The  kid  suddenly  had  a  look  on  his  face  like  he  suddenly  wanted  to  be
somewhere else.

“Well? Why?”
“I  guess...”  he  started slowly,  “Since  you already  know  what we  are… I’ve

changed late. So did he,” a remorseful look come over his face, “When he did it was
in the heat… it was… well...”

“Come on, those construction workers will finish with the manor house before
you spit it out at this rate.”

“It was a lust change,” redness spread across Bobby’s face, “There are a lot of
things that can set off a first change. For Richard it was his first time,” he lowered
his voice,  “With another guy. They had been out in the garage. When dad… Father
had finally heard the commotion Rick had already cut the other boy to ribbons. I
saw what he had done, too, since I was home. What he did with the body and the
blood and the other boy’s parts.”

The thought made him uncomfortable but Cody realized that’s what this kid
wanted, “He fucked some kid to death back in high school?”

Bobby shot Cody a horrified look at the facts of the situation laid bare.
“Look,  you.  You  aren’t  human.  I  mean  you’re  people,  but  that’s  being  a

werewolf right? Tearing people limb from limb in lust or rage or during your first
change or a full moon?”

“I’ve never seen rage before, or a first change.”
“Yeah? And? You went through one.”
“He never apologized to our parents for what he did!”
“He’s a werewolf, you’re all werewolves!  I still don’t get what you’re trying to

say.”
“Yes, we are. We’re this town’s noble protectors we have been for generations. It

should be  beneath one of our kind to lay with the same sex. That’s also why I’m
here, if he’s taken a liking to you that means only one thing...”

“It’s too late for that warning, pup,” Cody said with a sly smile, “You really are
his dork of a younger brother, aren’t you?”

Bobby’s face turned a deeper, hotter, red and he began fidgeting in extreme
discomfort, “Yeah! I guess? He could still kill you.”

“Look, Bobby. I’m flattered you’re putting out all this effort but I’m not stupid,”
Cody shook his head, “You can save your scare tactics. Really. I trust your brother
and do have some idea of how hard it is to put one of you over the line.” He is afraid
I might end up hurting his brother.

“I’m sorry, dude,” Cody said flopping down onto he couch, “I’ll be careful. We’ll
be careful.”

“No,” he said sighing, “You won’t. You’re a lot like him like that I think.”
The kid fumbled with the front door before hobbling his way down the front

steps and into a silver  late model  van. He pulled off leaving Cody with only his
thoughts that ranged from,  how could he even think of trying to scare me off,  and,
was being with other guys that big of a deal to them? They’re already monsters,  to,
what a weird little honor system they have.

Bobby  had  dropped  a  lot  on  him  so  early  in  the  day  and  he  needed  to
decompress. He tried pacing the house and the yard. He tried getting a drink after a
few hours, even tried showering and some self massage. Nothing seemed to work



though. One thought stuck out in his mind, it made him anxious and remorseful.
Rick’s  family  knows about  us.  I  did that,  I  told his  brother  explicitly.  Now they’re
sending the kid out here to try and break us up. Why don’t the realize that I’m not a
threat? Will they keep it up?

His phone chimed with a text but he ignored it. It was still getting dark early
and as the sky turned pink and purple with the setting of the sun he simply laid
there on his couch. He felt cheated by the thing after a while but realized something
so cheap had had one purpose, seat, not bed.

13.
Cody woke up to the sound of his phone ringing. It  was Sunday again he

realized before swiping to answer the call.  Who even calls people on the phone any
more? The ID was the one he had given to Rick. He tried to sit up but was sore and
stiff from having slept on his own couch the night before so his joints and neck were
all creaky and slow to respond.

“Hey,” the blond man greeted his friend.
“Hey, mornin’ Cody,” the other man answered jovially.
“What’s up,” Cody noticed that it was only 8 in the morning.
“I didn’t wake you did I?” Rick didn’t wait for an answer, “I got a question for

you.”
“Uh… It wasn’t me, it was the one armed man,” Cody answered, not exactly

remembering where he had heard the line before but only that it had been a meme
in school at some point.

Rick chuckled, “I wouldn’t have figured you to have seen, let alone remembered
anything from The Mask.”

“The what?”
“Anyway, Do you know anything about brakes? Like, on a car? I can’t get a

hold of anybody else and on the way to the bar last night, that you missed by the
way, something weird starting happening.”

“I’m not sure about brakes… I mean, I was okay keeping my old car on the
road but I’m not sure how well that’ll translate to your shitbox.”

“Oof, that hurts Cody,” Rick said feigning a hurt tone.
“I’m the last one you came to. I could take a look, it wouldn’t hurt,” the blond

man mused to himself more than did talking to Rick.
“No, I don’t think so,” Rick said.
“Alright, but I’ve got a bit of a story to tell about why I was unresponsive last

night. I’ve just gotten up though so it’ll take a minute to get ready.”
“Take your time, man. We’ve got all day, I think.”
“Unless we cant find the problem before the parts store closes and you have to

trade me bj’s and gas money to drive you to work tomorrow.”
“What’s that ‘and’ about? What happened to ‘or’ in this getting driven to work

scenario?!” Rick shouted down the line in an exaggerated way.
“Hey, the bj is the courteous greeting. They go a long way to keeping my spirits

up while we make our way from your place to the restaurant.”
“Oh I see how it is, you’re over here tying to take advantage,” Rick said feigning

a judgmental tone.



“It’s the way of the world, dude. I don’t make the rules I just follow them,”
Cody said stifling a chuckle.

“Well, get over to my place as soon as you can, alright?”
“Yeah,” Cody said in a sigh, “See you in a bit.”
They hung up and the blond man got to getting ready. The story about taking

care of his old car was true, but he hadn’t touched a wrench in over two years on it
and had instead opted to stop by a quick lube place when he needed oil or brakes or
a rotation. Nothing major had failed on that car either, of course there was the brake
replacement but that wasn’t actually a failure but regular maintenance.

Still he pulled up outside his friend’s apartment to find him waiting outside. It
was  another  warm,  sunny,  day.  The  car  was  parked  in  the  back  corner  of  the
parking area away from the rest of the cars in the lot and over an area that had a
look that said that was where tenants parked when they worked on them. He parked
in the front of the building, and out of curiosity checked for a white pickup truck
and found that there wasn’t one.

“Hey,” he shouted as he got out, “I heard you needed a hand?”
“No, I said I needed help,” Rick said shaking his head, today he wore a low cut

blue V-neck t-shirt and khaki shorts, “You can still come over here though and take
a look.”

“Alright,” Cody started to slowly walk around the car, “What’s it been doing
exactly?”

“The back was making a grinding sound and after a while the front started
doing a weird wobble thing. Since I parked it last night it’s been really sluggish,” Rick
assumed  a  squat  position  near  the  rear  right  wheel,  “It  was  even  worse  this
morning.”

Cody frowned, “Sounds like this thing is in a whole heap of trouble.”
“I know,” the taller man said.
The  blond  man  whipped  out  his  phone  and  start  searching  the  internet

furiously. Cars as old and the same make and model as Ricks, it seemed, were prone
to rear drum brake failure. Something about the way the springs were attached to
pads. The problem on the front of the car was a little more difficult to diagnose. He
walked around the front and looked at the rims.

The left side seemed normal, though the Ohio winters hadn’t been very kind to
the  rotors  and  calipers.  Outside  of  the  rust  there  wasn’t  any  sign  of  what  the
problem might have been. On the right side there was quite a bit of pulverized brake
pad material. It was so thick that he couldn’t see the identifying markings on the
tire.

“What do you see? What is it.” Rick asked with genuine concern.
“I don’t know yet,” he answered not looking up from his phone.
Rick  stood  by  while  the  blond  man  vigorously  swiped  at  his  phone  and

mouthed words on different forums and web pages. Cody could see him watching
him intently so he put on a show for the black haired man. He turned his back to
him and shifted his weight to one leg. He stood like that for a moment before he
started to pace. His heart sank when he finally found the answer, but he still paced
a few times and made his strut look good.



It was particularly difficult to find, though it wasn’t the first time he needed to
find the answer to some question only to find out after so much searching that he
was using the wrong words to search. He sighed.

“Well,” he looked up, bumping into the taller man, he hadn’t seen him move in
front of him, “Uh. You’re not going to like the answer I found on that.”

“Lay it on me, dude, I’m a grown up,” he frowned, “I can handle it.”
“If you’re sure,” Cody looked at his phone then back to Rick with pity, “Your

car is known for having bad rear drum brakes. That would be an easy fix, and cheap
enough too...”

“But?” Rick said with a frown.
“But I  guess you’ve got anti  lock brakes and the opposite front brake was

compensating for some reason I think. You said it was sluggish to drive and a bit
wobbly?”

“Yeah...” Rick said with a look of concern.
“Well it looks like that means the brake is seized. From what I can tell you

need new brakes all the way around plus new calipers in the front.”
“Calipers?” Rick asked.
“The things that press the brakes into the rotors.”
The taller man grimaced at the prospect, “This is sounding expensive, and

hard to do, too.”
“You’re only half right,” Cody corrected, “It should be easy.”
“Yeah,” Rick said walking in the direction of Cody’s car, “Should.”
With  slight  disbelief  over  Rick’s  presumptuousness  Cody  shrugged  and

followed him to his car. They got in and he started his car and pulled off. It occurred
to Cody that he didn’t actually know where they were going.

“I’m surprised you took off as fast as you did,” Rick said a moment later, “Most
people ask for directions to the parts place before pulling off and just going.”

“Okay smart ass,” Cody said pulling up to a stop sign, “Where are we going
then?”

“The other way. It’s a bit of a trek so I’ll cover your gas,” Rick smirked, “Just
keep on straight for about fifteen and it’ll be on the left side of the road.”

“Alright,” he said pulling the car around.
“So,” Rick said as they passed the apartment again, “Why didn’t you answer

when I texted you?”
Cody scrunched up his eyebrows, “Well, you’re not going to believe this but,”

he paused for affect, “Your brother came over and we had a little chat.”
“Oho! Did he now,” Rick said with a raised eyebrow, “What did the little jerk

have to say.”
“That little jerk really put down the scare tactics,” he licked his lips before

continuing, settling in to his seat and the drive ahead, “He wanted to scare me away
from you. Before I tell you what he said I’ve already decided that I don’t care. Got it?”

“Yeah,” Rick said looking uncomfortably out of the passenger side window.
“He told me about your first change, that it was bloody,” he noticed out of the

corner of his eye that the taller man had shrunken away from him and was leaning
on the door more than anything, “Something about you and another kid in your
garage or shed or something, and that the other kid you were playing bury the bone
with ended up getting buried.”



“Oh,” he said simply from the seat.
“I know that’s not who you are though. From what you’ve shown me, and from

what  we’ve  done  together  I  know  that  everything  he  was  trying  to  accomplish
yesterday was just to scare me. From what he had to say about you and being with
other guys I’m pretty sure he’s all about just trying to get me away from you to keep
whoever these hunters are from finding you.”

“Yeah,” Rick settled back into a comfortable position in his seat, “That sounds
about right. I’m glad you trust me so much.”

“Yeah, even if it  is true that’s not who or what you are now, even  if you are
capable of that you wouldn’t willingly do it again,” Right? He wanted to ask but left
the question out,  “Anyway, you don’t  have anything to apologize for,  not  to your
brother and sister, not to your parents,” he only felt right to reach out for his hand
which he found and stroked. That seemed to comfort the black haired man.

“Thanks,” Rick said sliding his hand between Cody’s thighs and groping his
crotch through his pants, “I owe you for that.”

“Well it’s going to have to wait, we’re here,” he said adjusting for the growing
chub that his tight underwear made feel tight.

The building looked like it was a big chain auto parts store at one point, or
maybe a drug store that had somehow ended up in the boon docks somehow. Now
though it sported the Kean’s Auto name, which was one Cody had never heard of
before. The lot was sparsely populated, but there were a few cars. One in particular
stuck out, a sunshine yellow Mercades.

“Who do you think owns that car?” Cody pointed it out to the passenger as
they pulled in along one of the store’s company cars.

“Oh, that? I know whose that is,” Rick said nodding and making his highlights
shine and glint, “Local guy who went on to teach at the University. People have
started calling him Dr. Tom.”

“He’s a doctor?”
“Phd., History,” Rick said sarcastically.
“Wait,  Tomas Plainfield? The guy that’s  paying for  the renovations on that

manor house,’ the blond man asked remembering the sign.
“If you say so, yeah,” Rick said, “Actually, if he’s in here I could probably talk to

him for you. He’s the one paying those guys to work, not intimidate neighbors.”
“I wouldn’t bother, but I won’t stop you if we see him,” he replied, “Come on,

we can get your car on the road again before dinner if we hurry.”
“You’re still thinking of dinner after my little offer just a minute ago?”
“Hey,” he said opening the door, “You can’t live off a guy’s vital essence alone. I

thought you of all people would know that.”
“He, we haven’t even done it that much,” Rick pleaded as Cody shut the door.
The taller man followed the other up to the store and inside. He broke from

behind and went to peruse the shelves. There were several people being helped by
the employees so Cody had to wait. An old woman was struggling with the difference
between power steering fluid and windshield wiper fluid. Another man was ringing
out quite a few small parts and pieces. Every few minutes he would look down at a
long sheet of receipt paper talk some more with the cashier before they went into the
stacks of parts behind the counter. He was relieved when a third man, what Cody



assumed was the store manager, came out from the back and motioned to him to
come up to another register down the way.

“What can I do for you sir,” the manager with the large 90’s era glasses and
gray  mustache  and  whose  name  according  to  his  name  tag  was  Steve  asked
amicably.

“Yeah,” Cody said as he heard a guffaw and some loud talking from the shelves
around the store floor, “Uh, I need full front brakes and calipers for  this  car,” he
flipped his phone around and showed him a picture, “It’s an ’04,” he added, “And
rear drum brake shoes and the spring assembly and tension adjuster.”

“A tension adjuster too?” Steve asked.
“Yeah, the drums are a bit on the rough side and I don’t really want to spend

so much time playing with frozen adjusters.”
“Cody,” Rick said coming up and slapping him on the back, “I just came across

Dr. Tom and we had a little talk,” he motioned to a portly man with glasses and male
pattern baldness that had slotted in between the old woman and the man with the
ever growing list of parts, “He’s told me that you won’t have anything to worry about
from the construction guys.”

“Cool,” Cody said, unsure, “Did you grab a bottle of brake fluid?”
Rick  slammed  it  down  on  the  counter  between  the  blond  and  Steve  the

Manager.

14.
“And here  I  thought  you  broke  that  habit,”  Rick  said  as  they  pulled  over

around the corner from the apartments.
“Hey, bad habits are a very hard to break,” he replied.
They lugged the car parts the block back to the parking lot. For such small

boxes,  none  that  much  bigger  than  a  shoe  box,  the  parts  were  heavy.  After
everything was totaled up the final cost was well over three hundred dollars. A hefty
price, but one that neither of them thought they could mitigate or avoid.

“Lets start on the front,” Cody suggested, “There’s more to do but from what
I’ve seen online it looks like it’ll be a lot easier.”

So they jacked the vehicle up and popped the hood before removing the front
rims. They worked one side at a time. The left  side brakes pads came off easily
enough, though the brake fluid did get everywhere when they took the line out to
free it from the loosened caliper. The right side was seized like they had figured. It
could only come off with the help of a large flat head screw driver and a mallet.

“Quarter of the way, dude,” Cody said holding up the disassembled caliper,
“How’s that stuff coming?”

Rick held up two partially assembled brake calipers, “About ready!”
Cody had screwed the brake line into the left side before realizing that not only

was the caliper on the wrong side the brake shoes were swapped. He frowned and
pulled the pads off and swapped them after unscrewing the caliper. He went along
the right side and laid on the gravel and started screwing it in again when he was
joined by Rick on the gravel.

“You know,” he said gently touching Cody on his arm, “I was serious earlier.”
“Yeah? You planned this out on purpose didn’t you,” Cody said looking at him

from under the wheel well.



“I’d be lying if I said no,” Rick said tugging at Cody’s zipper.
“Dude, we might be behind the car here, but we’re still outside,” he scrunched

up his eyebrows still not sure what other people in town might thing if they saw two
guys going at it in public, “In your parking lot of all places.”

“Yeah, and most of the people in that building are either too old to go out after
10 in the morning or too young to be interested in going anywhere until at least 5
o’clock in the afternoon. Come on,” he got Cody’s fly open, “Let me thank you.”

“Alright...” he replied, putting leaving the caliper to hang by the brake line.
Rick smiled and rolled up onto his elbows over the blond man’s belly. He lifted

his shirt and kissed his stomach and down to his close trimmed pubes. The black
haired man took the underwear in his teeth and tugged them down to expose the
slowly engorging shaft of Cody’s penis.

He took the cock and balls in front of him in one hand and thumbed the head.
Clear precum was already leaking from the tip and Rick’s circular thumb motions
slowly made the whole head slick. He laid a kiss on the base of the shaft that made
it twitch expectantly. Then another mid-shaft, and another on the sticky  helmet
before lapping at it.

This wasn’t the first time he had sucked Cody’s cock in human form, but it
was the first time he had done so during the day and the first time outside. Cody’s
heart  pounded, they were so exposed outside.  Literally anybody could just  come
along and see them. What if somebody just looked outside and saw us here? What if
someone walks or drives by and sees us and calls the cops, Cody’s mind buzzed with
those thoughts and more. He put his hand on the back of Rick’s head to guide him
as he sucked anyway.

Half of him wanted it to be over before anybody could see them. The other half
of him wanted everybody to see what they were doing, he wanted to startle someone
with the lewdness of their act. He looked down at the handsome man treating his
meat so tenderly, forgetting in that moment his lover was also a monster capable of
tearing him limb from limb. Cody grabbed his head and pushed his face down into
his groin, bumping the head of his cock into the back of his throat before his gullet
gave way.

When he let Rick up he was in full on thirst mode. Loud wet sounds could be
heard clear across the parking lot as he worked the shaft with his hand. His lips, his
tongue, they did work on the head of Cody’s cock that rivaled the best blow jobs he’d
ever had. He ran his hand through the black hair with its blond highlights and
snorted as he shot the first streams of spunk into the black haired man’s eager
mouth.

Cody sighed and laid back into the dirty gravel, “You’re welcome,” he said after
a moment, “We should get back to work.”Then we can start this up again.”

“Why wait,” Rick said with a hungry look on his face.
“Because,” Cody smeared a bit of grease from his hands onto the other man’s

cheek, “We’re already dirty from this. Besides, I want to see what we can get up to in
the shower.”

The other man licked his lips and looked a bit disappointed, “Okay, fiiine.”
“Awe, don’t look so sad puppy-dog,” Cody pulled his underwear back up and

zipped his fly, “It’ll be totally worth the wait.”



It took them under twenty minutes to get the brakes and rims back onto the
car. Next up was the back. There was an extreme tediousness to the process behind
driving  a  wedge  in  between  the  brake  drum and  the  drum brake  assembly  as
attached to the rear axle. Like he had assumed the adjusters were seized up with no
hope of ever coming loose.

The pads were worn out and like the people on the forums had suggested the
a tension spring in the rear left drum had failed. In fact a spring in the rear right
had failed  too  but  the  corrosion  had  cold  welded  everything  in  place  so  it  had
seemed okay. The replacement kits were reinforced, but since the manufacturer had
only ever intended the parts that were prone to failure to go into back into the drum
none of the reassembly made sense.

The two men ended up sitting across from each other mirroring how the other
assembled the guts of the drum brake. In the end they had two sets of ovoid drum
brake internals and set to replacing them. With the new tension adjusters in place
and set the drums slid back on. Over that the rear rims went back into place just as
easily.

“Alright,” Cody said, wiping his hands on a rag Rick pulled from the trunk of
his car, “All that’s left now is to lift the front back up, pop the cap off the brake fluid
reservoir, and get the air out of the system. Where did you put the bottle of brake
fluid?”

“Uh,” Rick flipped his black hair, “I left it in your car I think.”
Cody took his keys carefully  out of  his pocket,  trying to not get  any more

grease and old brake fluid than absolutely necessary, “Well, looks like you get to go
get it.”

Rick deftly caught the keys and went along to get the bottle. The other man
wiped his hand and hopped into the driver’s seat, testing how sturdy the car was
jacked up in the air. It seemed okay so he popped the keys into the ignition and
freed up the steering. In order to bleed the air from the brake lines with the car with
the rims attached they would need to be able to turn the wheels.

He heard something knock into the front right of the car as he turned the
wheel. He did it  again and the knock repeated so he got out and made his way
around the car to check that the rim was free of the jack stands. There he could find
nothing and was on the verge of standing back up when a muscular arm reached
around his neck and suddenly he was choking.

In the brief moment before the werewolf clamped its arm down around his
neck he smelled lavender and pine and aloe vera.  Jennifer, the name jumped to
mind. He stopped struggling,  she wouldn’t  dare kill  him he knew, but hurt him
seemed to be something on the menu. She dragged him into the bushes at  the
periphery of the parking lot.

“You will stop seeing my brother,” she hissed into his ear.
He couldn’t answer verbally but an idea to break her grip on him jumped into

mind. He swung a fist over his head at the monster restraining him on the side her
free arm was on. She caught it and dug her claws into his hand, leaving deep painful
gashes with her claws.

“When, if, you wake up you will get in your car and AHARRRG!”
Cody jabbed back over his head with his thumb out as hard as he could. He

caught the werewolf in the corner of the eye and she instinctively released her grip



on him to cover it with a hand. He pulled free of her other hand, slashing it terribly
in the process. Blood poured from the gash her claws left and he had to stifle a yelp
of pain when he clasped his hand over the would. He whirled around and was faced
with a werewolf who was now into a full on rage.

The blood that poured from over her right eye was slowly turning down to a
trickle. Her expression was all teeth and snarls. She bent to leap at him but Rick
leaped  over  his  head  and  crashed  down  on  her.  She  let  out  a  yelp  and  snarl,
snapping at anything she could.

“Help me hold her down!” Rick commanded with authority.
Cody skirted the angry werewolf’s head and thrashing arms and mounted the

pair from behind. There he put all his body weight into holding her down. Jen had
nearly snapped herself off a chunk of Rick’s arm, coming away with a lip full of his
black fur before he could get an arm around her neck.

“Calm down sweet ssssisterrrr,” Rick growled into her flattened pointed ear.
Her  only  response  was  thrashing  and  growls.  Breathing  heavily  the  male

werewolf resigned himself to one of the only choices she left him with. He tightened
his arm around her. Together he and Cody squeezed the air out of her until she fell
limp.

“Up! Up now,” Rick commanded.
Cody rolled off as did the big male werewolf. He noticed Rick’s shoes and socks

sitting just on the parking lot side of the bushes. Pain coursed through his left hand
and arm and his neck throbbed from how tightly she had held him.

The male werewolf sat, flicking his tail from side to side as he looked down at
its unconscious sister who breathed shallowly on the ground between them, “That
was a real shit thing to do Jen, and you,” he looked at Cody with a hunter’s eyes,
“That was extremely stupid. What the hell do you think you were going to do?!”

“I was hoping you’d show up and save my ass, actually,” he didn’t but Rick
didn’t need to know that.

“Just,” Rick sighed, “Go up to my apartment, the key’s on the same ring that
my car key is. It’s still in the ignition or you have it in your pocket right? I have some
first aid stuff in my bathroom cabinet.”

“But I wanted to see if we could bleed the brake lines before I bled out.”
Rick squinted at him for a moment before hanging his head, “Get the fuck out

of here and take care of that while I take care of her.”
He grabbed the rag as well  as the key figuring that it  would be better  for

everybody in the apartment if he didn’t get his blood everywhere. Though, he didn’t
actually think he’d bleed out because of the gash he would probably not have a very
good time if he left it open. It was a challenge getting Rick’s apartment open but with
adrenaline anything is possible.

He knew that Rick hadn’t been completely truthful when he said there was
first aid in the cabinet. The cabinet was more like a small hospital store room. On
the floor he kept towels and wash cloths, but the two other shelves were stocked
completely with gauze, paper tape, sterile bandage rolls, bottles of rubbing alcohol
and hydrogen peroxide,  jars  of  styptic  powder,  spools  of  thread and individually
wrapped curved suture needles.

He didn’t know much about first aid but he got to work with what he did,
hoping that Rick would come up to help him with what he didn’t. It took longer than



he would have liked but he was able to figure out that he needed to disinfect the
gashes. They were also wide enough to need stitches he thought but he needed to
stop the bleeding first. After reading some a few labels and some instructions under
some peel stickers he decided the next step was a healthy dose of styptic powder. He
tried with all his might to suture the wounds himself, but for everything he tried it
only made things worse.

“Hey,” a disheveled and pale Rick said from the door, “Looks like you need
some help.”

“A bit,” Cody said, voice cracking, “Your sister?”
“Walked away on her own two legs.”
“AHA,” he exclaimed as Rick started stitching his hand up, “Your family are

getting kind of out of hand.”
“You’re telling me,” he replied moving quickly to close the first gash, “I think

we’re going to be in some real trouble.”
“We,  ugh,  aren’t  already?”  Cody looked at  the  top of  Rick’s  head.  He was

concentrating intently on suturing his wound.
“Yeah, but now? It’s worse,” he said in monotone, “You didn’t even do anything

wrong,” he finished looking up at the blond man.
“I mean, I know they’re worried about these hunter dudes but damn. I have

nothing to do with that.”
“Cody,” he pinched shut the first gash and started in on the second, “They’re

afraid.  I’m afraid. They haven’t done anything yet but my parents and sister think
they’re biding their time. The traps getting discovered was a mistake on their part
but it took people so long to figure out that they were placed around town. And the
whole no scents thing. They know what they’re doing or are getting very lucky.”

“Why the hell would the even be here looking for you or your family anyway?”
“I don’t know,” Rick said in a pleading voice, “We keep to ourselves here. That

pact we made way back when is still a thing, and that’s all we’ve ever done here.”
“Hey,” Cody said and reached out to the man working on his hand, “I know

how I am, cut to shreds and in pain, but you. How are you?”
“I  don’t  know,  Cody,”  he  said  biting  his  lip  as  he  pulled  together  two

particularly ragged bits of skin, “I certainly don’t want you to get hurt because we’re
goddamn werewolves. I mean, I’m surprised you  haven’t up and left like you did the
city.”

“I feel like this is different here. Things are different,” he answered, thinking on
it. Were they really though?

“How? You almost just got mauled by my literal bitch of a sister.”
The thought came back to him, “I’d rather have a monster man like you on my

side than not...”
Rick snorted, “Is it really that much more valuable?”
“Yeah,” he replied suddenly aware of how much getting excited made his hand

throb excruciatingly, “Now I know. I’ve seen behind the curtain and without you or
someone a lot like you I just wouldn’t feel safe ever.”

“You’ve taken the red pill and now it’s a little too much for you, hmm, Neo?”
Rick said more to himself than Cody.

“What?”
“Nothing,” he sighed, “Just another silly movie thing.”



“Anyway, I get what you’re saying,” he moved onto another deep cut and began
the methodical suturing, “Any other time I’d agree with you, I’d even feel flattered,
but these hunters have us all on edge in a way we aren’t used to.”

It dawned on Cody what exactly the problem with the situation was, not just
for Rick, but for his brother and sister and parents. His lineage probably hadn’t
known the other side of the predator and prey dichotomy so now, having to deal with
an unknown number of  people  whose sole  purpose was taking you out put the
werewolves of Outer Torino out of their depth in a spectacular way.

“There,” Rick said, moving on to the last cut, “You really won’t be jerking off
with this hand any time soon.”

“Good thing I haven’t had a reason to jerk off too much lately,” Cody trying his
best to smile, he needed to take Rick’s mind off the situation, “What did Dr. Tom
have to say?”

“Dr. Tom...” he said, having to think, “Oh. I told him I had a friend who had a
couple run-ins with the crew working the manor house and every time they were
less than great experiences.”

“Wow, that’s a whole crock of shit you just came up with.”
“Yep,” he struggled with closing the last cut’s midpoint, “He told me he’d take

care of it, though he did say that he knew the company’s owner personally and it
was unusual  that  they  would treat  a  random member  of  the public  like that.  I
insisted.”

“But,  what was he laughing about,”  Cody grimaced with pain as the man
continued to close the wound.

“Yeah, that. He’s old Outer Torino like my family, except less fur.”
“Does he know?”
“To  tell  the  truth?  I  don’t  know.  There  are  a  lot  of  people  here  who  you

wouldn’t expect to know that do. Then there are the people who should really know
but don’t, or don’t want to remember that they know.”

“Knowing something like this is hard.”
“Living it isn’t a walk in the park either,” Rick said.
“It can be fun, sometimes,” Cody said, the last stitch finished.
“Yeah, sometimes,” Rick picked the bottle of hydrogen peroxide and dumping it

over the back of Cody’s stitches, “I’d give these two weeks before cutting the knots
and pulling them out.”

He patted the area dry and pulled a gauze pad from the cabinet.
“You’re still not trying to have that fun after getting hurt, are you,” Rick said

with a slight smile.
“So what if I am?”
“It would be… Incredibly painful,” Rick said with a mischievous look, “But I

could show you something new, something that I hope could take your mind off the
pain.”

“Oh, now you have my attention,” Cody said.
“Have you ever heard of frottge?” Rick asked suggestively rubbing his index

fingers across each other.

15.



For  what  little  good  he’d  figure  it’d  do  him  the  pistol  he  had  taken
disassembled and lubed up easily enough. It had been nearly five years since he’d
last done anything like this, sitting at a table, steel and brass all around. It was
tedious, but his father had wanted Cody to not just be comfortable around firearms
but know their in’s and out’s as well as anybody else. Walmart didn’t carry spare
magazines but the local outdoors store came through there.  May as well have a
spare if I ever actually need to use the thing.

He had done all that before noon on Monday and had found that driving with
his cut up hand wasn’t nearly as difficult as he’d imagined it to be. It was still sore
though, and would cause him problems at work. he’d still go though, he told himself.
He wanted to put on a strong face for Rick after all.

A nightstand was as good a place as any for a pistol, freshly oiled or not, and
that’s where he put it when he was finished. He killed the rest of his Monday by
watching reviews of the piece he’d come into surprise ownership of. There was a bit
of  old conflicting information on its  durability.  Rarely it  seemed the slide would
crack and shatter, showering the user with blinding shrapnel.

The production model he had tucked away in a drawer seemed to be too new to
have any accurate information on.  Still,  he wondered,  though most  of  the more
recent claims had been that it took thousands and thousands of rounds to damage
the older weapons. Who could he believe? It’s what he had and he intended to stick
with it. Beggars can’t be choosers, after all.

He pushed the uncertainty out of his head as he pulled up to the gravel lot
behind the restaurant. Today, despite it the partial cloudiness and warmth, Rick
wasn’t waiting out back as he rolled up. Him being outside had become more hit and
miss lately so he paid that no mind. He started his shift and only struggled slightly
to adjust to his bandaged hand.

Before break Cody only saw the black clad head waiter a handful of times.
Even though the day seemed slow Mr. Frank was obviously keeping him busy, he
thought.  Break  came  upon  the  restaurant  suddenly  enough.  Even  though  they
hadn’t been terribly busy the time seemed to slip by as if there was something worth
getting to at the end of it all.

They had given out fruit salad with some sweet cream topping during break
which most of  the other  workers avoided.  Health conscious probably, he thought
grabbing a double serving and heading out back. He plowed through the first of the
bowls and whizzed it into the nearby dumpster. Still, there was no sign of Rick. He
had gotten all too used to seeing him at least once during break at least to say hello.
Still he shrugged it off as nothing.

The rest of the night dragged on where the first half didn’t.  We should have
closed early, Cody thought as he got only a few plates every few minutes. What could
the be doing out there that we haven’t shut the doors yet? He frowned and waited
patiently between serving trays of dirty dishes and when he wasn’t making small
talk with Lass Liza.

In the past week he had taken to calling her Lass instead of Lady, and it had
seemed to stick. The new nickname spread through his coworkers little by little until
he had heard Mr. Frank call her by it just after break. The balls of his feet eventually
hurt from standing still for entirely too long.  I need to get some inserts if I plan to
keep this up for much longer.



Can I even keep this up here? It’s paying rent, but just barely, he decided that
soon he’d have to find a new job. Maybe he’d stay in town and learn a trade, or
maybe he’d join the droves of workers that filed daily out to the university though
that possibility was remote.  It would just be the same thing I’m doing here except a
little further away. Maybe I might attend the university.

That was a daunting thought. He had never been bookish and starting now
just seemed obscene to him. Without the debt he was mostly free to do what he
pleased. No, that would be an anchor too heavy to escape from if I ever needed to, he
decided. Where, and what could he do there in Outer Torino though?

A tap on his shoulder broke him from his reverie, “Cody?”
“Oh,”  it  was Rick standing behind him,  “What’s  up?  Been busy  out  there

huh?”
“Kind of,” he said flatly, “We’re about to close up and I needed to talk to you

after work. Okay?”
“Yeah! Whatever you need,” Cody said with a smile.
Rick grimaced, “Uh, I’ll be seeing you in about an hour then. Okay?”
He checked the clock and found that it was already eleven-thirty. Where had

the time gone? It didn’t matter too much, he had what he wanted. In just a little
while he’d be sitting around and just talking to Rick. Whatever about it didn’t matter
too much. It just felt right for him to be doing it. Another busboy sauntered up and
placed only the second serving tray of dirty dishes that hour on the rinsing station
and walked back into a cooler to play on his phone.

People  started filing  out  so  he  took the  hint  half  an hour  later.  The  dish
washer sputtered its last and on his way out he got a nod of approval from the head
chef. So he went out and waited. It was cooler and damp, at some point it must have
rained because the gravel was now a bit muddy and there were beads of water on
the trunk of his car. He wiped them off and sat and waited and waited.

The other cars were gone except his, Mr. Frank’s, and Rick’s when he emerged,
“Hey, sorry to keep you waiting,” he said wistfully.

“No problem,” Cody said, “Like yesterday, worth the wait, you know?”
“Yeah...”he said with a sigh and folding his arms a bit away from Cody.
“Is something wrong, Rick?”
“Cody,” he started, “I… Uh… We can’t be friends any more.”
The blond man nearly fell off the back of his car, “What?! What do you mean?!

I thought...”
“Things have… Changed? It’s much too dangerous to be with me. And...” the

taller man’s face went red, “We can’t be together any more. It’s… I’m… Well I’m not
safe to be around any more, Cody.”

“What about...”
“Don’t  worry,  we can still work together,  that  won’t  change,  but outside of

that?” He shook his head.
“But that’s not...”
“Look, I’m sorry,” Rick’s voice cracked, “I’ll see you tomorrow, okay?”
“Oh...” damn it, “Okay… Wait, why. Stop!”
Rick simply waved at him over his shoulder without looking back. Cody stood

frozen halfway between his own car and Rick’s. His engine started and he pulled
away, the engine of his car died off into the distance before he moved again. He



wiped the rain that had slowly started again from his face and started his own car.
That night he took the long way home. Not thinking, not feeling, just driving. Half
way, or what he considered half way back home he nearly just kept on going until
morning like the day he arrived in Outer Torino.

The  thought  of  leaving  another  place  made  hims  queasy.  Exhausted  and
nearly  out  of  gas  he  finally  turned  back,  stopping  only  to  refuel  before  coming
veering back into  town near  three  in  the  morning.  Being  alive  then felt  like  an
oppressive force. Once back in the trailer he showered and tried to take stock of
thing.

His mind resisted all his efforts though.  Why am I finding this so hard, he
thought,  he’s just another guy. I’ve left a lot of guys before, why should this be any
different? He couldn’t figure it out or didn’t want to admit to himself just why he was
hurt so much by Rick breaking it off between them. Closer to five he finally drifted
off to sleep, he wiped his eyes and thought about the rain earlier.

His sleep was dreamless and when he woke up the following afternoon he was
still the same. Maybe yesterday was the dream and today is Monday, he hoped. The
phone on his night stand told a more realistic and disappointing story. It was just
after  12 and he was hungry.  He had had enough of  eating out,  though for  the
moment he considered it his heart sunk thinking about the times he and Rick had
gone out the morning after a night of drinking.

The gap in the grass and brush behind his trailer stared at him like some old
statue tucked away in the corner of some darkened hall. Ever vigilant, ever judging,
ever present, and a reminder of things Cody didn’t want to see. He forced himself out
and into his car. A knot grew in his throat as he passed through Outer Torino and
out into the shopping strip.

Rick really has me messed up, he thought, spending money he hadn’t wanted
to. On food he could barely afford at a shop on the opposite side of the strip from
where he’d prefer to be. I’ll get over this soon, he hoped as he ate through a sandwich
with too little meat that was too expensive. Its sauce was too rich for his stomach.
When he finished the meal he could barely move from the pain.

The prospect of banging his fists into the table top occurred to him and he
would  have  except  the  back  of  his  hand still  throbbed.  It  was  all  her  fault, he
thought, it must have been. His brother too, he knew he was just blaming them now.
Even if some of it was deserved. Still, it made him feel a little better. That was no way
to live, he resigned himself to going back and living like he’d originally planned on
living. Keeping his head down as best he could and avoiding attractive men.

Can  I  though?  I’ve  already  failed  once,  spectacularly  at  that.  Maybe  I  can
convince him we can still have fun and hang out. Maybe if we’re sneaky… No, that’ll
never  work.  They’re  werewolves,  they’re  built  for  sniffing  that  kind  of  thing  out.
Thinking about ways to get back with Rick was just depressing him even more. Who
even knew if it’s the rest of his family that he’s talking about.

“What am I doing,” he asked to the empty table.
I’ve left so many, and Rick shouldn’t be any different. He tried holding his head

up. It nearly worked too as he got back in his car and started scrolling through his
phone. Though, it still felt like he was missing something, that little pressure in his
temples persisted, that little bit of hollowness in his back remained. What he had



told himself and how he felt were two wildly different things as he struggled with his
lunch, the pain in his hand and the hole getting told off by Rick had left in his soul.

Later that afternoon he pulled into the restaurant’s parking lot like every other
day he had before. Like every other day he went in after waiting in his car and geared
up for the day at work. He greeted Lass Liza and nodded to the head chef when he
seen him but for the most part the head waiter avoided him. He didn’t notice it at
first though.

Near break time he needed to refill the detergent. It wasn’t something that was
much out of the ordinary for him to do but what was strange was how Rick reacted
when they bumped into each other in the storage closet. Cody entered the room he
thought was empty and bumped into him as he bent over.

“Oops,” he turned around and stood up stock straight.
“Shhh...”  Cody looked at  the nearly empty jar  of  pickled peppers that  had

tipped over and had slowly started dumping it’s sticky juice all over the floor, “I’m
sorry, I’ll get...”

“No, get what you came for and go,” Rick said remorselessly.
So this is what he meant by ‘we can still  work together,’  Cody thought and

shook his head, “Okay, but don’t blame me when Mr. Frank starts to wonder why his
head waiter is cleaning up a spill and not out on the dining room floor where he
should be.”

He let out an exasperated sigh, “Look, this doesn’t have to be hard, okay?”
“Then why are you making it that way,” Cody pleaded.
“I’m not, you are,” he replied, voice cracking. He pushed grabbed a new clean

serving tray and then pushed passed the shorter  blond man back out  into the
kitchen.

Cody was left to stand there and wonder why Rick was doing something to
them that he obviously didn’t want to. Of course he talked it up, but everything else
said this hurt him too. Every crack of his voice, ever moment his face turned red
while he spoke, the hurried pace he had when leaving the blond. That wasn’t the
first time that week he did that either.

The next few days were much the same. Avoidance and tepid hostility when
they bumped into each other. It felt to him like they’d done something wrong to end
up like that but they hadn’t even fought in the time that they knew each other. Then
there was the boredom.

At  the  very  least  it  felt  like  boredom to  Cody.  With  no  reason  to  go  out
anywhere  he spent  most  of  his  time inside  on his  phone or  computer  watching
videos on various nonsensical things. Without Rick he had no reason to revisit the
diner, or the bar, or spend time talking to anybody in depth about anything. Their
time together had been a lot of steamy oral, plus the Sunday that the black haired
man showed him the wonders of rubbing themselves across each other.

That was the closest we had been to sex, Cody thought, maybe that’s what sex
between two men should be? He considered it for a moment. A relationship between
he and another man where the only things they did in the bedroom were trading oral
and rubbing well lubed shafts across one another. His thought was cut short when
the faceless man in his imagination suddenly took on Rick’s face, and shifted into
the  big  beastly  werewolf  that  packed  such  an  enormous  member.  What  would
rubbing against that even feel like?



He shook that thought from his head. They felt too much like pining over Rick,
never mind about the guilt of pining over him. By Friday he was just angry that he
had somehow managed to lose the only person that he cared about in that town.
After work he made plans to go to the bar by himself. Who cared if it was something
they did together. 

Break came around and to his surprise Lass Liza came out of the back door
and joined him in the parking lot. Rick hadn’t been out back since he had given him
his eviction notice. She settled in leaning on the car next to his, which he thought
was odd considering that it was one of the line chef’s cars.

“Cody?” She started tentatively, it was then he noticed she didn’t have a plate.
“Yeah, what’s up,” he knew exactly what she was going to talk to him about,

since she’d never had a reason to talk to him before.
“You’re friends with Rick right?”
“I think? Maybe? I don’t know any more,” he said disappointedly.
“You think?” She asked rhetorically, “He’s been messing up really bad over the

last week and we’re all starting to feel it in front of house. I noticed you two aren’t
hanging out any more, whatever happened to him made him all mopey and what’s
worse is he’s inconsolable on it.”

“So what do you want me to do about it?”
“What do I want you to do about it?” she rolled her eyes, “Nothing because it’s

none of my business, but if you care about your friend you’ll do something to make
things right. The way it’s going now I don’t see him sticking around long enough to
see the next class of freshmen show up in University.”

He looked her up and down slowly, taking stock of his thoughts more than he
was sizing her up, “I don’t know if I can. I don’t know how much you know about
him but things are extremely complicated. I didn’t do anything to him, and I can’t
just walk up to him and give him the ole’ pat on the back and some empty platitude
to make everything all better.”

“I’m not expecting you to do anything like that,” she said shaking her head, “I
just want to know that you’ll put some kind of sincere effort into doing something
other than what you are now.”

“Yeah? What if I tell you I tried? What if he doesn’t want any part of it?”
“Then I’d call you a liar,” she said derisively, “Friends or whatever you two are

or were don’t just let people languish in whatever hell they’ve ended up in, whether
you put them there or not,” she stood up and stopped leaning against the car behind
her.

“And I don’t want to hear any kind of ‘but’ this or ‘but’ that. I’m willing to bet
you,” she jabbed her finger through the air at him, “Know him better than everybody
here combined from the amount of time you’ve been spending together.”

“I guess I have been spending a lot of time with him haven’t I?”
“Yeah, creepy amounts of it,” she said with a slightly disgusted look on her

face.
“Ugh, you don’t have to put it that way,” Cody pleaded.
“I’m just being honest,” Lass Liza said with a shrug.
“Alright, I might try when you put it all out there like that,” he leaned back

onto the flat of his car’s trunk and looked into the darkening sky, “I have to think



about things between me and him before I do anything and can’t guarantee anything
though.”

“Like I said,” she turned and walked back towards the back of the restaurant,
“All I want, all we want if for you to try.”

“We? Who’s ‘we’?” he shouted after her, but it was too late and the door at the
back of the building was already closing.

16.
Cody stumbled out of the bar after twenty minutes and a belly full of rum and

vodka. Any more and he’d certainly be blacking out. Feeling so numb to the wold felt
good. He could think about blowing load after load of hot jizz in Rick’s various holes,
staining his fur, and leaving him to fester without also feeling like life without the
werewolf would leave a hole in his soul.

It wasn’t quite as warm as it had been over the last two weeks. Luckily for
Cody he had had a light jacket in his car so before he left to walk home – he would
never make it driving – he snatched it from where it was tucked on the floor of the
back seat. He pulled the zipper up as tight as he could against the nearly frigid air.

The night wasn’t nearly as dark as it had been previously, the moon shone
bright in the sky above him to light his path. Before him he could see the outline of
the road and the pitfalls in the ditch off the side of it. The walk to his place would be
long,  he knew, but it  was better  than ending up in a ditch now that  he wasn’t
welcome at Rick’s apartment and couldn’t just show up there randomly and crash
on the couch. Couldn’t I thought? Maybe if I just texted him and asked? Or would just
showing up be better?

He thought better of it and just plowed on along the darkened road towards
home. It was back along main street where his legs started feeling sore. He’d walked
a bunch over the last few weeks but he still wasn’t that used to it. Maybe I should
stretch, he thought looking at his feet. Standing the longer he stood there slowly gave
him vertigo. He closed his eyes, dizzy as if he’d been spinning in place, and only
made it worse. He powered on and tried to regain his footing. That didn’t help too
much either but it was better than nothing.

The curb on the far side of the main street was more like a stumbling block for
his drunk self. He picked himself up on the other side as a car passed him and
rounded a corner ahead of him. He followed, it went the same way he needed to go to
get home after all. The north side of town was as well lit as the south side though it
had considerably more safe space to walk having sidewalks for most of the road out
to the trailer.

The manor house stood like a threatening sentinel that housed hostile soldiers
during the day. Cody passed it  cautiously, making a point to not make a sound
before realizing that a person seen sneaking is more suspicious than anybody just
making their way somewhere. In the end he made a brisk pace as he skirted the side
of the building. White pickup trucks still sat right up against the front of the large
stately building. 

It was around the back where something was off about the place. For the first
time since he had been in town Cody noticed the lamp lights near the rear drive way
on. He thought they simply had them wired up recently but the closer he got the
more he realized that they were on for a specific reason. Just beyond the closed gate



he could hear people talking and one of the voices was familiar though he couldn’t
exactly place he had heard it before.

“I’ve been good to you, all of you while you’ve been setting up here. I thought
that meant something to you?? the first man said.

“Yes sir,” the second much younger man said, “But still I could be out. I could
be doing something.”

It’s that little shit Jerry, he realized. He slowed his pace and stood on by the
bushes before crossing in front of the drive way.

“I understand that,” the first man said with some authority, “I understood it
the first time and every other time you’ve brought it up since.”

“I don’t understand though! The rest of the crew are doing a lot of important
work and...”

“And you jeopardized all of that work with the little  indiscretion  or did you
forget about that?”

And that has to be Dr. Tom, what are they doing back here so late at night? The
lights weren’t  terribly bright,  though in the town with nearly no streetlights the
lamps on the brick posts on either side of the gate were like light house beacons.
The risk of  peeking around the pillar  was worth it  though.  The truck that  was
backed  in  only  had  its  running  lights  on  but  only  the  right  one  was  lit.  The
passenger side head light it seemed was totally broken.

“I know, and I’ve apologized so many times for that,” Jerry said in a defeated
tone, “I just want to be useful.”

“And you are useful,” Dr. Tom said, “If what Jebbadiah tells me is right we’re a
lot closer to finishing my project here than I first thought.”

“Are we really though?”
Cody had had enough of listening to their nonsensical talk. None of what they

said made sense to him and he was getting bored on top of still  being dizzy. He
hummed a tune and walked past them as they spoke about more things. The paused
as he passed but as soon as he was out of view they started again. Without context
he had no idea what they were saying and figured that they knew it too. Hopefully
they wouldn’t check up on who exactly had walked by. The rest of the walk back to
the trailer was uneventful and equally as tiring.

Once inside the water from the tap was icy cold and a much needed refreshing
drink before washing up. The walk home had put sweat stains under his arms and
around the small of his back. He slid into bed with his hair still wet and soon had
passed out.

That night his  dreams were bizarre and strange and troubling.  There was
howling and gnashing teeth and men who chased him through the city in trucks
and on foot. Road tunnels he vaguely remembered from childhood were accompanied
by the inescapable threat of oncoming traffic. His dream self dashed through empty
town streets while strange monsters and men alike threatened to tear him limb from
limb. In reflections and the corner of his vision he could see Rick’s face, and the
wolf’s,  green  eyes  that  shone  with  hunger  and  lust  and  rage,  that  smiled  and
grimaced and snarled; exotically handsome and dangerously alien.

Morning came and so did the hang over. The sensation wasn’t really painful
but the hollow sensation, the pressure, was. For the first time he noticed just how
cramped the  trailer’s  only  bedroom was.  There  was barely  enough room for  the



bedside lamp stand, the foot of his bed was crowded with plastic bins full of freshly
washed clothes and a hamper that threatened to overflow onto what little real estate
was left to walk on.

He pulled his phone out of the pair of pants he’d left it in the night before and
looked at the conversation history between him and Rick. Flopping down without
taking his eyes off the screen he finally decided to text him.

Hey, I know what you said
Can we talk? Just for a bit?
Pleas? It’s important.
He hadn’t usually used such good punctuation when texting but these were

deliberate and well thought out messages. He sat and waited for a response. After
twenty  minutes  of  nothing  he  shook  his  head  and  made  his  way  back  to  the
cramped bathroom to brush his teeth and to find some painkiller that could squash
the headache that threatened him from the edges of his vision and back of his mind.
After freshening up he checked the phone again.

I have fifteen to spare
meet me behind the restaurant in half an hour
Cody hated himself then, it was at least a half an hour walking from the trailer

to the bar where he had left his car that night. He put shoes on and made his way
down the road at a brisk pace. He nearly forgot to text back, realizing also that it had
already been five minutes since Rick had sent the text.

I’ll try but I left my car at the bar last night
There wasn’t a response but the assumption that Rick had gotten the text was

there. He was sweaty by the time he had made it back to the bar on the other side of
town, worse than he was when he had walked home. It didn’t matter to him though,
he needed this opportunity and wasn’t going to waste it. Luck was on his side as he
drove across town like a madman doing twenty miles over the speed limit where ever
he could manage it.

Still, by the time he arrived at the restaurant Rick was waiting. The taller man
didn’t look too pleased by being made to wait and Cody figured that it was because
maybe the other man considered this to be him doing a favor. If that was the case
he’d certainly be finding out shortly.

“You’re late,” Rick said as Cody got out of his car. 
“I know, I’m sorry,” he replied walking up to where the other man stood with

his arms crossed.
“What did you want to talk about, I thought we had this all cleared up,” he

replied not looking directly at Cody.
“Yeah, we cleared exactly nothing up,” Cody said, “You just dumped a bunch of

nonsense on me. And you know what? I don’t think you even believe any of that
garbage you said to me.”

A look of sadness came over Rick’s face, “Cody I’m sorry, this is the way that it
has to be.”

“No it doesn’t, and it’s showing,” he shook his head, “Everybody is noticing
something is wrong. Just the other day Liza came to me and said you’re getting
everybody in trouble out front.”

“GODDAMN IT,  Liza,” Rick shook his head, “It would be her of all people to
complain about getting reamed out by Mr. Frank.”



“Yeah, and I don’t hear you denying any of what she said,” Cody accused.
“I don’t know what she said, exactly to plead my case,” Rick shrugged.
“I have to know though, I mean you obviously don’t want to be doing any of

this, to me, to us. Why? You’re hurting a lot more people than just me here,” the
blond said, his voice cracking in the process.

Something about the other man changed then, his posture and his expression
and body language. He looked like a cornered wild animal, “Look,” he said, “I didn’t
want to tell you this for your own protection. I’ve done my best, but you’re making it
so hard for the both of us, Cody. My family, they didn’t take the news too well that
we got into a scrap with my sister,” his face was red and in his exasperation he came
close to the blond, “They  wanted to kill you, Cody. If it wasn’t for me swearing to
them that I would cut you loose you wouldn’t be here right now and there would be
nothing either of us could do about it.”

“What about...” he trailed off, this was more than he could handle.
“Nothing. We’re nothing, not any more,” he turned his back on Cody then and

made for the door, “Not if you want to stay in one piece. I’m glad you’re concerned
about me and everybody here, but don’t be. It’ll be better that way, trust me,” he
turned look back at Cody who was frozen in place, “Please? And leave before Mr.
Frank sees you and has you start working Saturdays. It’s shit and you want it less
than getting torn to shreds by werewolves, got it?”

He was alone in the parking lot after that. He wanted to scream, he wanted to
throw up, but most importantly he wanted to be anywhere but there again. It was
like getting dumped for the first time all over again. They wanted to kill me? And he
thinks he’s protecting me? Where does he even get off thinking that!

All the protesting he did in his head was all in vain, he knew, but that didn’t
stop him from doing it. It wasn’t raining that early afternoon but he could still feel
the wetness on his face just the same. He wiped the tears from his eyes and finally
after ten or fifteen minutes got back into his car and headed home all the while his
phone sat on his lap while he considered texting Rick something.  Would he even
respond? Probably not, he decided.

He hadn’t really eaten that day but on the way back home he found himself
not at all hungry. Everything around him seemed dimmer than it had before. I didn’t
fall in love with him, did I? He considered. How, and why so fast? What could he have
offered me that so many men before didn’t? Could him offering me some kind of safety
from the things I don’t really know about have been that attractive or was it…

Back inside the trailer the real crying started. He had fallen for the werewolf,
and hard.  That  hole  in  him wasn’t  just  the  average  post  breakup blues,  it  was
something worse, something that ran much deeper than almost anything he’d felt
before. Just thinking about not being able to be with Rick made him exhausted and
he ended up just flopping down onto the couch, tears streaming from the corners of
his eyes.

How could Rick do this to him? He obviously felt something for Cody, or else he
wouldn’t have come up with the whole justification for keeping away from him. So
what if his werewolf family would want him dead, they’d have to deal with wanting
that to happen. But so would I, the thought occurred to him, prompting more tears
to stream down and into the couch.



There had to be a way to fix things.  Jennifer would never accept an apology,
Cody figured, they already see me as a threat to them. What if I am really lucky to be
alive? What if I’m just better off leaving?  Just leaving wouldn’t fix the hole in his
heart or soul or whatever part of him Rick had torn away when he broke it off with
him. What if I told him how I feel? What if he thinks I’m lying to him? If he accepts that
I feel this way what then?

Everything was finally overwhelming enough that Cody broke down. He was
hurt and afraid and terribly confused and it was all because of Rick. Everything had
been so weird, everything had been so hot, and everything had been so terrifying.
From waking up in his apartment nothing had been the same, and for a little while
despite all the fear and certainty Rick had always been himself, a measured monster.

Cody  giggled  to  himself  at  the  pun,  a  measured  monster.  Quite  the
measurements on that monster… but still thinking about not being with him hurt.
What if I did tell him how I feel? What would that change? He couldn’t get his mind off
the  prospect.  The  sun  had  set,  sinking  the  entire  room  into  darkness  and  he
couldn’t shake the tears or the thought of at least telling Rick. Maybe it’ll make me
feel better, he thought only to be over taken by a wave of fresh sobbing.

If  nothing  else, he  decided,  I’m  going  to  tell  him  how  I  feel. I  don’t  really
understand what he’s done to me but maybe… by telling him I can get some closure.
Scenarios associated with the risk of seeing him played out in the back of his mind.
There in his small home, surrounded by the black of night, he decided exactly what
he wanted to do.

Tomorrow,  when  he  was  sure  that  Rick  was  home  he’d  just  show  up
unannounced. Maybe he’d be in trouble, but probably not. His family had no reason
to just be there or watch him, after all he had given them his word that that he’d
broken it off between him and Cody. Maybe that would be enough to keep him safe,
if just for a little while, if just long enough for him to say what he needed to say.
Then, just maybe, he could fix it for himself that if anything weird started happening
around him that he could rely on Rick to be there, just in case.

The next morning, with a clear face and eyes that were maybe still a little red
from  the  night  before,  Cody  pulled  into  the  parking  lot  on  the  side  of  Rick’s
apartment. He nearly texted up to tell him to come down and open the door before
he saw that the door had been left open. He tentatively got out and walked over to it.
It seemed as though it had been broken some time recently. The glass was spider
webbed and the lock still hung limply out of the locking mechanism.

The stairs up to the apartment seemed like an insurmountable distance to
travel, standing at the bottom of the stairs then was like standing at the base of
Mount Everest. It wouldn’t have felt out of place for a Sherpa to sidle up alongside
Cody with a mule to begin guiding him up the steps. There wasn’t one and as much
as he wanted somebody there to hold his hand on the way up it was all down to him.

True to form the first steps were the hardest except the rest didn’t get any
easier.  With every landing he made it  to the little voice at the back of  his head
screamed out in terror for him to turn back, that this wasn’t worth it. He ignored
these pangs, he needed to do this and wouldn’t leave the building until he did.

He came to the apartment’s floor and strode as confidently as he could up to
Rick’s door. He heart was pounding furiously in his chest. Would he even want to see
me, he thought, or will he just tell me to leave without listening to what I have to say



to him? Maybe he might not even come to the door… He frowned and did his best to
push  those  thoughts  out  of  his  head.  There  was  a  lump in  his  throat  and  he
struggled to raise his hand to knock on the door. He knew Rick had to be there, or at
least close. His car was parked outside. So he knocked.

The door swung in a bit, he hadn’t noticed that it wasn’t latched, and when it
opened ever so slightly Cody came as close as he had ever come to having a heart
attack. He gasped out loud and backed away, biting his knuckle with how stupid
he’d  been  and with  how jittery  he  was  acting  now.  He  had  been  in  the  man’s
apartment before right? Nothing was ever out of the ordinary then so why should he
be afraid of that now?

His  natural  reflexes  carried  him  into  the  apartment  and  closed  the  door
behind him. He nearly slipped in all the blood, and there was a lot of it. The smell
was strong and it was all he could do to not throw up all over the place. So much
blood but no sign of Rick. He was gone and now it seemed that he might not get a
chance to tell him how he felt.

17.
The trail Cody left led up to the sink where he desperately tried to get his

vomit to wash down the drain. The taste of bile remained and no the gentle breeze
that came in through the window after he opened it only just barely made a dent in
the coppery stench of old blood.

After the initial shock of seeing all the blood and vomiting into the sink there
was finally time to take stock of what he was seeing. The apartment wasn’t quite as
much of a mess as it was after he and his sister had gotten into their fight but there
was obviously some kind of  struggle.  It  started by the door,  where a stand was
knocked over. Beyond that a nearby couch was askew as well as the coffee table.
Under the blood in places he could see scuffs on the wood floor.

The handle of the knife that was driven into one of the couch’s cushions was
barely  visible  from  where  he  stood.  With  his  freshly  cleaned  soles  he  carefully
navigated the gaps in the large puddles of blood. Thinking about how painful it must
have been for Rick to be bled like that put more tears in his eyes. He wiped them
away and examined the only other thing he could in the room he could.

It was a cheap discount store buck knife, the kind that came with a black
plastic handle that would break if you looked at it funny and a blade made of the
cheapest  Chinese  steel  that  would  simply  chip  or  snap  if  it  was  ever  used  on
anything other than packing tape, cardboard, or paper. It pinned to the cushion a
single business card. Tentatively Cody pulled the knife free, and the card came with
it. Turning it around he saw a familiar name and logo. Enraged, he threw the knife
with the card still attached back onto the couch before storming out, slamming the
door behind him.

Of course it would be Jeb and his construction crew, Cody decided, just makes
too much sense.  It  all  made sense, they had been watching him since before he
arrived in town probably. One of their white construction pickup trucks had been
parked  across  the  street  the  first  time  he  left  Rick’s  apartment.  The  night  the
mystery truck had run the man down must have been their first try at kidnapping
him.  Why take him? Why, he thought,  the answer  come in the form of  another
internal voice, because they want ALL the werewolves in town. The card is a trap.



What the hell do I even plan on doing? It’s not like I can just find these guys and
demand to know where they’ve got him. A plan though, I need to think about this.  He
resisted the temptation to drive through the fence and into the front of the building
where the construction crew had parked to work on the manor house.  He burst
through his own door and snatched up the pistol he kept in his night stand. Funny,
he thought,  I haven’t even practiced with this thing yet. He stopped himself back in
his living room.

A plan. The plan… They had bled the were wolf out, he hoped beyond hope
that he was still alive. If, he thought, if he’s alive and I can find him I’m going need to
feed him something so he can regenerate. Okay, he went on formulating a check list
in his head,  maybe a protein supplement  drink… and some daily vitamins… and
water to go with it.

Next he knew that he couldn’t track the scents the construction workers left in
the apartment like a werewolf could, but how? A memory sprang to mind, fuzzy and
filled  with  completely  nonsensical  words.  Out  of  context, a  voice  in  his  head
corrected. Whatever that context was it didn’t matter, what did was that somewhere
over in University Town one of the werewolf hunters was wasting time tagging along
with some stuffy professor of history, and more importantly ALONE.

So is that what I’m doing, rounding up these supplies and hunting down some
kid find my friend? What do I do after that? It’s not like I can just call the cops or tell
Rick’s family. This is a trap, after all, for werewolves. If I do tell them they’ll just be
walking right into it. What if they think I’m the one that’s responsible for it? What
then? It has to be me… He looked at the gun he was holding, the weight of the spare
magazine weighed his pocket down with a weight heavier than just its mass.

Am I willing to kill  to find a guy I don’t even know that well? That I haven’t
knows for more than a month? No… His family won’t let me off of this one – maybe his
brother and parents, but not his sister. Even if I leave now again would running stop
her? Probably not, he decided, it’s going to have to be me.

He nearly stormed back out of his front door with every intention to drive out
to University Town before remembering that it was, in fact, Sunday. He stared out
from the open door at his car suddenly feeling small and helpless and powerless.
There was a slim possibility that Rick was still out there alive somewhere, and that if
he was Cody would have to find somebody on the construction crew, but he couldn’t
find that one vulnerable person. He didn’t know how.

He thought about everything he knew, everything he’d considered up to that
point, everything that’d happened. Cody was stuck and he thought he knew that
every second that ticked by Rick could be getting closer to death, that every minute
brought Rick’s family closer to discovering the knife and the note and the blood.
Their first clue would be the construction crew’s calling card, but before going to
them his family would visit the other new arrival, the one Rick had helped get a job
at the restaurant, the one he thought they’d think had betrayed the werewolf. The
restaurant.

It played out very simply when he showed up there. The place looked empty
when he arrived and he slid his key into the rear lock and let himself inside. It was a
short  walk  up  to  the  upstairs  office  and  froze  momentarily  but  the  lie  came
naturally.



“Sorry to disturb you today Mr. Frank, but Rick sent me over to find out Dr.
Tom’s address.”

“School or home? Why?”
“He  needs  to  return  something  to  him by  hand is  the  thing.  Home,  it  is

Sunday.”
“Oh, well, if it’s important. I do have it here somewhere.”
Cody waited impatiently as the short man with slicked hair searched through

stacks of registrars and flipped through them excruciatingly slow. When he found
the one he was after he nodded before scrawling the address across a sticky note. He
tried not to look too excited when Mr. Frank handed him the note but it was just too
good not to be a little happy. Now all that needed to happen was for the man to be
home with the ever capable guard in tow.

The address as it turned out was a stately home on the north side of town and
though it was closer to Outer Torino than University Town it was still isolated. He
didn’t see the white pickup truck right away, it certainly wasn’t parked on Dr. Tom’s
property but like his trailer Dr. Tom’s house was on a curve. He slowed down and as
he came around the corner he saw the truck parked on the other side of the road,
facing his direction.

He passed the parked truck at the speed limit so he could see into the cab.
Someone was sitting behind the wheel but at forty-five miles per hour Cody couldn’t
really tell who exactly it was, though it did have the selfsame broken headlights he
had noticed on the truck from the other night. Out of view of the truck and pulled
into an overgrown driveway.

Though the brush at the roadside would have covered his approach it wasn’t
worth risking. He had never been particularly stealthy so Cody stuck to a couple of
yards into the roadside treeline. The going was slow, but this he was now further
along than he had thought he would be. The little voice in the back of his mind
screamed, there’s still time to turn back! Stop!

He resisted though, he knew that if he did now he’d run alright, but there
wouldn’t be an end to the running if he did. When he saw the truck’s tailgate he
moved a little further out, slowly, so he could get a better view of the cab. The single
occupant had his head down. Probably looking at his phone,  he thought and made
his approach.

“Hey there, me again,” he said, Jerry had been so distracted by his phone that
Cody had walked all the way up to the driver’s side of the truck and stuck his hand
in and had enough time to find the handle.

“I’m sorry, official const...” the door was already open and Cody had grabbed
him by the collar with both hands.

“You’re coming with me,” he dragged the teen around the truck and into the
bushes,  “You  really  really  need  to  answer  some  question,  and,”  he  was  having
trouble  keeping  control  of  the  kid  as  he  flailed  around,  “You  should seriously
consider answering them with one-hundred percent honesty,” he pulled the pistol
from his waste band and slapped the kid across the temple with it, hard.

Jerry let out a yelp then stifled a scream when he realized that he hadn’t been
hit with just any hunk of steel but a gun that he looked straight down the barrel of.
He went  cross-eyed looking at  it,  his  face  turned red,  and he  visibly  swallowed



multiple times. It seemed to Cody that the kid’s mouth had run dry.  Was this the
first time he’s faced real danger? I’m not even a werewolf…

“Hey,” the blond man wagged the tip of the gun, “I know it’s a pretty piece but
you don’t need to fall in love with it.”

“W… Wha… What do you want?!” Jerry said with his voice cracking under the
effort to not speak too loudly and catch a face full of copper jacketed lead.

“Your hunter friends kidnapped a good friend of mine,” he said with an overly
exaggerated upbeat tone, “Where are you keeping him? How many of you are there?”
Why did Dr. Tom hire a hunter crew, he nearly asked before realizing that it wasn’t
necessary to know.

“He’s… Your… He’s dead by now,” Jerry stammered unconvincingly.
Rage welled up from deep inside him and despite the kid’s defenses he landed

two more blows with the pistol  across the kid’s  face,  breaking his  nose.  It  bled
profusely  making him cough and spit.  “You see,  there was a lot  of  blood at  my
friend’s place, his blood,” Cody hissed, “How many are there? Where are you keeping
him?”

“Too many for you,” he spat, the next blow from the blond knocked a few teeth
loose. One dangled by a thread of nerve over his lip.

“I’m only going to ask one more time before before I knock the rest of them out.
If you don’t want to need dentures before you’re old enough to drink...”

“Fuck ack!” Cody came down with three more good whacks. The kid’s lip bled
and he’s surely swallowed a few more teeth. Bloody and with tears welling in his eyes
Jerry batted ineffectually at the adult’s legs.

“Okay, here’s where I start to get serious,” he put a knee across the kid’s left
arm, pinning it into place and pressed the pistol’s muzzle into the spot where the
kid’s  scrawny  shoulder  poked  against  his  shirt  sleeve,  “You’re  right  handed,
probably. I’m going to ask again, and if you don’t tell me what I want to hear I’m
going to blow your shoulder out. You might be able to get by with just your right.
You and I know this won’t ever heal right and will be even worse if I have to do them
both. So,” he pushed down hard with the barrel, “How many of you are there? Where
are you keeping the werewolf?”

“No,” Jerry pleaded.
“No?  NO?! ‘No’ isn’t an answer,” he said, pulling back the hammer like he’d

seen done in movies.
“Ah – a dozen! I don’t! Please!
“A dozen?” He awkwardly pinned the kid’s other arm, totally straddling him

and  switched  the  shoulder  he  threatened,  “The  other  question  is  much  more
important. Where?!”

“I… I’m not supposed to know…” Jerry said sobbing.
“Ah, what was that? ‘I didn’t like using my right arm to lift things and work

with my hunter buddies’?”
“N – no! I do,” he huffed in panic, “I’m not supposed to know but I do. Dr.

Tom’s plan! Traps for the pack,” he shook his head, “I’ve seen it, the top floor of the
manor house. I can hmph,” he was cut short by Cody

He looked down at the kid as he mercilessly battered Jerry across the head
with the pistol. No Jerry, I won’t kill you. You will live with the fact you betrayed your
asshole hunter friends. They will  never trust you with anything again,  assuming I



don’t kill them first – or them, me. When he was done the kid’s lips were bleeding from
multiple gashes as well as an eyebrow. Cody was sure when he woke up he’d have a
crooked broken nose, two eyes swollen nearly shut and cauliflower ear on the left
side.

He  dug  through  the  kid’s  pockets  and  took  what  looked  like  a  master
electronic pass card from him plus the truck’s keys. It may be just enough to get onto
the grounds without being noticed, he thought, but what about Dr. Tom’s plan? If he’s
the one running the show maybe there’s a way for me to draw the hunters to his place.
He didn’t have anything in his car that he could cause a distraction at Dr. Tom’s
house with but there were ample supplies in the bed of the construction fleet truck.

A brand new tin of paint thinner, he mused as he pulled the canister from
under a pile of trash in the truck’s bed. The search for a towel or cloth was much
less  fruitful,  instead he  went  back to  the  unconscious Jerry.  He thought  about
taking a piece of his shirt, but why stop the humiliation at his face? Instead he pulled
one of his shoes off and tossed it into the woods. Cody took one of his socks and
brought that and the paint thinner with him into the cab of the truck.

On the way back to Dr. Tom’s driveway gate he pressed the cab lighter in. It
popped back out as he pulled up. He stuffed the sock loosely into the canister’s
spout. The cab lighter was just enough to get the cloth to light up and once it was
Cody tossed the can as close to the good Doctor’s car as he could get it, the back
pressure caused the flaming sock to shoot out as the liquid spilled all over the paved
driveway.

There was a lot more fire than he thought and without losing too much time
he hopped back into the truck’s cab and made for the manor house. He parked
across the street behind the town hall and ducked. It was ten minutes before he had
seen any movement from the building but soon he saw a commotion. Easily half or
more of the construction worker werewolf hunters scrambled out of the front door
and into their trucks before speeding off.

A familiar face stood pacing the front of the building on a cellphone. Good, he
thought, he’s out there and not inside. He quietly made his way out of the truck’s cab
and around the front to come out on the side closest to the manor house’s side gate.
He nonchalantly crossed the street, from the front of the building he could hear the
foreman shouting down the line on his phone.

Once out of sight he sprinted along the road and forced his way through the
bushes onto the property. There was a single construction truck in the back but
nobody was around keeping watch. He was into it  now, he had brutalized some
teenager so what would a little breaking and entering be on his record? He power
walked up to the door and nearly panicked when he saw the powered lock before
remembering that  he had pulled the card from the kid’s pocket.  He swiped and
pushed through the door after a click.

“Hey,” an overweight man looked up from his phone, “Who the hell are you!?”
“His boyfriend,” there was no way he was going to be beating this man over the

head for a knock out. There was a knot in his throat and he hesitated, but when he
was done the man lay dead. He had had his own gun, a compact version of Glock
which Cody pulled from the man’s still warm limp hand and stuffed into the back of
his wasteband.



The  interior  of  the  building  was  barren,  they  had  been  working  on  it,
obviously, though what they had actually been doing with it was strange. There were
things and places which were covered in tarp. In the corners of the ceiling there were
holes leading to the upper floor. Traps for werewolves, he mused and made his way
upstairs. Out of curiosity he poked his head out of the door on the second floor to
look at what the nature of the traps were. He saw some alien contraption over the
hole partially built. Did they just start building the traps when they kidnapped Rick?
Are these guys incompetent? He had to admit to himself that he didn’t know enough
about hunters to know.

From above him Cody could hear some men talking softly to each other, their
conversation was broken up by gaps of  silence.  The top floor was even less put
together  than the  lower  floors  he  discovered as  he  poked his  head through the
doorway without a door. A man stood looking over a hole in the floor in the corner
with a shotgun. He squeezed two rounds off while scanning for the second.

Behind him the sound of a shotgun going off on a lower floor was a sign that
the man’s body had fallen through the hole. He was too late in identifying anybody
else as he was hit from behind and was sent to the floor in a heap. He rolled over,
his vision was blurry and all the lights had halos around them.

“I’m  surprised,”  the hunter said,  “Werewolves usually  wait  until  night,  and
don’t come alone!” he guffawed. The man was on the wiry side with close cropped
hair that almost made him look bald. He picked up Cody’s gun from beside him, “I’m
almost disappointed.”

Cody, so dazed, could only watch as the man walked over and pressed the still
warm barrel to his head. Just then his mind had completed rebooting and he jerked
out of the way. The bare concrete where his head was exploded, the shrapnel cut his
ear and he could feel blood trickling down the side of his head. The shot rang out
with an odd CLACK. Though his ear throbbed as bad as his hand did he was still
alive.

The man was writhing around on the floor across from him, holding his face
and mewling and groaning. He got to one knee and pressed his hand to the side of
his head, his left ear was nearly split in two. There wasn’t time for that. He looked at
his gun and snorted, the slide cracked and flew off right into his face. One more shot
and that would have been me.

Or maybe it wouldn’t have. Cody pulled the Glock from his waste band and
held it close while scanning the room. There didn’t seem to be anybody else around
but it wouldn’t  take them long to realize that the fire at Dr. Tom’s house was a
distraction and they’d be burning rubber to get back to the manor house.

The floor was skeletal. On the furthest walls there were metal studs that would
eventually have drywall or wood screwed into. Certainly not by this construction crew,
Cody thought, the man on the ground beside him still making pained noises. He was
tempted to shoot  him but didn’t  hoping the small  gesture of  kindness would be
taken into consideration if any god were watching.

A  clattering  sound  from  around  the  other  side  of  the  stairwell  drew  his
attention. He cut the corner with the pistol first to, hoping beyond hope that it was
Rick and not another man he’d have to shoot. His heart pounded but when he saw
the IV drip bag and the heap of quivering fur shackled on the floor it stopped and
sank. Rick whimpered and groaned, barely alive.



“Oh God,” he said lowering the weapon and scampering up to the werewolf,
“Rick! Rick?! Are you in there?!” The beast glared up with dazed green eyes before it
snapped with all the ferocity of a puppy.

Cody snatched the werewolf’s long snout in a hand and jerked his head up to
look at him, “Rick, if you’re in there you have to say something. I didn’t really plan a
great escape. Please.”

“Rrrrngh?” The black werewolf with blond high lights blinked a couple times
and coughed, “Cody? You’re… I thought they were going to kill me. You… Why did
you come? Why?”

“Rick… I think I might be in love with you,” the blond man said in a pleading
voice, “I wanted to tell you today. Let you know what your family was doing to me, to
us. I wanted closure better than what you gave me.”

“I… You… Arghhh,” he writhed in pain.
“Your parents, your sister, somebody…” he thought about a likely way they

could escape and remembered the slanted roof over the sun room around back, “I
need to text or call them or something. I think we can get out of this place if we can
have them meet us outside the back gate. Can you walk.”

“Nrrrgh,” Rick growled, “Nope, they stuck something made of iron in me.”
“Then we really need them to meet us here, I won’t be able to carry you for

long especially after I throw you off the roof.”
“What?!”
“Cover your face,” Cody said not waiting and shot the shackle’s anchor points

off the concrete wall around the stairs.
“Come on, you’re not any lighter with those chains.”
Below them outside they could hear a commotion. The hunters were back and

were frantically shouting at the man who was on the front of the building. Just wait
until they find the guy at the back door.  Cody tore the IV out of the werewolf’s arm
and before  lifting  him from the  ground found the  pry  bar  the  wiry  hunter  had
brained him with earlier. The knot at the back of his heat was still growing.

The man was crouched over on all fours so Cody had to boot him onto his
side. He pleaded but the blond man was def to the cries as he gave the man’s knees
two solid whacks.  Maybe they’re not broken but for now they may as well be.  The
werewolf was heavy but hopefully it wouldn’t take long for him to get a hold of his
parents.

“I set the number, just text them our location and that we’re tying to get away
from the hunters, I… ugh,” Rick’s head lolled over to one side. Taking him off the IV
had done something bad to him, probably, Cody thought as he hefted the werewolf
onto his shoulder, dragging his feet. He did as the werewolf said, grateful that he
didn’t 

The effort getting him down to the next floor was monumental but it would all
be worth it if he could get them to the window. As the door closed behind them he
heard the men on the first floor shouting that someone had been shot, and the
sound of their feet rushing up to the top floor passed them on the next floor down.
The window opened easily, though on the sill there were thick barbed iron spikes.
Traps for werewolves.

He slipped through first, leaning Rick on himself the whole way through, then
as carefully as the wolf’s weight allowed he hefted him out onto the roof. The slope



wasn’t nearly as steep as it had looked from the outside. Out in the fresh air they
could no longer hear the sound of the men frantically laying blame and frantically
searching for them. Far below them were hedges, fresh and green, and hopefully
soft.

He dangled the unconscious werewolf,  who was oddly not  shifting back to
human, over the edge before letting him slip and crash into the greenery below. I just
threw him over the edge, Cody thought panicking, what if I break something and can’t
make it the final few yards? He took the plunge, sliding from the eve and down into
the bushes below.

The pain of landing on his ankle was excruciating, when he tried to stand he
collapsed again to one knee. When he heard the back door open around the corner
he scrambled to find it. He could hear the steps, slow and deliberate. Their owner
knew exactly where they were.

“I knew these bumbling fools would ruin something,” the man said, “It was
always part of the plan but whoever you are, you are not.”

Dr. Tom walked up to Cody as he wrapped his hand around the extremely un-
ergonomic grip of the Glock, “They know,” Cody said looking up at the pudgy old fat
man.

“I know, that’s why I’m not going to stop you,” he said looking disappointed, “I
just want to know, why did you do it?”

“You first,” Cody said aiming the pistol at the man.
“Cancer,” he responded, “I know about the werewolf and their healing from

living in Outer Torino all my life. I wanted more. From what I found out the only way
for someone who wasn’t a werewolf already was to collect the skins of enough to
cover your entire body. Fresh skins...”

“Then I’ll  answer your question,” Cody answered, “Love. His family tried to
separate us because of you and your hunters, I just couldn’t be without him...” he
trailed off.

Dr. Tom sighed, “Then go, I’ll tell the fools that you got away. No matter if you
shoot me now or if you wait or if the wolves get me, I’m already dead.”

Cody made to pick the unconscious werewolf up out of the bushes while still
keeping the older man centered in the cross hair. He slowly turned and made his
way purposefully back to the manor house. It so very much made him think of a
man on death row taking his final walk to the gallows or electric chair or lethal
injection or gas chamber.

He dragged Rick out of the bushes and across the drive way. The gate was still
closed but since he wasn’t sneaking any more he pushed through a low gap in the
evergreen shrubs near the gate. Luckily the wolf was nearly naked and what he wore
didn’t get caught on what he passed by. Was this what he was wearing yesterday, he
thought looking at the tattered pants.

It seemed like forever and Cody started doubting that Rick’s family would even
show  up.  He  had  time  to  thoroughly  examine  his  wolfish  mug.  He  really  is
handsome, even if he’s a dogman, Cody mused as pain coursed from multiple places
in his body. He ran a thumb across his closed eye to clear some wall debris he had
missed and flicked the cement pebbles into the grass nearby. Rick’s breathing slowed
to a worrying pace. He’s dying, Cody thought and began to sob.



“Here,” a deep voice said and a large hand laid on his shoulder, “Let me take
him. We can take it from here.”

Cody  looked  up  and  saw  that  it  was  a  large  black  werewolf  with  a
distinguished gray snout. The older werewolf picked up the younger and cradled him
in his arms like an infant. He turned from Cody and walked towards a van that he
hadn’t noticed drive up, his tail swishing gently the whole way with each step. He
buried his pounding head in his palms, trying desperately to wipe the tears from his
eyes when another set of hands laid on his shoulders.

“Come, you are hurt,” the gravelly female voice said, it was nearly an accent,
nearly, “We can take care of you as well, if you’ll let us.”

18.
The hideous sensation of having stitches pulled from his skin still burned in

his memory, giving him phantom pain even a month later. The scars on Cody’s hand
were nowhere near as bad as how misshapen the stitches had made his ear. Going
back to work right after the ordeal was off the table but the job would still be there,
Mr. Frank had assured him, when he was well enough to come back. It had been.

He had managed to drop some cutlery much like when he had first arrived,
and his mangled ear drew stares from his coworkers but that at least had been
much the same. What took getting used to was working without Rick. There was a
gap there that he was unsure would ever be filled at least at work.

That first June night he was back was a busy one, though nowhere near as
busy a time as he had missed out on at the end of May when the graduates were
having their fancy dinner parties with their families.  Lucky me, he thought as he
flexed his had at near two in the morning. Without Rick, he had been convinced to
help close and soon would be given Saturday work hours too.

He slid the key into the locked door of his little trailer apartment and stepped
through. The clear night and bright moon and stars gave the place an unearthly
look and seemed as though something out of a picture book. In the corner of the
living room he spied an empty wheel chair and shook his head.

He carefully slid into the bedroom and noticed that the bed was empty, but
before he could react he was pushed from behind and pounced on, “I told you that
I’d be out of that damned thing before the 4th of July.”

Cody was able to roll over to look up at his lupine lover, “And here I thought it
was too early for fireworks. I told you not to push yourself too hard though,” he said
stroking the werewolf’s leaner frame through his fur.

“What can I say, I’m not good at following other people’s advice,” he replied,
letting his partially engorged manhood drag across the man’s exposed midsection.

“I can tell,” Cody said, feeling the scar on his back where his family pulled it
out, “It’s still there though. If I can feel it I know you still can.”

“Yeah,” Rick leaned back, straddling the blond’s lap. Cody found him warm
and his body weight was comforting and arousing in a way he couldn’t put into
words, “I was just excited, and you know, seeing as we haven’t actually had sex...”

“I can tell you’re excited, but I’m no...” Rick snatched him by the collar with a
clawed hand, he’s still so much stronger than me, Cody thought.

“You don’t have anything to get ready for. I’m the one that’s gotten all ready,”
Rick growled into Cody’s mangled ear.



“Oh… But I...”
“Don’t really have a choice, sweetheart,” Rick growled into Cody’s other ear, “I

want it, I need it, I’m ready.”
Rick firmly,  but gently pushed the blond man onto his back. He protested

weakly  but  was quieted when the  werewolf  turned around and laid across him,
pinning him down with his still not insignificant body weight. The werewolf deftly
undid Cody’s pants and before he knew it the beast’s warm muzzle was wrapped
around his cock, the base tight in its left hand.

“You really don’t ne-paph,” he got a mouth full of Rick’s bushy black tail fur.
The werewolf took the member out of his mouth, “I wanted to thank you in my

own way for taking care of me.”
Before too long Cody was totally stiff, he was surprised by how forceful the

werewolf was being with him and by how eager the beast was to get him into a
position in bed that he didn’t usually take. Somehow, pinned, unable to move, being
forcefully sucked off made him still feel like the passive partner. His member was
throbbing when Rick rolled over a bit to grab lube from the nightstand.

“Don’t get up, I’d hate to have to push you back down,” the werewolf growled at
Cody.

He made the mistake of leaning over to watch the black furred monster man
rummage through the drawer. Upon snatching the lubricant the wolf noticed Cody
move, prompting it to whirl around and shove him roughly back into the mattress.
The man’s cock twitched ever so slightly at being handled so roughly.

The werewolf popped the cap off of the purple tube and arched up onto his
knees as well as his digitigrade legs allowed. It was something else watching the lithe
creature with all his still tight, though slim, muscles mount him. Cody swallowed
when the dollop of cold slick lubricant touched the tip of his cock, it wasn’t cold out
any more but that didn’t stop the lube from being cold out of the drawer.

“Oh, was that cold,” Rick snorted in amusement, “I guess I’ll just have to find
some way to warm it up.”

The black beast rocked back slowly,  missing and at first only managing to
moisten the fur-less base of his tail. He reached back, careful not to cut Cody with
his claws but still managing to scrape his thigh gently in the process. He let out a
medium pitch animal noise as he pressed the tip of  the blond man’s bare cock
against his tight rim.

“Wait…” Cody said suddenly nervous, “Shouldn’t we be using a condom?”
Rick smiled with all  his teeth,  “Oh Cody,”  he shook his head dramatically,

“Both of us would need to be human for us to need that.”
He plunged down and grunted through his muzzle as Cody’s tip invaded him.

It was obvious that the wolf wasn’t as experienced as Cody. This isn’t going to be any
fun at all if he’s hurting the whole time, even with the way he can heal.  The man
tentatively reached down and batted one of the wolf-man’s hands out of reach of his
cock and laid the other on his thigh.

In the dimmed bedroom light he could just make out the the were-beast’s atlas
band. He ran his hand along the furred thigh up to his hip and guided him back up
the tip of his cock. Cody slicked a finger and hoped his nails were trimmed enough
to make this work. He slid the tip his middle finger beyond the wolf’s anal ring,
probing the tender place where he tried to shove the head of his cock a moment ago.



He ran the lube around the inside, gently working him open with one finger. With
his other hand he traced the V the werewolf’s hips mad down to the base of its cock
and started gently tugging on the warm meat.

He must have been looking forward to this for most of the night, Cody thought
as a thin strand of precum dropped from the tip of the werewolf’s cock onto his belly.
The member was as magnificent as it had ever been; soft, fleshy, and heavy as any
he’d ever had the privilege to touch. He worked the werewolf’s cock up to what had
to be nearly two thirds of the way erect before he slid another probing finger inside
the werewolf. It was getting easier, and even though he wasn’t nearly as relaxed as
Cody would have liked the werewolf was still trying to ride his fingers, hole twitching
with each barely contained thrust.

“Relax,  I’m  going  to  give  you  one  more,”  Cody  stroked  the  base  of  the
werewolf’s tail with his ring finger, “Then we should be able to get more than just the
tip.”

“Do it,” Rick said, putting both hands down on either side of the man beneath
him.

The beast let out little grunts and growls while the man worked him open with
one hand and jerked him off with the other. The wolf was near completely erect when
Cody finally slipped the last finger inside. The sensation made the werewolf clench
and want to jump away for a moment, but Cody was fully into it by then. He followed
the werewolf up, not letting him off his fingers. He worked them around in a circular
motion to thoroughly coat the walls of lower insides.

The lube had run down his cock and with the already lubed hand the blond
man found the glob that had come to rest between his thighs and ball sack and used
it to lube the entire shaft of his cock. He jerked himself several times before taking
the excess and coating the werewolf’s rim with it. It was a sloppy warm mess back
there he could feel and he caressed the wolf’s fuzzy sack just to spread the mess
around a bit.

“Down,” Cody commanded.
The werewolf tentatively lowered himself onto the man’s shaft. He could feel

the beast’s anal ring still giving him resistance but his cock was too slick and he was
now too loose to resist. Rick yelped and whimpered when the helmet slipped inside
making Cody’s meat twitch. He was so very warm inside, hot even, hotter than any
place he’d ever put his cock before – not that he’d often taken the role as top. This
was different though.

The two males awkwardly tried finding a rhythm, letting Cody’s dick pop out
necessitating a replay of  the entire ordeal of  popping the head back beyond the
warm muscular rim. The werewolf only grunted weakly that time and not wanting to
do it  again doubled his efforts in finding a rhythm. It  wasn’t hard though, flesh
slowly glided past flesh, tenderly and at first with short strokes.  The man knew
when he slid out again but was able to slide back inside without resistance it was
time to speed things up.

Rick’s member was long enough that Cody could reach it with his mouth while
the werewolf rode him. He took his hand off the beast’s thigh and leaned up onto his
elbow, with his other hand he guided the tip up to his mouth. The werewolf fell back,
bottoming out on the man’s cock, forcing him to chase the penis as it pulled away.



Rick snorted, amused at making the other man chase him down for a taste of his
meat.

Cody slobbered down the cock and took as much as he could manage without
giving it the teeth at the same time while they ground into each other. It didn’t take
long for the wolf to start panting while leaking precum. The taste was as strong and
as it had been the first time but Cody had no reservations about drinking it all
down. The wolf bucked on him for a while but with an ass full of cock and a warm
mouth around his knob he wouldn’t  last  long. He stopped bucking and fell  into
Cody’s lap. The sudden change of pace pulled the tip of the massive member from
the man’s grasp and the wolf painted his own chest and belly with his seed.

He leaned back on his arms letting the tip of his long dong rest in an arched
fashion on Cody’s belly. The man took this opportunity to force the werewolf onto his
back, narrowly keeping him on the bed. He mounted him up and pressed the wolf’s
knees as far back as he could. The werewolf was strong and flexible and his knees
almost made it behind his head. The beast was lock firmly in the mating press.

Cody renewed his thrusts, this time being the sole mover in the pair – the wolf
was  spent  and too  weak from his  orgasm to  resist.  The  strokes  were  long  and
deliberate at first but before long the blond man had sped up, making the wolf grunt
and whimper. Behind him he could feel the werewolf’s tail curl up between his legs.
He took the hint and pounded as hard and as fast as he could without throwing
either of them off the bed.

His orgasm was long and as hot as the place his cock was stuffed. Even as he
hammered away at the werewolf’s tight muscular ass he pumped his load deeper
and deeper, even as he was totally spent he continued to thrust. He looked up and
saw the beast’s muzzle pointed straight back, tongue lolling out the whole time.
When his pace finally slowed he realized that Rick was shaking.

The  man pulled  out  and unmounted  the  beast  and  laid  beside  him.  The
werewolf panted and stayed with legs spread for a while. He stroked the beast’s arm
and gently pried his hand from where it was holding its own thigh to instead hold
his. He squeezed back after a moment and slowly lowered and closed his legs. Cody
rolled over a bit, still holding the beast’s hand and stroked a finger through the load
that soiled the black belly fur.

“Want me to clean that up or did you want to get up to some more?” Cody
asked.

“I think…” Rick tilted his muzzle towards Cody, “I want more.”

***

Grey  morning  light  poured  through the  trailer’s  kitchen  window and Rick
looked out  into  the  yard,  exhausted from the  night  before.  Cody  soon came up
behind him and hugged him. They had finally cleaned up but were still damp from
the shower they had taken together. The stood like that for a long while waiting for
the sun to rise fully. Cody noticed that their hearts were beating together at the
same relaxed rate. Rick stroked one of the arms Cody had wrapped around his torso
before talking.

“There’s something else I wanted to talk about before we go to bed…” he felt
Cody’s hand begin to wander, “Actual bed.”



“What’s that?” Cody asked as the grogginess started to hit him finally.
“My family wanted to thank you. I,” he paused, “It means a lot to me and them

saving my life like that. They still don’t really like that I’ve gotten myself into men...”
“But?” Cody asked.
“Well, dad’s a real traditionalist and… well… he wanted make you an offer.”
“What  kind?”  Cody asked genuinely  curious as to what the patriarch of  a

family of werewolves could offer him.
“One you probably can’t refuse.”
“Well, what is it?”
“Uh… Seeing as you saved my life and did a whole lot of damage to a bunch of

hunters in the process… Seeing as you stood up to my sister in two situations… He
wants to offer you this...” he trailed off as he guided one of Cody’s hands through his
fur.

“I already have you,” Cody mused.
“I know,” the werewolf sighed, “But he wants to offer you the chance to be like

me, to be a werewolf.”
“How though?” Cody said, backing out of their embrace, “I’ve been cut up by

your sister’s claws, and I’m pretty sure you nibbled me hard enough last night to
count as ‘bitten’ you know?”

“Yeah, but I think I mentioned it once. It’s a whole process if you want to make
one.”

“I think, maybe? Is it dangerous?”
“Extremely.”
“How often do you do something like this?”
“Before weddings, like for my mother before she married my father.”
Cody paused before asking the next question, “Will it hurt?”
“More than you could possibly imagine,” Rick answered flatly.
“Will it make the dreams and memories of the hunters I shot go away?”
Rick could feel the other man’s hand mindlessly caressing him still though he

had backed off a bit, “No.”
“I’ll be able to stay with you?”
“That and more,” Rick answered, “So much more.”


